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For: The Commissioners

~From: William J. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

Subjt.ct_: RESOLUTION GF UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUE A-1, " WATER HAMMER"D

. Purpose: To inform'the Commissioners of the issuance of NVREG-0927,
" Evaluation of Water Hammer in Nucleai Power Plants-

-Technical Findings Relevant to Unresolved Safety Issue A-1;"
revisions to Standard Reviet Plan Sections 3.9.3, Rev. 1,' '

"ASME Code Class 1, 2 and 1 Compotaats Supports and Core
Support Structures;" 3.9.4, Rev. 2. " Control Rod Drive' b

Systems;" 5.4.6, Rev. 3. " Reactor Core Isolation Ccoling )
'

System (BWR);" 5.4.7, Rev. 3, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR
System;" 6.3, Rev. 2 " Emergency Core Cooling System;"
9.2.1, Rev. 3, " Station Service Water System;" 9.2.2, Rev.
2 " Reactor Auxiliary Cooling Water Systems;" 10.3, Rev. 3,
" Main Steam Supply System;" 10.4.7, Rev. 3, " Condensate and
Feedwater System;" and NUREG-0993, the supporting Regulatoryi

'

Analysis. Issuance of these dccuments completes the staff's
. technical resolution of Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-1.

Discussion: The central. issue of USI A-1 dealt with consideratica of the
frequency and severity of water hammer events, the resulting
loads on piping and equipment, and reported damage to
determine whether such water hamer occurrences had esulted
in unacceptable impairment of safety systems such that
safety functions were unduly compromised; and whether
significant accidental release of radionuclides to the
environment wnuld be expected as 6 result of water hammer
occurrence.
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:
;a Implementation: The revised Standard Review Plan Sections will be used only ;

for review of " custom plant" Contruction Permit applica-
tions, and for Standard Plant applications cocketed after :

,

the issuance of these Standard Review Plan Section
revisions, which are intended.for referencing in ~

Construction Permit applications. These revisions represent
current staff review practices (already used in current case '

reviews) and, as such, clarify staff review practices and
ultimately reduce the burden of the regulatory process. '

I h
'

.

William J. Dirckst

Executive Director for Operations ;:

Enclosures: "l --

'

'I. NUREG-0927, Staff's Technical
Findings '

2. SRP Section 3.9.3, Rev. 1 .
.

3. SRP Section 3.9.4 Rev. 2-
;

4. SRP Sti; tion 5.4.6, Rev.-3
5. SRP Section 5.4.7 Rev. 3 .

6. SRF '<ection F.3, Rev. 2-
.

1. SRP.Section 9.2.1, Rev. 3
.

8. SRP Section 9.2.2, Rev. 2
;

9.- SRP Section-10.3, Rev. 3
;

10. SRP Sectiot 10.4.7, Rev 3 e

11. NUREG-0993, Regulatory Analysis
.
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} U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION,.

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE AND AVAILABILITY $

NUREG-0927, " EVALUATION OF WATER HAMMER IN NUCLEAR,

POWER PLANTS-TECHNICAL FINDINGS RELEVANT TO UNRESOLVED
'

SAFETY ISSUE A-1," ?

:

STANDARD REVIEW PLAN (SRP) SECTIONS 3.9.3, 3.9.4, 5.4.6, 5.4.7,

L 6.3, 9.2.1, 9.2.2, 10.3, AND 10.4.7 (NUREG-0800) '

AND THE SU,PPORTING VALUE/ IMPACT ANALYSIS
,

| i

'

The U. S. "vclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff has prepared the -
,

'
'

.following documents: NUREG-0927 entitled, " Evaluation of Water Hammer in, '

E Nuclear Power Plants-Technical Findings Relevant to7nresolved Safety Isfue
,

A-1;" revisions :to Standard Review Plan Sections 3.9.3, Rev.1, "ASME Code

Class 1, 2' and '3 Components Supports and Core SupTo'rt Structures;" 3.9T,

L Rev; 2. " Control | Rod Drive Systems;" 5.4.6, Rev. 3, " Reactor Core Isolation
L Cooling System (BWR);" 5.4.7, Rev. 3, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System;" |

6.3', 3:v. 2, "Emer9ency Core Cooling System;" 9.2.1, Rev. 3, " Station Service
Water. Sy:; tem;" 9.2.2, Rev. 2, ." Reactor Auxiliary Cooling Water Systems;" -

10.3, Rev. 3, " Main Steam Supply System;" 10.4.7, Rev. 3 " Condensate and
F

Feedwater System;" and the supporting Regulatory Analysis (NUREG-0993) which
a e included in this final issuance package.

.

I

These documents serve as the staff's technical resolution of the NRC's -

'

Task A-1, " Water Hammer." This issue was identified as an " Unresolved Safety
Issue" in the 1978 Annual Report, pursuant to Section 210 of the Energy '

' ~
- Reorg'anization Act of 1974;

-
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A. -NUREG-0927 provides-the staff's technical evalut. tion of reported
water hammer occurrences, attendant damage, underlying causes and corrective.

-

,

actions taken.
.

- .,

All changes to the SRP !?ctions resulting from the resolution of this !

Unresolved Safety Issue and any editorial changes are identified by a .line
in the margin of the revised SRP Section. NUREG-0993 contains the staff's .

- Regulatory Analysis of actions being taken.
.

I

Comments'were solicited from interested organizations, groups and
.

. individuals through a Federal Register notice of availability for comment
{in May 1983. The' staff has evaluated the comments received, and addressed.
-

them, as appropriate, in the final documents. As a result of comments
,

received, two SRP Sections (3.9.3 and 3.9.4) not previously published "for
' comment" have also been revised.

, ,

.

L
-

e e

Copies of the oocuments will be available after |
'

- Copies will be sent directly to utilit4c, utility industry-- '

-.
.

groups and associations and environmental and pubit, interest groups. Other
' '

copies will.be cvailable for review at-the NRC Public Document Room, 1717 H :

Street, NW, Washington, D. C.; and the Commission's Local Public Document
,

[ Rooms'_1:,cated in the vicinity of nuclear )ower plants. Addresses of these

Local Public Document Rooms can be obtained from the Chief.. Lo'al Public '

Document Room Branch, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, '4ashington, -

D. C. 20555, telephone (301) 492-7536. '

.

'

.

.

Dated at'Bethesda, Maryland, this day of 1984. .
.

..

i FOR TH (UCLEAR REGUL ORY COMMISSION

,

LDk -
g.,

[
Office of Nuclear Reactor Reculation
Harold R. Denton, Director
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The.itaff's concerns were founded on the increasing frequency- . iof water hammer occurrences in the early 1970's, and in ;
particular the feedwater line rupture at Indian Point-2 in

i1972 due to a steam generator water hammer. !

In the process of. the USI A-1 studies, the staff has ' i
o evaluated reported water hammer occurrences in terms of:

i
(a)' reported occurrences documented by Licensee Event

''

Reports- (LERs), (b) damage incurred, (c) underlyin causes- i
.- and~correctiveactionsthathavebeentaken,and(g) safety *

d* systems (or functions) involved. The major findings can be ;
summarized as follows:

-

'

.

>
1. Total elimination of water hammer occurrence is not :

feasible, because inherent in the design of nuclear
.

power plants is the possible toexistence of steam.
- water, and voids in various nuclear plant systems. .

Expcrience shows that design inadequacies and operator-
or maintenance-related actions have contributed about
equally to initiating water hamer occurrences. -

2. Since.1969, approxi'nately 150 water hamer events have . i
been reported through the NRC's Licensee Event Reports
, (LERs). Damage has been principally limited to pipe

. support' systems. Approximately half of these events >

have occurred either in the preoperational phase or in|

L the first year of commercial operation. This suggests a
i learning period existed in which design and procedural *

deficiencies were corrected and operating errors weren

_ reduced.

3. Water hammer frequency peaked in the mid-1970s, at a '

time when the rate of- new plants beginning commercial
1 operation was the highest. Experience led to corrective
E design changes (e.g., use of J-tubes to eliminate steam

.
-

?

generator water hammer and " keep-full" systems, vacuum
L breakers, etc.) which reduced the frequency of

,

R occurrence.
.

1

4.Steamgeneratorwaterhammer(SGWH)associatedwithtop
'

;
feedring SGs appears to have been corrected by the use

L of design features and the preoperational test -

W requirements specified in the NRC's Standard Review Plan
Branch Technical Position ASB 10-2, " Design Guidelines
for Water Hammers in Steam Generators with Top Feedring
Designs.";

L :

,
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' The staff has concluded that the frequency and severity of
water hammer occurrences has been significantly reduced
through (a) incorporation of design features such as keep--
full systems, vacuum breakers, J-tubes, void detection. i

systems and improved venting procedures, (b) pro
of feedwater valves and control systems and (c) per design

,

increased :
operatur awareness and training. Thus the water hammer -
issue at the present is less significant than was suggested
by the water hammer occurrences in the early and mid-1970s, ,

and the staff has concluded that this unresolved s&fety ,

. issue is ~ technically resolved.. Publication of the staff's
'_ technical findings .in NUREG-0927, and revisions to the-

Standard Review Plan will provide added assurance of the >

continued use of plant desigr features that have been
,

effective'in reducing the frequency of water hammer,

occurrence.

The staff issued these documents and a supporting Regulatory
Analysis (NUREG-0993) for a 60-day coment period which
ended July 18, 1983. Following the comment period, the

' staff evaluated the comments received and has addressed
them, as appropriate, in the final documents. As a result ?

of comments . received, revisions were made to two additional -

Standard Review Plan Sections, 3.9.3 and 3.9.4 (these were
not in the for comment package). Changes were made in the >

other documents to reflect significant technical inputs '

received.

The revised documents have been reviewed and endorsed for -

issuance by the Comittee to Review Generic RequiremeItts
(CRGR). These reports and Standard Review Plan revisions -

will be published and notification of availability will be
made in the Federal Register (Enclosure 12). Appropriate
. Congressional Comittees will be informed by letter.

Although the above actions provide technical resolution of
USI A-1, the Comission should be aware that dynamic loads
resulting from potential water hammer events remain an ,

important consideration in the design of piping and piping
'

support systems. NRC's Piping Review Comittee is
considering water hammer as one of several dynamic loads_.

which must be taken into account in the development of?-

recommendations regarding potential revisions to nuclear
power plant piping design criteria. This comittee will
review and integrate water hamer experience into its
review to assure that any proposed revisions to piping
design criteria do not adversely affect the capability to
withstand water hamer loads.

+
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ABSTRACT
'

,
,

f .This report, which includes respontes to public comments, summarizes key
{; technical findings relevant to the Unresolved Safety Issue A-1, Water

' Hammer. These findings were derived from studier of reported water
hammer ' occurrences and underlying causes and' provide key . insights into

means to minimize or eliminate further water hammer occurrences. It
h should also be noted that this report does not represent a substitute
r
i= for current rules and regulations.
!
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY'
-

!.

This- report presents the:NRC staff's' technical findings regarding the <

| Unresolved Safety Issue ('USI) A-1, Wate' Hammer, and presents the
'

s

,

- results of-the' concluding evaluations associated with resolving'this '

| safety issue and includes responses to public. comments. The major'
findings' can be summarized as follows:

,

i,

's 1. Total. elimination of water hammer occurrence is~not feasible, due-
_to the possible coexistence of steam, water, and voids in various

'
,

'

nuclear plant systems. Experience shows that design inadequacies
and opera?.or- or maintenance related actions have contributed about~

"'

equally to initiating water hammer occurrences.
- >

37

2; Since 1969, approximately 150 water hammer events have been

reported through the NRC's Licensee Event Reports (LERs). Damage

has been~ principally limited to pipe support systems.- 'Approxi-
mately half of these events have occurred either in the pre-

' operational chase or the first year of commercial. operation. This
,

y suggests a learning period exists in which. design deficiencies are
o

corrected'and operating errors are reduced.
,1

,

~-3. . Water hammer frequency peaked in the mid-1970s, at a time when the

rate of introducing new piants into commercial operation was the -

highest. Experience led to corrective design changes (e.g., use of
J-tubes to eliminate steam generator water hammer and " keep-full''
systems, vacuum breakers, etc.) which reduced the frequency of
occurrence.

- 4. Steam generator water hammer (SGWH) associated with top feedring,

SGs appears to have been corrected by the use of design features.
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i' t . ana _ the test requirements specified in the NRC's Branch Technical
Position ASB 10-2,. " Design. Guidelines for Water Hammers in Steam

3JE Generators with TopL Feedring Designs." '

!o

The major conclusions' reached are that the frequency and severity of water
,

.

,

"
~ hammer occurrence can be and to some extent have been significantly reduced"/d

g' through design features such as keep-full systems, vacuum breakers, J-tubes,
_ void detection systems and improved venting procedures,: proper design of,

,'

feedwater valves and control systems and increased _ operator awareness and '

F training;'and that the current potential for significant damage as a result1_

of water hammer events is -less 'than it was in the early and mid 1970's.

.

.. Total elimination-of water (steam) hammers is not feasible, due to various
inherent features of plant design and operation. Therefore, currently
accepted design practices for-including anticipated water (steam) hammers as

,

occasio'nal: mechanical leads in the design basis of piping and their supports '

systems should be' maintained..-
..

These' topics ~are discussed in more detail in the report which follows.:
'

:

Althougn ' publication of thi; technical findings. report and of associated
revisionsEto the Standard Review Plan complete the staff's work under the
Task Action Plan for USI A-1, and constitute technical resolution of the,

.

issue as defined therein, the potential for water hammer loads remains an
important ; consideration in the design and operation of nuclear power
l .

-p ants. The staff recognizes the continuing importance of ongoing
activities aimed at further redactions in the frequency and possible:

magnitude of water hammer events and consideration of water hammer effects|

in nuclear power plant design. These include the activities of the NRC
Piping Review Committee, which is currently reviewing regulatory practices
related to Pipe Cracks, Pipe Breaks, Seismic Design are avr.e. enad/ Load

Combinations. Water hammer loads are one of severa' .. . ' ioa ,5ich

,
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will be reviewed with respect to experience and current design practices., .

These activities are integrated with similar activities under the PVRC-
Technical Committee on Piping where the aim is to_ improve piping design with

,

~

respect _ to dynamic leads. Finally, there are foreign programs. aimed at
correlating water hammer energy, with damage to' piping systems. The joint

o_ efforts of these activities should continue.
; vi 'r
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; 1. 0 INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of concluding technical evaluations
' relevant.to Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-1 Water Hammer, the safety-

,

significance of~this' issue as currently viewed, and potential methods to,

minimize the frequency and severity-of water hammer occurrences.

Water hammer, as discussed in this report, encompasses more than the

classical case in'which pressure wcVer, caused by the sudden interrup-
tion of flow, are reflected through liquid-filled lines. Water hammers

:

in~ nuclear p'ower. plants have been caused-by voiding in normally-

water, filled lines, steam condensation in lines containing both steam
and water, and the entrainment of water in steam-filled lines, as well

.'as by rapid valve action, the classical cause. These underlying causes,
the systems _ they affect, and means for their prevention or mitigation

.are dircussed.

1.1 Safety Sionificance and Background

The safety significance of a water hammer in a particular system is
related to the level of damage incurred (water hammer can introduce

large: hydraulic % ads), the ffequency_ of _ event occurrence and the safety
function of the system. .

During the early 1970s the number of water hammer events reported
increased. This increase coincided with the increase in the number of
plants starting.up, as sr.own in figures _1-1 and 1-2. The staff's
concern also increasec; aild were set forth in NUREG-0582 (reference 1).

. Asia result, water hammer was- designatect an Unresolved Safety Issue#

(USI) in late 1978.
,

N
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-k1though~muchof-~thewaterhammerdamagewaslimitedtopipingsupport{ ,

isystems, steam generator water-hammer frequency increased sharply
from 1973 to 1976'and was highlighted by the feedwater line crack
occuring^at Indian Point 2 in late 1973.' An evaluation of PWR steamm.

-
..

. generator water hammer causes was~ undertaken in 1976, and the results
are rsported in:NUREG-0291 (reference 2). Recommended design !

,

'-

modifications to prevent or mitigate SGWH were embodied in the NRC's
,

,

-Branch Technical Position (BTP) ASB 10-2, " Design Guidelines for Water )

(
' Hammers in Top Feedring Design," attached to Standard Review Plan (SRP)

{l'
section?10.4.7-(reference 3). I

|

In addition, eff. orts were undertaken to analyze water hammers and
i

attempt to predict thei. occurrence t.nd niagnitude (references 4, 5, 6, '

u .and 7). Although underlying causes haa been identified fo'r sometime |
.(refererce 1), the. analytical attempts were not successfui due to

computer code limitatie.js:in modeling actual physical phenomena (e.g.,
~stean-void-collapse), modeling complexity of the interconnected *1

: subsystems,- and the' very large number of system alignments possible
;

under various plant operating conditions. Simply stated, analysis could j

-not' provide adeqate'information to eliminate water hammer.> >

.

r <
1

w Therefore, evaluatior.s ^M reported occurrences were undertaken to

carefully review levels of damage, underlying causes, frequency of !
o occurrence, and system design or operational implications. A compilation 1

of known or. suspected water hammer events in nuclear power plants

from 1969 to 1981 is contained in reference 8. |

!

1. 2 Current Safety Picture

The severity and frequency of reported water hammer events (reference 8)
and evaluations of the damage and safety implicatfor,i (reference 9)
indicate that water hammer is not as significant a safety issue as

,

previously thought for the following reasons:

1-4
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. ..
, nLThe damage for most of the reported water. hammer events has beena.

limited to piping and equipment supports. '

.

4

b', Many of the reported events.were eit.1er not water hammers, or-
; . occurred.in nonsafety systems. None of the water hammer events

4

:placed a plant in a~_ faulted or emergency condition. None of the
water hammer events resulted in a radioactive release.

I

t c. -About half: tie approximately 150 reported water hammer events since
~

~

-1969 have occurred during oreoperational testing and the first year
'

| of commercial operation (see figures 1-1 and 1-2). This suggests a
"-

learning process and increased operator awareness of the potential
-for water hammers. *

,1 . d. Water hammer frequency has decreased. The frequency of water '

. hammer 3 vents peaked during the mid-1970s. Experience;has brought
about design and operational' modifications which have reduced the *

frequency and the potential severity of water hammer in many. ',

_
systems. Two examples are: a) the use of J-tubes in top feedring

... steam generators to increase drain time, thereby. reducing the

33 'ootential for steam-collapse' water hammer, and b) the use of jockey t
.

_ pumps.in BWR Laep-fu11 systems to prevent pump startup into voided
lines.

L,:.

1.3 Key Findinos

The key findings, upon which the recommended technical resolution of
USI A .1.is based, are as follows:

.

Water hammers = contir.ue to occur, but at a low frequency. Totala.,

elimination of water hammer is not feasible due to dasign and
'

operational conditions wherein steam, water, and voids can coexist
I within a system (s).
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The overall incidence of water hammer in nuclear power | plants haso-
'

+

d'eclined considerably.in recent years. The decline in the.,

Lincidence of water hammer. events is due to the implementation of,

[ various1 design and operational modifications.' .||+

/y

'

The most common cause of water hammer events is line voiding.c..

Other significant causes include steam condensation, feedwater.
1

control valve; instability, and steam water interfaces. Although
these are the generic causes, many of the events have resulted from
both. design and operational.dsficiencies. Tables .1-1 and 1-2

.

L summarize water hammer' events in PWRL and BWR systems, along with
.

i

attendant safety significance and underlying causes,
s

d .' BWRs: continue to report a higher frequency of events than PWRs,
, +

a primarily because ef two factors. The first facter is the,
.

susc'eptibility of:BWR ECCS' lines'to leakage-caused voiding because
<

of the~1ow elevation.of the suppression pool which is the ECCS
water source. The other factor is the presence of steam-water
. interfaces in BWRs.

Following the implementation of design features and testing con-e.
,

tained in BTP' ASB 10-2 (reference 3), the frequency of steam
. generator water hammer in top feedring design steam generators has
been' essentially eliminated. Additional review of' water hamnser

'

potential for bottom feed (preheat) steam generators is in process.
,

- - f. The frequency and severity of water hammers can be significantly
reduced through proper design features, such as Keep-full systems, ;

impreved venting, void detection, feedwater control valve design
'

verification and vacuum breakers..

p ' 92 The frequency and severity of water hammers can be significantly

reduced bv operator awareness and trgining, and by improving plant
e a

>
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operating;and maintenance procedures that coverLfeatures such as
< 4

line warmup, proper valve' usage, venting and draining,-and void
correction.

I '

State-of-the-art mechanistic or cuantitative two phase analysis of. .h.

water hammer phenomena is not a practical means of resolving all
water. hammer. Although, there are many water hammer events that

can be" analyzed, the extensiveness of possible plant conditions,
. alignments, and computer code calculational limits preclude analyzing

,

'

all.possible scenarios.

i.- Anticipated water (steam) hammer events, caused by components
'

performing.in:their intended manner should be included as.. occasion 11-
.

*

loads -in the design . basis of piping and their support systems.

1.4 Report -Organization
.

' Section= 2.0 prevides a more comprehensive technical discussion of reported -.

- -

' events, underlying causes, and systems affected. . Section 3.0 sumn.erizes,

; key technical-findings and provides additional details on measu:es to
prevent or mitigate water. hammers.

-Y
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; . TABLE 1-1. Overview of Reported PWR Water Hamnier- Evente

s

_ Number of -Safety Sig-
System Events- nificance* Under1ving Causes.'

Feedwater? 13 Moderate ' Control vahe instabilities
.

.

ELCS Safety Injection.. 4 Moderate Voided lines (3) l
..

Steam bubble collapsa (1) 1
-

i.

Reactor Primary System - 5 Moderate Relief valve discharge

-Cooling Water: 3 Moderate Voided lines (2)
]

Steam Generators 27 High Top feedring drainage
followed by steam bubble
collapse

Main. Steam 8 Low Valve closures / openings (4)
,

Steam-water entrainment (3) . '1
Relief valve discharge (1)

Residual Heat Removal 1 Low Incorrect valve alignment
e

a causing voided line

!
~ Chemical and-Volume Control 2 Low Voided line, steam bubble

collapse ,;

i

Condenser ,,,4 Low Design ano procedures

TOTAL 67

* Safety significance as used here is a relative rating based en severity
+

af damage reported, frequence of occurrence, anc' the role of the particular ,

isystem involved. These ratings are only relative to water hammer in the
other systems, listed below. The ratings are not the result of proo-
abilistic Msk assessments (PRA) and are not ratings of risk to plant
personnel or the public.

.-
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TAELE 1;2. Overview of Reported BWR Water Hammer Events,

c
,

Number of Safety Sig-
System E"ents nificancei Underlyino Causes-

. ,,

-Core. Spray' 9 High Voided lines
,

[, ' Residual' Heat-Removal:'

.

g Shutdown Cooling 7 High

Reactor Vessel Heat Spray 1- _ Low Voided lines (11), steam,

. Containment Spray 4 Moderate bubble collapse (8), stetn
~

'
''

Low-Pressure' Coolant water entrainment (1),'

.Injectio:t 1 Low
'

unknown (3)Fuel Pcol Cooling; 3 Low
,

*

.

-Steam Condensing.- 7- Moderate

.
.High-Pressure Coolant- 20 High Steam water entrainment

'

* s

. Injection (12), steam bubble collapse.

(4), voided lines'(3)
'

Cooling Water 9 High- Voided lines (5), design
and procedures (2), water
column separation (2)

Main Ste'im' 6 Moderate Steam water entrainment (2)
Valve operation (4) 'e

Isolation Conden'sr 4 Moderate Steam. water entrainment

.Feedwater 3 Low Valve controller instabilities
' Condenser 3 Low Maintenance and design errors -

'Raactor Core' Isolation
Cooling. 2 Low Steam water entrainment (1)

Reactor Water Cleanup 1 Low Unknown

Plant Process Steam 1 Low- Steam bubble collapseb . TOTAL 81
~

~ " Safety sigr.ificance as used here is a relative rating based on severity
of' damage reported, frequence of occurrence, and the role of the particular
. system' involved. These ratings arc only reistive to water hammer in the4 othi systems listed above. The ratings are not the results of probabilistic
riss assessments (PRA) and are not ratings of risk to plant oersonnel or
the public.
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2.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION- -

2.1 Backaround and Technical Approach-

"

2.1.1L. Definition of Water Hammer- *

The definitions of water hamrer types listed below are used-in this-
t;f document.

a. -Water (Steam) Mammer. Water (steam) hammer.is the change in
'the pressure of a fluid ~ in a closeo conduit caused by a rapid 4
change in the. fluid velocity. This pressure enange is the

- result of the conversion of kinetic energy i,to pressure.
- (compression woves) or.the conversion of pressure into kinetic
energy (rarefaction waves). Water hammer types are discussed

- in section 2.1.2.

b; ' Anticipated Water-(Steam) Hammer. An anticipated water or
steam hammer'is one resulting from a component performing in

. . the manner for which it has been designed and affecting the
. system.in its expected manner. The pressure waves resulting
from-turbine stop-valve closure tre an example of an antici-
pated ' event. I

c. Unanticipated Water (Steam) Hammer. An unanticipated water or
, steam hammer is one that would not be expected from a componentb >

i'

or system operating in the manner for which it was designed.7

L .
-

d .- konwater (Non-Steam Hammer) Hammer Hydraulic Transients. Hydraulic

( transients that do not conform to definition a. above are not
L

considered to be water hammers. Examples of nonwater (steam)|-

y hammer transients are steady-state pipe vibrations or oscilla-
[ tions, normal pressure transients and pump instabilities. '

pf
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2.1,2- Water Hammer Types 1

The. water h&mmers encountered in nucl.tr power plants amcompass

:aore' than' the' classical' case in- which pressure waves.. caused by the
4

*
-

'

sudden interruption of flow, are reflected through liquid-filled ',

h, > lines. The majority of water hammers occurring in power plants !'

have been caused by'the entrainment..of water in normally steam-filled,

g lines, steam and water flow in the same lina, and voiding in normally
'

' water-filled : lines.
,

Water entrained"ir-steam lines causes water hammers when the water
'

.

slugs areistopped. suddenly by obstructions'such as closed valves.

Further' discussion of water entrainment is contained in section 2.4.4.

The presence:of nonequilibrium steam and water flow in the sama-,

line.can cause. local staam condensation followed by large pressure
.

drops and rapid slug acceleration. > Water hammer forces are generated
'

when the slugs iinpact a water column or other obstacle. Sections 2.4.2
and 2.4.5 contain detailed discussions of steam bubble collapse -

phenomena.

*

Voids can-occur in normally water-filled lines for a variety of -
reasons. When water is pumped into the voided line, the water
column accelerates through the void. When the column is suddenly- !

stopped upon impact with an obstacle such as a valve or water
g column, water. hammer forces are generated. A more detailed dis- -

- cussion of voiding is provided in section 2.4.1.
.

2.1.3 History of Evaluation

| Because of the continuing incidence of water hammer events, the
variety of phenomena, and the potential safety significance of the
systems involved, water hammer was classified as USI A-1, and task

..

action plan TAP A-1 was developed to provide a plan for resolving

2-2
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USI A-1~. - However, even prior to the classification of water 'hanner,

asja USI, efforts'were in process'to prevent or mitigate water .

- hammer.'-
,

'

%,: NUREG-0291-(reference 2) presented the results of a study offthe
.

- cause'and effects of past PWR steam generator water hammer (SGWH)g
'

events. Recommendations were developed to prevent or mitigate
SGWH .~- ,

.
,

In 1977: letters'were issued-to certain PWR licensees requiring
submission of proposed plant design or procedural modifications to

'

prevent damaging water hammers in the. steam generators. Reviews.of.,
-

theLlicensee responses were made under the generic review program, '

'" Steam Generator Feedwater Flow Instability."
-t.

J0perating_PWR. plants having certain feedwater flow control valves-
,

were reviewed with, respect to actions already taken er still needed
-

to prevent damaging water hammer.
_

;

Folicwirg the classification of water hammer as a USI, NUREG-0582
_(reference 1) was issued. NUREG-0582 was the first overall summary

.

evaluatior, of water hammer in nuclear. power plants. ' The staff
reviewed information on water hammer events obtained primarily from
licensee event reports and information requests to licensees. The

. staff concluded that continued plant operation and licensing was-

warranted, pending the. evaluation of the water hammer issue, as
outlined in TAP A-1. Howeser, concurrently, the staff concluoed
that the overall frequency of water hammer events was unnecessarily
.large and that corrective steps in design and in plant operation

1

should continue to be pursued through the licensing review process.

7

Numerous analytical studies were undertaken to analyze various -

water hammer phenomena. The phenonena analyzed included filling of

2-3
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, -voided systems (reference 4), fluid transient forcing functions'for )s
>

-

piping systems (reference 5),' steam void collapse (reference 6),- j
and--check v' lve fluid transients (reference 7). The studies werea

und' ertaken to determine the limitations'and the present state of'
existing computer codes. Table 2-1 presents the key findings of '

these. studies,; including code limitations and recommendations for,

experimental verification of analytical results.>

'

Because of the analytical' limitations, it was concluded that further
'

~
,

| development,of analytical tools was not-a feasible solutio'n to the
. water ha' amer issue. As an example, even the. advanced' codes did.not

; hold promise for calculating stenci-water condensation phenomena,
hich would be required for analyzing steam void collapse, which isw

i followed by water slug propagation and' impact loads. ~It was also

recognized.that the potential-combinations--of system a1.ignments and
plant: conditions conducive to water hammer were far'toonumerous to
permit analysis of all : potential water hammer scenarios. .

Rather than continue analytical studies, emphasis wat placed on '

Levauation of events and plant design and operation to prevent or
mitigate water hammer.- The evaluations, discussed below, represent

b
the major basis for the resolution of the water hammer-safety

,

issue.,

ti'JREG 0291, discussed previously, was the basis for the initial '

*
evaluation of steam generator water hammers (SGWH). NUREG-0918

'

(reference 10) presents the plans for the prevention or miti ation
3

of SGWH. NUREG-0291 summarizes causes of SGWH, various design and -

operating changes employed to prevent or mitigate SJWH, and

' implementation and status of modifications at each operating PWR
plant.

L
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TABLE 2-1s

.

Water Hammer Analytical Studies.j
,

,

|.
.. .

4

.tudy 0jective Key' Findings
-

q Analyze rapid filling'of 1. Modified SOLA-PLOOP hydrodynamics code -

. voided ; ing .systerr.s (BWR core applicable. '

'

. spray line-filling:using-SOLA- 2. Experimental verification of analyticale

.

.PL00P. computer. code,) (reference 4) tool recommended..

.

' Formulate analytical procedure to 1. Analytical' procedure developed for:
| predict structural' sequences of a. Sudden check valve closure of a
fluid' transients in nuclear piping BWR primary feedwater line,
systems, (reference 5)~ b. Simulated BWR core spray-line i

* experiencing an instantaneous-valve'
. opening.

2. Significant potential loads on piping
sy sten. -

L

' Investigate steam-void-collapse 1. K-FIX/ MOD 1 code judged inadequate due to
- water ' hammer initiating - to treatment of interphase tieat transfer
mechanisms, (reference 6) -and mass transfer.

'

2. Analysis of experimental data with

advanced codes like TRAC or THERMIT

advise'd.
*

,

Construct analysis.tooi for 1. RELAP5 adaptable to model check valve,
--analyzing fluid transients in and perform BWR feedwater line transient

0| / piping systems having a check calculations..

valve, (reference 7) 2. Future experimental verification desirable.

I
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NUREG/CR-1606 (reference 11) documents work performed to evaluate[
- condensation-induced water hammer'in; preheat steam generators.

:*
J-

,' NUREG/ CR-1606 concluded that condensation-induced water hammers
.

+: could occur in preheat steam generators and reconmended each plant
be; reviewed sep'arately and that appropriate preoperational testing

'

be' performed.
' Su h testing is currently being implementedLthrough-

_ v: .the-Operating License review process.-

..NUREG/CR-3090 (reference 16) evaluates 'the potential 'or water j
hammer occ_urrence during AFW operation of preheat steam generators

.(PHSG).. The evaluation concludes that the likelihood of water s

. hammer occurrence during PHSG AFW operation- vas' extremely Icw.
-

Furthermore, if an event did. occur, it should have no adverse
'

effects on'AFW system operation or olant safety.
.

,

NUREG/CR-2059 (reference 8) presents a compilation of data for

reported water hammer avents occurring from January 1,1969,
through May 1,1981. The compilation was performed to facilitate-

an understanding of the frequency and severity of damage from and
the underlying causes of wi.ter hammer. For each reported event,-
available information concerning underlying causes, damage incurred,

#

p 1 plant-operating conditions and corrective actions taken were presented.
, NUREG/CR-2059 also provided cross compilations to permit statistical

evaluations concerning plant state (e.g., preoperational, first
"

year, or after the first of operation) when the occurrences took
place, the systems affected, reactor type and water hammer types.
The information presented in NUREG/CR-2059 was the data base used

for the' systems evaluations reported in NUREG/CR-2781 and for,

developing most.of the findings presented in this report.,

NUREG/CR-2781 (reference 9) presents the results of an evaluation
of water hammer events in LWR power plants. The evaluation was
based upon the data of referer.ce 8, typical plant design drawings

2-6
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and operating procedures. - The evaluation identified the suscepti- ,

,,

s'
bility of plant-systems to water hammer and the safety significance '

.of. water hammer. in plant systems. Generic causes of water hammer
-were also identified.

~

,

Ng
.

{ Included in-NUREG/CR-2781 are design and operating recommendations 1
f 3 i- |for~ the prevention or mitigation of-water hammmer occurrence. Mostw-
3c of the findi_ngs of NUREG/CR-2781 are incorporated in this report.n

~ -4 i
._

'

_

2.21 Frecuency and Severity of Water Hammer Events

No water. hammer incidents,have resulted in the loss of containment1

. integrity or the release'of radioactivity outside of the plant. The,

M | frequency and; severity of events in PWR systems are' low, with the
exception of SGWH and''feedwater-control-valve-induced water hammers.,

>
The most serious BWR water hammer concern-is line voiding.,y

.

m Water hammer frequency | increased as the number of operational reactors1

..

L . increased. Figures 1-1 and-1-2 show the number of reported events and
'

licensed reactors for BWRs and PWRs. This data base shows that
'

p approximately half- the events occurred during preoperational testing or
. the first. year of commercial ' operation. On the'other hand, not all of.

:the operating-plants have reported water hammer. Reference 8 provides
water hammer event summaries for reported occurrences from 1969-

through mid-1981.
,

For; ease of presentation the disc.ussions contained in this section are
~ divided intolthree groups , based upon the plants or systems in which
.they occur. .These. groups are:,

o PWR steam generator water hammers (SGWH)
o PWR non-SGWH water hammers

- .o ' BWR water hammers.

2-7ay
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Thirteen plants reported 27 PWR steam generator events (reference 8).
-

.

>
.

No, water hammer event damaged the integrity of the reactor coolants,

boundary.y No wa,ter hammer incidents resulted in the loss of con-
tainment integrity nor release of radioactivity'outside of-the

~

plant. 'In most'of the events, damage was ' nonexistent or limited to..- '

the piping.suppntt system. Mary reported events actually repre-
2. sented a series. of several events. recorded during a single. .short4

W time: span at_the same plant. -Many events were not observed at the
N. = time ~ of . occurrence, but the damage observed indicated that these

events.were caused by SGWH. SGWH events have varied greatly in
magnitude.and consequences. Effects reported have_ ranged from

- minor noises and feedwater piping vibration to major feedwater
,4

support damage and one feedwater piping through-the-wall' crack.

SGWH h'as' occurred in steam generators with top discharge feedring

designs.- ' Branch Technical Position ASB 10-2 has been issued by the
.

L NRC to complement the corrective and preventive seasures 'for new'

plants. Safety evaluations of corrective measures were issued for
.- ' operating Westinghouse -and Combustion Engineering-designed systems.

.

.

SGWH has been essentially eliminated in plants conforniing to the7

ceasures contained in BTP ASB 10.2-(reference 3).
5

''

2.2.2 -PWR Non-SGWH

Forty PWR non-steam generator water hammer events were reported in
NUREG/CR-2059. None had any adverse safety effect on a plant. No

'

vater hammer event rendered a safety system inoperable or damaged
'

the integrity of,the reactor coolant boundary. No water hammer
T incidents resulted in the loss of containment integrity nor release

of radioactivity outside of the plant. In most of the events,
damage was limited.to the piping surport system. The frequency and
severity of water hammer events, having the potential to affect
safety systems, in PWR plants has been low, with the exception of

2-8
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steam generator water hammers,'which are previously discussed, and'

'

3 feedwater-control-valve-induced water hammers.

g Eleven (28%) of the events occurred prior to the plant's commercial-
~ operation ~date,-at seven different plants.

'

,

.+

Six.(15%) of the events occurred within_one year _after the plant's
commercial' operation date, at six different plants.

Twenty-three (58%) of the events occurred after the first year of
: plant's. commercial operation, at-16 different plants.

The inciden't' rates (events per year'per reactor) for events which j
occurred after the first year o,f a plant's commercial operation are 1

.Ilower than the rates of events which occurred prior to that time
|

,

-(see figure 2-1). The average incident rate for all plants after j
the'first yeai of commercial operation is 0.09. events per year per~ '

reactor.+

-)-

iThis data illustrates that thei'e is a learning curve in which
4 - . operational _ and design deficiencies are corrected. However, water f_

' "

' hammers will continue to occur at a relatively low frequency.
'

i

Of the-40 reported PWR non-steam generator events, NUREG/CR-2781

considered-~only 24 to be unanticipated water hammer events having
"

q

the potential to affect safety systems. The other 16 events were 4

either not water hammer, did not have the potential to affect 1

. safety systems, or were anticipated events that should have been
considered in the system design basis. Of the 24 water hammers,

b that had potential to affect safety systems, 12 occurred in the
o feedwater system. Eight of the feedwater system water hammers were
p related to the-feedwater control valve. The damage reports indicate

1
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uthat'the greatest forces were generated by events occurring in the
'feedwater system.' This is.to be expected due to the large line
size.and the high fluid velocities and high fluid density in the
feedwater system.

,

Of the 16 non-FCV events in the various systems (including FW)~in
the PWR plants, seven involved line voiding..two involved improper
valve usage, one involved a drain malfunction, and one involved a

; design error.: 'The causes of five of the events are unknown.
,

2.2.3..BWR Water Hammer Events

|
-

LThere were 81 BWR water hammer events reported-in NUREG/CR-2059.

None.of the water hammer events placed a plant in a faulted or
emergency condition. For most of.the 81 events, damage was. limited *

to the piping support system. For some events there was no reported
,

damage. However,18 of the water hammer events rendered a train of -
4a safety system-inoperable. These included two events in which

flooding, caused by water hammers in nonsafety systems, rendered a l

safety system inoperable. No events damaged the integrity of the
reactor coolant boundary. No events resulted in the loss of contain-

,

ment integrity nor release of radioactivity outside of the plant.,

1

Twenty-nine (36%) of the events occurred prior to tN ; s
'
,

commercial operation date, at 15 different plants,
i ...

Thirteen (16%) of the events occurred within one year after the
plant's commercial operation.date at eight different plants.

Thirty-nine (48%) of the events occurred after the first year of
the plant's commercial operation, at 17 different plants.

The incident rates (events per year per reactor) for events which

| occur after the first year of a plant's commercial operation are

o 2-11
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lower than ' rates' of events which ~ occur during the first year of a
F plant's commercial' operation._ Furthermore,'the incident rates for ~

; events.which occur during the first year of a plant's commercial

{ operation are lower than the rates'for events which'occurrir.d prior
, to'a plant's commercial operation (see figure 2-2). The average,

' incident rate.for all plants after the first year of commercial
,

operation is 0.22 events per year per reactor. Although the fre-
quency of events is higher. for BWR_ plants than PWR plants, a

i 'similar. learning curve appears to exist for BWRs as does for PWRs.
;

Of the 81 reported events in the BWR plants, NUREG/CR-2781 con-
-sidered only 69 to be unanticipated water hammer events that had

#
-

the potential'to affect safety systems. The other 12 events were
either-not water hammers, did not have the potential to affect ;

*
safety systems, or were predictable events that should have been
considered in the system design basis. Fifty-nine of the 69 water
~ hammer events, having the potential to-affect safety systems,
occurred in four systems, namely, RHR (23), HPCI (20), core spray (9), ~f

and service cooling water (7). Other sys'tems in which water hammer

events occurred include isolation condenser'(four), RCIC (one),
main steam (two), and feedwater (three).,

:

The most serious BWR water hammer concern is. line voiding, which is
discussed.in more detail in section 2.4.1. It was the largest,_

single.cause of BWR water hammers and was responsible for' at least -

39 events. This generic cause includes flow into voided lines,
steam-bubble collapse, and possibly so:ne of the unknown eventsi

Other causes of water hammers having the potential to affect safety,

systems in BWR plants are: HPCI turbine steam line drain pot; .

failure (seven), improper HPCI turbine steam line warmup (five),
improper mair, steam line warmup (one), feedwater valve controller

2-13
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:have been. prevented by adequate support design. The loads from '

these events should have been incorporated into the design basis of
, -the piping support systems'in accordance-with references 12, 13,
[ ~14, and 15I The only unanticipated water hammer event was caused

by steam water entrainment duc_to improper operation of the MSIVs-
during'line warmup.

There were five RCS pressurizer events reported in reference 1.

;These events should be considered-anticipated hydraulic transients,
in'which forcesfare generated by a-pressure wave passing through
the' discharge pipe following relief valve opening. The effect of-

;, pressurizer SRV actuation should have been incorporated--into- the - -

'

component and pipe support system design basis in accordance with
{

,

g references:12, 13, 14, and 15.
1

~
!

-There were four events in the emergency core cooling system (ECCS)
at~four different plants. Three of the events occurred in active
. safety injection subsystems during testing or plant operation and'
.were classified as flow-into-voided-line events. Voiding-is dis-

j
cussed;in section 2.4.1. The fourth event was a' steam-bubble

*

i

collapse water hammer in an accumulator discharge line that occurred
during testing while the plant was shutdown.

-

Two flow-into-voided-line events also occurred in essential cooling
water systems, i

Four events, occurring in the condenser system, did not have potential i

to affect safety systems and were possibly not water hammers.

2.3.2 BWR Systems

Twenty-three BWR RHR water hammer events were reported in NUREG/
CR-2059. Flow into a voided line caused 16 events. The elevations ;

of the RHR pump discharge lines are higher than the elevation of

2-15
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.the pump suctien source. This makes the system; susceptible to
fleakage-induced voiding. Further discussion of voiding is presented.

~

' ):! in section~2.4.1. .Six events were steam-bubble collapse events. 1

~ Steam bubbles in the RHR pump discharge line to the RHR heat1-

exchanger were caused'by steam' leakage through the steam isolation
cooling line_ isolation valves. Steam-bubble collapse in water-filled ~

.

lines is similar to link voiding, as discussed-in section 2.4.1 One
m

RHR event was a. water entrainment water hammer, caused by. improper
warmuo of the HPCI turbine inlet _line, which is connected to the RHR _.!

,

steam condensing line.,
'

.i
~l

i

A total of 20 HPCI system water hammer events were reported-in- - -

|
NUREG/CR-2059. The cause listed for most events (12 of 20) is -

steam water entrainment. The other events were caused by H

~

isteam-bubble collapse (four), flow into voided line (three) and '!
1

- unknown (one). Nine steam-water entrainment events occurred in !

turbine' inlet lineszand were caused by_ improper isolation valve
. usage (four events) and drain pot calfunctions (five events). HPCI i

Lisolation valves and drain pots are discussed in sections 2.4.4.1
and 2.4.4.2 respectively. Two steam water entrainment events in

- the turbine exhaust line were caused by drain level switch '

malfunctions. The twelfth steam-water entrainment events occurred
in a gland seal condenser inlet line and was caused by operator.

. error. The four steam-bubble collapse events were caused by
- ' vacuum, occurring in turbine exhaust lines (see section 2.4.5).

The three flow 4 '- - oided-line events and the one unknown event
occurred in pump discharge lines.

Eight of the nine core spray events were caused by flow into a
'

voided line. The other event was caused by steam-bubble collapse.
The core spray system is highly susceptible to leakage-caused
voiding, because its discharge lines are at higher elevations than
its pump suction lines. Section 2.4.1 discusses voiding.

'
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There were seven essential' cooling water.systam water hammer-events
"

reported in reference 8. Two events also occurred in nonessential' .

<; _ . cooling water. systems. Four of the essential system events were'
'

.' caused by flow into a voided line, two were caused _ by column separa-
!. , tion-and-the cause of one event is unknown.n

h

There were three~ water hammer and saven vibration incidents in BWR
'

feedwater systems caused by' regulating valves. Feedwater valves
P arediscussed'inmoredetail-ins'ection2.4.3.
H

Six BWR main steam events were reported. One event was caused by.

an MSIV suddenly opening into an inadequately' warmed up line. The
.

other events were anticipated valve closure or relief valve discharge.y

events or in nonsafety-related portions of the system. References 12,
,

.13,.14,=and 15 require that the design basis of the piping and
1 support system include these anticipated loads.

. -

f

There' were four steam water entrainment events -in the isolation
'

i. -condenser inlet-line. One was caused by inadequate line drainage
I provisions. The other three_were caused by high reactor water

levels that permitted water. to enter the-inlet line (refer to sec-
] tion 2.4.4.3).

i-
,

| 2.4- Generic Evaluations
!!

The evaluatlons of references 8 and 9 determined that there are several
generic causes of water hammer in nuclear plants. Some of these causes
are peculiar to particular systems and others occur in several systems.

- These generic causes are discussed below.

2.4.1 Line Voiding *

NUREG/CR-2781 has identified line voiding as the single greatest.

cause of water hammer events. Forty nine percent (46 of 93) of the
unanticipated non-SGWH water hammer events having the potential to

2-17
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affect safety systems reported in NUREG/CR-2059 were caused by
. -

i 2

(pumping water into!a line containing voids. Voids can occur through. '

' many:means, including improper line filling, during maintenance,
..

- gas evolvement, improper venting, out _ leakage of water, in-leakage
~ ,

of-steam, and column separation following pump stoppage or valve
closure. The generic line-voiding causes discussed in this section *

'

include-flow into voided lines and steam-bubble collapse. Possibly,,

sometof the unknown events were caused by line voiding.

Generally, voiding occurs in standby systems that-are normally
idle. Systems _that are continually operating, such as feedwater,
are started slowly and kept full by cont'inuous operation. BWR

systems'are more prone'to voiding than PWR systems. There are two
main reasons for|the differences between the BWR and PWR voiding
frequency. The first is the elevation of the safety system's water

'

source. -The-PWR. pumps are supplied by the refueling water storage
~ tank', which is maintained at an elevation above the' pump discharge
_ lines. The BWR safety systems most prone to line' voiding, RHR and
core spray, receive their supply from the suppression pool, which ;

is maintained at a level below the elevation.of the' pump discharge '

<

lines. This elevation' difference permits fluid in the discharge-

lines to leak back _into 'the suppression pool. The open loop service-
water systems for both BWR and PWR plants.are also supplied by

. sources below the level of the system lines. Other systems which

= experience less voiding are supplied by the condensate storage
tank, which in'many plants is maintained at a level above the pump
discharge lines. Th'e second difference between BWR and PWR plants

is the presen:e of steam-water interfaces in BWRs, permitting the
leakage of steam bubbles into the water lines.

Studies that compared the HPCI, RCIC and AFW systems indicate that
line size is a factor in line voiding and its effects. Smaller

j lines appear to be less prone to observable water hammer than

!
|2-18
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t larger lines. This might be due to the fact that less leakage.'

occurs throughithe valves of smaller lines. Another factor is that ?

~
.

-.

.. ,

E
'

forces resulting from water hammers in small lines are smaller than '

>

those occurring in larger lines. Thus,. water hammers occurring in -
smaller'. lines may not-be considered reportable, or even detected,

[[ if no, damage occurred.
.

F ,

The addition of' keep-full systems to BWR systems has reduced the
-

_ frequency of water hammers. Keep-full systems continuously supply
>

-water to' idle lines to prevent voiding. (The water supply system
s

..for a PWR essentially acts as a keep-full system.) However,
-

,

venting-is also required to remove voids. In many plants, venting
is,a' difficult procedure because of the location of the vent
valves. Venting may require wearing anticontamination clothing, '

entry into_ moderate radiation' areas, considerable clim,bing and
:personalfdisconfort. -Operations involving'such difficulties are
generally performed only to meet specific requirements or needs,

'

rather than routinely-and frequently.

'2.4.2 Steam-Generator Water Hammer

Steam generator water hammer'(SGWH) is defined as a steam conden- *

sation-induced water hammer occurring in the secondary side of a
-

PWR steam generator and .the connecting feedwater line. Twenty-

seven SGWH events were reported in NUREG/CR-2059, making SGWH the
second mest common type of water hammer. The mechanism for SGWH is

described below (references 2 and 10).

-Steam generators in most plants using Westinghouse and Combustion

Engineering stum generators have a top feedring through which the
feedwater is injected into the downcomer between the baffle and the
outer shell. The top feedrings in the Westinghouse and Combustion

Engineering designs originally had bottom holes to discharge the
feedwater.
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_During certain plant transients, which occur as a part of plant-,

shutdown operations, the SG water. level may ' rop below the bottom-d

of the feedring sparger. -A bottom discharge feedring can be
,

, drained of water and filled with steam within 1 or 2 minutes after j
,

the feedring!is uncovered if feedwater flow has been terminated. 1

: As: theifeedwater (usually highly subcooled auxiliary feedwater)
t

*

' enters.the horizontal pipe run into the feedring, it . flows under
the steam blanket, as-depicted in figure 2-3(a). ' Rapid steam

.~ . condensation can occur at the interface between the steam and the
subcooled feedwater, causing a countercurrent flow of steam over
the top of'the feedsater.. Interaction forces between;the steam and

water can create enough turbulence to seal off a pocket of steam,
1

as depicted in figure'2-3(b). Continued rapid condensation of

~ team-in. the pocket accelerates the slug of water into the void, ass -

;
- depicted in f_igure 2-3(c).

Acceleration' forces on the water slug can be very large, because*. ,

the pressure on one side is at_ steam generator pressure, initially
in excess of 750 psi, while the' pressure on the trapped vapor side
can be greatly reduced, depending on condensation rate. As a

result,'the water? slug can have a high velocity when it impacts
against the incoming water column, and a pressure pulse is produced..

(figure 2-3(d). This constitutes one possible explanation of a
steam generator water hammer. The magnitude of the pressure pulse
and its propagation through the feedwater line depend on many
factors. These include the steam void condensation rate, the
initial volumes of the void and water slug, steam presture in the steam
generator, sonic velocity in the feedwater line, and piping geometry
and layout (references 2 and 10). In a severe SGWH the pressure
pulse may be as high as thousands of psi (references 2 and 10).x

Most Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) steam generators have a top-discharge
externally mounted main feedring (reference 10). Auxiliary feedwater
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[ 4. - is'. injected through a separate smaller diameter top-discharge . ;*
. externally.Lmounted auxiliary feedring. B&W steam generators with

' externally mounted feedrings have not: experienced damaging SGWH.
,

A different steam generator, called the preheat steam generator-
|(PHSG) has recently been introduced. There are two feedwater
nozzlesLin a preheat steam generator (references 11 and 16). Th'e

-

lover!(main) nozzle is located at the preheat section and is used
4

for-feedwater supply to the steam generator during power operations-
when hot main feeowater is'available. The-upper (auxiliary) nozzle
is located' at the upper section of the steam generator and is used

"
for. supplying the feedwater when main feedwater is unavailable or -

-

is below a specified minimum temperature. The main nozzle is not
used during ' low power operation' because injecting cold feedwater,

through the: main nozzle might cause steam bubble collapse in the
- preheat. section of the steam generator if cold' feedwater were
injected into the preheat section (reference 11). In the Westing--

house PHSG~ design, neither the main feedwater nor the AFW line
'

utilize a sparger. In the Combustion Engineering (CE) PHSG des'ign,
; g. only the AFW line utilizes a sparger. The AFW sparger in later CE

PHSG designs has a' loop seal to preclude :parger draining. Many

PHSGs also include tempering or bypass flow lines to keep the AFW
- line full during normal plant operation.

Generic and in plant testing has shown that PHSG water hammer can
'

:.
, be avoided during main feed flow through the use of appropriate '

procedures, that ensure only hot water is supplied through the main
nozzle. Evaluations, reported in NUREG/CR-3090, show that the

occurrence of SGWH during AFW operation of PHSG designs is highly
,

unlikely. The occurrence of an SGWH event in a PHSG would require
multiple' component failures (including several check valves and;

operator errors). Even if such an event occurred, it is not expected
to have an adverse effect on plant safety or AFW system operability.
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K 2.4;3 Feedwater Control Valves

2.4C3.1 PWR Feedwater Control Valves

:The major cause of non-SGWH water hammer events-in PWR feedwater-

systems is feedwater control valve (FCV) instability. FCVs contri-
buted to eight of the ten feedwater system-events-for which a cause
could be identified.

-The FCV-instabilities ~resulted from such deficiencies as over-sizing
of the valve, improper adjustment of the control circuitry,. 'unbal-
anced' valve trim and-damage to the valve internal components.

Generally, the NSSS vendor supplies and specifies FCVs. The AE

designs? he remainder of the condensate /feedwater system, from thet
,

condensate pumps to.the steam generator. Failure to_ verify FCV
compatibility with the feedwater system has resulted in several

~

designs in which the FCV is incompatible with the remainder of the '

feedwater-system. The most_ common incompatibility has been valve
Loversizing. The-incompatibility problem can be especially severe
for' systems containing motor-driven feed pumps,-because such systems !

have very high FCV pressure drops at reduced plant loads. The high
;

'

' pressure drops at low flows tend to. decrease valve stability.
Systems containing turbine-driven feed pumps are more stable because !

'feedwater flow is partially controlled by varying turbine speed.
,

i

' 2.4.3.2 BWR Feedwater-Regulatina Valves'

;

Feedwater regulating valve instability and malfunctions caused
'

three water hammers and seven events involving abnormal feedwater
line vibration. A possible cause of the feedwater regulating valve

;

instability rnd malfunctions is valve operator and controller
deterioration due to excessive cycling. Additionally, the older

| 2-23
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~- ' designs of the_ valve operator and controller may have-been inade-
quate. Plants had experienced excessive control system h'unting and

. continuous. valve cycling for many years.- '

*' '

Early- feedwater regulating valves- had- an anticipatory control
system with an internal feedback loop. This control. system was
characterized 'by continuous cycling - After 1976, the loop control

-system was replaced by one that uses a three-element (water level, ',

steam flow, and feedwater flow) controller at high loads and does
not contain-an internal feed back loop.- . Single-element-(water
level) control is'used at' low loads, because the three element,

controller causes valves cycling at low loads. Cycling occurs
-because the steam flow signal-'is not accurate enough at low flow,
causing instability.in three-element control. The valve-actuators

'

- were also strengthened to improve.their ability to. withstand !

cycling. There have been no BWR feedwater regulating valve '

incidents' reported since the above modifications were made. l

.

2.4.4 Steam Line Water Entrainment

' 2.4.4.1 Isolation Valve Operation

L . Improper operation of steam line' isolation valves can cause water

[ entrainment in steam lines. One BWR and one PWR main steam water
m hammer were caused by opening a main steam isolation valve (MSIV)

too rapidly. The rapid valve opening in lines that were not
completely warmed up caused steam condensation. The water slugs,

'

formed by the condensate, caused water hammers upon impact with *

closed _ turbine stop valves.
,

Four HPCI turbine inlet line water hammers were caused by isolation
| valve operation. There are no provisions for draining the HPCI

turbine steam supply line upstream of the outboard isolation valve.
Therefore, if an isolation valve is closed, water will accumulate .

,
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:in the line upstream of the valve.: Normally, the outboard valve is. ;

opened; then the inboard isolation valve is opened slowly'for'
'

gradual admission of steam.- The outboard' isolation valve often has>

a " seal-in"'controllfeature that' causes .the valve to open fully-in '

..
a'noninterruptible manner; thus, the valve cannot be opened
gradually. When the' outboard valve is opened with the inboard

valve fully open, the steam flow rate' builds up rapidly. Liquid:

.that was in: the line 'between the valves can. flow rapidly through i

'theLline and suddenly stop at the turbine stop valve, generating a
water hammer.

' 2 4.4.2 Drain Pot Operation

.F;ive waten-hammer events were caused by steam trap failures'in the '

HPCI turbine inletLline. Two similar events occurred in the hPCI
turbine exhaust line. HPCI is-the only system in which water
hammers ~ caused by. steam trap failures have been reported.

'
.

In:the HPCI turbine steam supply line, the drain pot can fail to i

drain through the outlet' steam trap because of plugging of the
steam trap orifice. If the drain. pot high level switch fails to:

open the steam trap bypass valve, water will accumulate in the
drain' pot and steam line. Under these conditions,Einitiation of
. steam flow can causi a steam water entrainment water hammer.
During normal HPCI standby conditions, the drain pot will be nearly

'

.

empty. The level switch and bypass valve are rarely cycled. Such

infrequent usage is conducive to the level switch or valve
sticking. If the level switch is inoperative, a high water level
can occur in the drain pot without opening the bypass valve or
providing any indication to the operator.

2.4.4.3 Isolation Condenser Inlet Line

Four water hammers occurred in isolation condenser inlet lines.
One event was cau' sed by improper line slope that did not permit
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condensate drainage. The other three events were caused by high.
-

reactor water' levels--that allowed water to be drawn into the
-normally steam-filled isolation condenser inlet line.

< .
,

'* '2.4.5 Turbine Exhaust Line Steam-Bubble-Collapse

Five water hammers were caused by turbine exhaust line steam>

condensationt Four were fn the HPCI system and one was in the RCIC
system.

i~ Unless the turbine exhaust line contains vacuum breakers, rapid '

steam condensation in the exhaust line can create a vacuum, drawing
a water' slug from the suppression pool.into the exhaust line. The

,

water slug,, traveling at a high velocity, impacts the check valve
disc, resulting in a fast valve closure that can cause a water

. hammer. Short operational periods-that can occur during testing
<

,

., are particulary conducive to condensation, because the turbine
"

housing'and exhaust line inside walls can remain * cool and provide a
subcooled condensing surface for the stagnant steam remaining in

'the: pipe and turbine after shutdown.

2.4.6 Operator Traini'na ;

Most of the reported water hammer events involved plant operators
and. maintenance personnel to a varying degree. They frequently
write the plant operating procedures, and ultimately approve them.- '

The operators start the pumps, open the valves and place systems in
operation, test them, and maintain them.

[ Over 50% of the events occurred during plant startup and in the
twelve months following commercial operation. This indicates there
is a learning period during which plant personnel and management
become familiar with system operations, change procedures, correct
design errors, modify equipment such as vents and drains, and

2-26
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r' educe ' thei r' ' errors. To be most effective, efforts to reduce water
-hammer events should start before plant operation and the ;

. learning-by experience period begins.,

;

-

NUREG/CR-2781. reported the following general causes of *

TU operator-involved events: t

A lack of awareness often exists among plant' operators
:o

concerning the possibility of water hammer events occurring in-
- a'particular system or subsystem, their causes, and what the
results of those events would be. Plant operators knew from

- experience that water hammers occur, but they have not had

specific training as to why or where they happen, what systems
are susceptible, or what corrective actions are possible,

of Sufficient information is often unavailable to the operators
~~

~ concerning the conditions in the system before the water
hammer events occur.

o' . Equipm'ent malfunctions and maintenance-related failures of
,

components, such as shutoff valves, steam traps, and check-
valves, are often not fully. considered by designers and plant

- operators with respect to causing water hammer events.

Many water hammer events can be eliminated by design changes that
-provide the operator with more information (e.g., void detection

,' and improved steam drain pot level indicators), preclude adverse
:

.

conditions (e.g., vacuum breakers and keep-full systems) and
minimize the potential for operator error (e.g. , valve interlocks
and operability requirements). However, there are many operations,

t

such as line warmup and venting, that require operator knowledge of<

system conditions. Therefore, it is important that plant
operators, including personnel responsible for writing maintenance '

instructions and supervising maintenance activities, receive
training in the causes and prevention of water hammer.
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$2.4.7 Operating and~ Maintenance Procedures '

-

- Many~'the water hammer events were reportedly caused by inadequate
.

Loperating and maintenance procedures. Additionally, other events
W? might have,been avoided had different procedures been available.

Because required operator actions are controlled by procedures,/

more adequate operating and maintenance procedures would aid in<

. redur.ing the' frequency of water har.mer events. !
*

.

:
Certain good practices that aid in preventing water 1ammer, such as -

'

gradual.line warmup |, controlled valve opening, draining, and
' venting, are usually covered by procedures. However, the potential
for water hammer is generally not considered in either procedure
writing or review (reference 9), although most procedures. require +

| -line venting where appropriate. '

.

2.4.8 Anticipated loads
. .

y# Certain loads, such as1 steam hammer due to rapid valve closure or

y, forces caused by safety and relief valve actuation, are to be
expected and are predictable. As an example, turbine stop valves '

typically close in approximately 0.1 to 0.2 seconds, causing steam
hammers. Other anticipated loads-include sudden pump startup and
filling of an empty piping system that cannot be kept full, such
as an.open loop coo?ing water system. The forces generated by

- these loads should oe considered in determining the design basis
. for the piping, its support system, and other components, such as
valves. The . inclusion of these loads in the design basis for piping

'

is required by ASME B&PV Code section III, ANSI B31.1 and SRP 3.9.3
(references 12, 13, and 14).<

-

2.4.9 Control Rod Drive (CRD) Hydraulic Lines

| No water hammer events have been reported in CRD systems. However,

| analyses (reference 17) have shown that transient piping loads cian

; 2-28
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{ be generated during scram CRD hydraulic system actuation. The

' ~

:

E'
'results of these analyses were submitted:as public comment to this.

n . document. The forces generateo by these loads should lie' considered.

m' "

in~ determining.the design ~ basis for the piping, its support system,
,

and other components, such as valves. The inclusion of these loads
|

in the design-baris for piping is required by ASME B&PV Code section III.
ANSI B31.1 and SRP 3.9.3 (references 12,'13, and 14)..

2.5 Corrective Actions-

-The corrective actions discussed below provide means to prevent or
-mitigate water hammers.

.

'

--2.5.1= BWR Plants
,

.2.5.1.1 Desian Features '

, ,

a. Void Detection. Void detection and alarm can be provided for-
the applicable systems. Void detection mechanisms could-be
located at those points in.the normally liquid-filled lines
where voids or steam bubbles could form or collect-and have

,

*

,

_the potential to cause a damaging water hammer in a safety
system. All void points that have the potential to cause
damaging water hammers in a safety system could be monitored.

No specific void detection designs are suggested; however,
figures 2-4 and 2-5 show possible void detection design concepts. '

,

l

The operability requirements for the applicable system should
require rapid correction of voids having the potential to
cause damaging safety related water hammers. Use of the
system other than for emergency use could be prohibited until
these voids are vented and filled.

2-29
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y p. 'It is 'diificultito define a maximum acceptable void size,

[g ' %
Such a definition would, require extensive case-specific' trans-

y -ient. analysis.- Given the current state of the. art, the
?

~results of such analysis would have limited credibility.
'

,

Furthermore,. the accurate determination of void size in a :
,

i..:' . horizontal or sloped line would require a sophisticatea measuring
, system. It may, therefore, be desirable to eliminate voids as

5

soon after their. . inception as possible, rather than quantatively
defirie and1 determine an. acceptable' size. -

O-
.

Voiding in,open-loop service water' systems'may be' considered.
' acceptable if-analysis has been performed to demonstrate that-
there will be nt, adverse effects if the system is started with
void present.

'
.

App 1icabla systems:

'. . .

o -Residual heat: removal
o . Core spray

o High pressure coolant injection
o. : Essential service water.

b. Keep-Full Systems. Continuously operating keep-full systems
should be provided for filling voids in normally water-filled
lines in the systems listed below. A jockey pump or a storage
tank at a higher elevation than the lines of concern may be '

,_ considered to be an adequate keep-full system.

L Applicable systems:
o Core spray
o High pressure coolant injection
o Reactor core isolation cooling
o Residual heat removal.
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c. Filling Safety-Related, Open-Loop-Service Water Systems.- One-r

'of the following should be demonstrated for open-loop service
. water systems:-

1. Voids:can be filled within the' required start time through f
,

,

a manually-intiated fill-system. This provision concerns-
,

manually started systems only.
2. Neither. column separation nor voiding can occur during-e

standby or f011owing pump shutdown.
'

3. The system is designed with a startup mode that slowly
j

fills and vents.the discharge lines in such a manner as-
to prevent water hammer'on pump startup.t

*
4. Theisystem is designed to maintain function following a

. postulated water hammer event,'

w;
' d. . Venting.- Venting provisions should be installed on the

systems listed below. . Venting should be provided at those
. points in the normal lines where voids or steam bubbles could1

.- *

form or collect'. It should be demonstrated that all potential ,=;

void points can be vented. The vent system should either bc
a'utomatic,' remotely actuated, or should be designed for ease
of. operator usage.

.. .

.

Applicable systems:
'

o Residual heat removal
o. Core spray

o High pressure coolant injection
<

o -Essential cooling water
o Reactor core isolation cooling.

e. Turbine Exhaust Line Vacuum Breaker. Vacuum breakers should

be provided in the turbine exhaust lines that have a liquid,

interface.
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A Applicable Systems: '

,

Lo' High pressure coolant injection
,

.
.

o Reactor core isolation cooling,

f. HPCI Steam-Line Drain Pot. i

'

1. The' adequacy of the sizi,tg of the HPCI drain pot system ',

< >

should be' verified.
,

2. Those' systems-in which operational verification and l

maintenar.ce of level switches cannot be performed while-
:the' system is in service should be modified-to permit

,

such verification and maintenance.
,

g. .HPCI Turbine Inlet Line Isolation Valves. Neither valve
should contain a seal-in feature on opening when in the manual

*

mode. The: inboard valve should be designed to permit gradual
line warm up,

h. Feedwater Control Valva. The mutual compatibility of the
feedwater--control valve and the feedwater system should be
verified. Valve design parameters, including actuator, flow
coefficient (CV), and trim, should be compatible with all - '

,

final de;igned operating conditions of the condensate and
feedwater system. Furthermore, the valve and its control
system should be designed to minimize the potentici for oscil-

' - lation instability, vibrations, and water hammer.

Valve design features that minimize instability include balanced
trim design for all pressure drop and flow configurations,
stiff actuators, moderate rate of operator response, long

,

. valve strokes and minimal pressure drop. These features,

however, should be designed to be compatible with achieving
proper control.

.
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l.' -i. Steam Hammer. The aesign basis for the main steam systemg
. components and piping supports should consider steam hammar

. -

b iresultingifrom the most rapid anticipated closure of all
system valves,' including the turbine stop valves.

:

7 ,

[ -j. Relief: Valve Discharge. The' design basis for the main steam
system components and piping supports,should consider fluid

iforces_ resulting from safety:and relief valve operation.-

.

n s

k,- Control Rod Drive. The design basis for the control rod drive
L

~(CRO)! hydraulic system should include water hammer' loads result-_

;ing from the worst case CRD actuation.

:2.5.1.2. Operational Features

.

a. ' Operator Training. Plant operators, including personnel
responsible for writing maintenance! instructions and supervising
maintenance activities, should' receive training on the causes

.
,.

Land prevention of water hammer. The training will'make it
possible for the operators to become aware of a potential:

' water hammer situation and take preventive or corrective
measures.

,

b. Operating'and Maintenance Procedures. The licensee should
review all operating, maintenance and testing procedures for

.-the systems listed below for their appropriateness in prevent-
.ing water hammer.c

-

Applicable systems;
o Residual-heat removal

..

|- o High pressure coolant injection
,

o Core spray
|

|a

L
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Essential service and cooling watero-

o: Isolation condensern

o- Feedwater,

o Main' Steam.

*
Voidina 'All potential void points which can cause a damaging-c.

water. hammer:in' a safety system could be monitored. These

systems:should not be used when voids are~present, other than
j

for emergency use. Voids should be corrected as soon as
,

,

possible,

*

y . Applicable' systems:
*

Residual-heat removalo. - :

High pressure coolant-injectionc, o. ,:

o - Core s' pray'-
-

o' Reactor core isolation cooling:

Essential-' service and cooling water.o-

Voiding in open-loop service water systems may be considered
acceptable if analysis has been performed to demonstrate that ~ '

-there'will be ryo' adverse effects'iY the system is started with-

+
-

voids.' present.,

d. HPCI-Steam Line Orain Pot. The level indicators on the HPCI -

,

drain potLsystem should be checked for. operability periodi-
*

cally and repaired if necessary.C

'

e. HPCI Turbine Inlet I.ine Isolation Valves. Procedures should
prohibit both opening the inboard isolation valve unless the
normally open outboard isolation valve is fully open and
closing the normally open outboard valve unless the inboard
valve is fully closed. The provisions should apply when the
valves are in the manual mode, for all operating conditions
except cold shutdown.
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2.5.2< PWR Plants
,

,

12.5.2.11 0esign Features

a. ~ Void Detection. The actions are thefsame as those listed
-

for BWR plants in section 2.5.1.1.a.
Applicable-systems:

Emergency core _ cooling (safety-injection)o

o Essential' service water..

,

<
Filling Safety-Related-Ocen-Loop Service Water Systems. The-.

b.

actions are the same as those listed for BWR plants in sec-
tion 2.5.1.1.c.

c. ; Venting. The ' actions are the 'same as those listed for BWR
' .plantsLin section 2.5.1.1.d. .i

Applicable' systems:

o- Emergency core cooling (safety injection)
o- Essentia1' service water.

. d. Feedwater Control Valves. The actions are the same as those
listed.for BWR plants in section 2.5.1.1.h.<

e <

e. Steam Hammer. The actions are the same as those listed for ;

BWR plants in section 2.5.1.1.1.

f. Relief Valve Discharge. The actions are the same as those -

| listed for BWR plants in section 2.5.1.1.j. Applicable systems:
|' o' Main steam '

o Reactor coolant (pressurizer).

..
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ig. Steam Generator Water Hammer '

1. Top = Feed Desions
!

The feedring should incorporate top discharge J-tubes. !
o

The horizontal feedwater pipe entering the steamo

generator should be as short as possible, preferably
less than seven feet long. '

Automatic initiation of AFW shoul'd be provided.o
'

2.. Preheater Desions !

Minimize the horizontal lengths of feedwater pipingo

between the steam generator and the vertical run of
>1

. piping by providing downward turning elbows immediately ;*-

upstrear., of the main and auxiliary feedwater nozzles.
,

Provide a check valve upstream of the auxiliary
{

o

feedwater connection to the top feedwater line.,

Provide for maintaining the top feedwater line full !o

at all times.
Automatic initiation of AFW should be provided.o'

3. Once-Through Desions

Provide auxiliary feedwater to the steam generatoro

through an ' external header.
.,

Automatic initiation of AFW should be provided.o

!
'

,
.

y 2.5.2.2 Operational Features
.;

.L

a. Operator Trainino. The actions are the same as those listed
for BWR plants in section 2.5.1.2.a.

>..

b. Operating ano Maintenance Procedures. The actions are the, ,

same as those listed for BWR plants in section 2.5.1.2.b.
Applicable systems:'

,--
u Emergency core cooling (safety injection)o

o Feedwater

o Main steam

Essential service and cooling water.o
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Steam Generator Water Hammer' c. '

I

1. Top Feed Designs j
F o Auxiliary feedwater flow should be initiated as soon

,

~

as possible following loss of main feed flow. This
y, j will prevent draining of the feedring. !

*

o Tests should be performed to verify that procedures :|',, for recovering steam generator water level will not
result in SGWH.

2. Preheater Designs '

o Auxiliary feedwater flow should be initiated as soon
,

as_possible following loss of main feed flow. ,This j
will prevent draining of the upper feed line. i

Tests should be performed to verify that procedures .i
o

for recovering steam generator water level will not !

result in SGWH. !,

;o' Tests should be performed to verify that the proce-
.

dures for switching from the AFW nozzle to the main
,

e feed nozzle will not result in water hammer,
o Maintain the top feedwater line full at all times.

3. Once-Through Designs

o Auxiliary feedwater flow should be initiated as soon
as possible following loss of main feed flow.

.

o Tests should be performed to verify that procedures
for recovering steam generator water level will not !

-. result in SGWH.

I

\

| ..
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3. 0 WATER HAMMER PREVENTION AND MITIGATION MEASURES

L_ Section 3.0 provides additional details concerning the measures for
water hammer prevention and mitigation contained in section 2.5.

[; Because these measures may be applied to more than one system, the
b following generic subjects are identified:
I -o Void Detection Systems

o Keep Full Systems
o' Venting

Ffiling Safety-Related Open-Loop Service Water Systemso

o HPCI Turbine Inlet Line Valve
o Feedwater Control Valve and Controller

- o HPCI and RCIC Turbine Exhaust Line Vacuum Breakers
"

o Steam Hammer

o Relief Valve Discharge
,

HPCI Turbine Inlet Line Drain Pot Level Detectiono,

o Operator _ Training
,

o' Operating and Maintenance Procedures.

.

Water hammer ass'essments are generally performed during systems evalua-
tions rather than during generic evaluations. Therefore, a systematic
approach has been developed for using these findings. Table 3-1
summarizes for each BWR system the water hammer events that have

7ccurred in the system and lists-both design and operational means for
water hammer prevention and mitigation. It is suggetted that when

treviewing a BWR system for water hammer considerations, the reviewer '

look up the system in table 3-1 to determine the appropriate review
considerations and and then review the topics presented in sections 3.1
through 3.11.

|

Table 3-2 presents similar information for PWR systems and should be
used in a similar manner to 'that described for BWR systems.

3-1
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Tables 3-3 and 3-4 (for PWR and BWR) respectively identify which !

,

[ operating and maintenance procedure considerations discussed in*-

j.

section 3.12 are applicable to each plant system. Thus, for example,
table 3-3 shows that the operating and maintenance procedures for PWR

~ECCS should address prevention of rapid valve notion, avoidance of voids
,

in water-filled lines and components, and proper filling and venting of
.

'

,

water-filled lines and components.v
-

Finally, it should be noted that the findings set forth below represent
.

the results of over 10 years' accumulated experience, design changes,
{

etc., and therefore should benefit new designs. i
,

3.1 Void Detection Systems
,

o A void detection system could be provided to detect voids at all
high points in liquid-filled normally idle piping, where voids or
steam bubbles could form through maintenance, operation, draining,
out-leakage, gas evolvement, or in-leakage of steam of flashing !

fluid; and the potential for damaging water hammer events in
safety systems exist.

The void detection system could provide detection at all higho

points, including components and portions of lines isolated from
other high points by valves, i

Void detection instrumentation can provide indication in theo

control room or locally. If local indication is provided, it
;

,

should be demonstrated that radiation exposure to personnel will be
As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA),

o. Void detection systems should be provided with means to test or
verify the operability of the system.

|- o Void. detection systtm displays and controls, if added to the
control room, should not increase the potential for operator error.
A human factors analysis should be performed, as required, taking'

,

into consideration the use of the information by an operator during '
,

both normal and abnormal plant conditions.

'
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. Portions of piping or components that can only become voided during |
o

maintenance operations need not be continuously monitored, provided
;

design or procedural measures have been implemented which will ' '

. ensure that all voids will be eliminated prior to returning the
,

piping or components to service. '

Operating procedures should incorporate a requirement that any voido *

detected in the applicable systems (tables 3-1 and 3-2) shall be
!corrected as sooon as practical, i
:

!
'

3. 2 Keep-Full Svstems

o A keep-full-system should b'e provided as to prevent voi.d formation '

in normally idle water-filled lines for the systems listed in
tables 3-1 and 3-2.

The keep-full system should be designed to operat continuously.o.

An acceptable design is a continuously operating jockey pump ur a
storage tank with a water level at a higher elevation than the
lines which it services.

,

The' keep-full system should be adequately sized to meet head and 'c

flow demands. The design of the keep-full system should account
,

for line elevation, friction, and any pressure increases induced by
,

valve in-leakage. The flow capacity of the keep-full system should '

accommodate the combined maximum leak rate of all the systems it
services. Justifiable safety margins should be demonstrated in
establishing head and flow demand values,

The keep-full system shou 1d have the capability to provideo
,

detection of significant leakage in piping systems it services.
Keep-full instrumentation should provide indication in the controlo

roc,m or locally. If local indication is provided, it should be
,

demonstrated that radiation exposure to personnel will be As low As
.

,

Reasonably Achieveable (ALARA). *

o The keep-full system should be provided with means to test or
verify the operability of the system.

3-3
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The keep-full system displays and controls should not increase theo

potential for operator error. A human factors analysis should be '

performed, taking into consideration the use of the information by,

|

p an operator during both normal and off-normal plant conditions.
.

3.3 Ventina I

| 1

L o Vents should be provided to vent components and piping at all
I ,

points specified in section 3.1.

Vents in locations where voiding may occur during normal operationo

'should be automatic, remotely operated, or designed for easy accessL -

and operator usage. Manual locally operated vents can be used for
those locations where voiding can occur only during maintenance

,
operations.

,

Operating areas, where manual vents are located, shall be analyzedo
>

to assure adequate human operator environmental conditions including
light, heat, access and radiation levels.

1

The vent system design should provide the operator with the abilityo
,

to determine the adequacy of a venting operation.
- o The~ design and location of either remote or local :ontrols for

nonautomatic vents should be such that radiation releases will be, -
,- '

As Low As Reasonably Achieveable (ALARA).
|

The size of vent lines connected to the reactor coolant boundaryo
'

should be kept smaller than the size corresponding to the definition
of a LOCA (10 CFR part 50, appendix A) to avoid unnecessary chal-

'

| lenges to the ECCS.

Venting system displays and controls, if added to the control room,o '

should not increase the potential for operator error. A human
*

factors analysis should be performed, as required, taking into
consideration the use of the information by an operator during both [
normal and abnormal plant conditions.

'

Means should be provided to test or verify the operability of theo

vent system on a regular schedule.
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[ 3.4 Fillino Safety-Related, Ooen-Loop Service Water' Systems

One of the following should be met by safety-related, open-loop serviceL
water systems: '

i

For manually started systems, voids can be filled within theo

required start time. This provision concerns manually started
systems only.

Neither column separation nor voiding can occur during standby oro

following pump shutdown,

o' The system is designed with a startup mode that slowly fills and
vents the discharge lines in such a manner as to prevent water
hammer on pump startup.

,
.

The system is designed to maintain functi'on following a postulated-o

water hammer event.
. ;

,

3.5. HPCI Turbine Inlet Line Valve

.The HPCI turbine inlet line inboard or outboard isolation valveso
.

should not contain a " seal in" feature on opening when the valves
are in the manual mode. "

The design of the The HPCI turbine inlet line inboard valve shouldo
.

permit gradual opening of the valve, as required, to permit acceptable 1

line warmup,

The operating procedures for the HPCI turbine inlet line shouldo

incorporate a requirement that prohibits closing the outboard
isolation valve unless the inboard isolation valve is fully closed
and opening the inboard isolation valve unless the outboard isolation
valve is fully open, when the valves are in manual mode (for systems
in which the outboard valve is normally open).

3-5
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3.6 Feedwater Control Valve and Controller *

i

The feedwater control valve design should be reviewed to verifyo

that the valve design parameters, including actuator, flow coeffi-
cient (CV), and trim, are compatible with all final-designed

h

. operating conditions of the condensate and feedwater system.L

Specifically, the following concerns should be addressed:L-

[ The feedwater control valve calculated or actual pressure drop
-

[ should be compared with the valve specification to verifyi
I

valve compatibility for the entire operating range of the '

valve.

If low flow bypass valves are used, the feedwater bypass valve
-

and the feedwater control valve interaction should be reviewed
to ensure that the lower end of the feedwater controllable
operating range is below the level at which the low-flow
bypass valves are used in place of the feedwater control -

valves.
.

Fe:dwater control valve stroke versus load characteristics,
-

,

minimum steady-state operating loads, valve stability lower
limit ranges, and other information affecting valve stability
should be reviewed .to verify that instability will not occur
at the least open-valve steady-state operating point.

''

Values of the minimum static pressure in the feedwater control-

valve, the vapor pressure of the fluid, and other information
affecting flashing should be reviewed to ensure that flashing
will not occur at steady-state or normal transient conditions.
The sizing of the feedwater control valve should be compatible-

with the remainder of the feedwater and condensate systems.
The valve should not be excessively oversized.
Feedwater control valve testing or operating experience data-

should be reviewed to verify that valve stroke characteristics
will provide stable operation.

:
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Feedwater control valve design should be reviewed to verify ;

-

that valve trim imbalance has been considered. Minimizing
y imbalance generally tends to increase valve stability. "

h The feedwater controller valve control design should be reviewed too

I
;

verify that the design precludes rapid valve actuation motion under
L any planned or spuric.as signal. [.

- o' The feedwater controller valve control. design should be reviewed to
ensure that it has been designed to prevent excessive ocillations

-

i

| and hunting, '

Test, analytical, or operating experience data should be reviewedo
*

- to ascertain that neither valve nor control system components will >

fail suddenly due to normal usage or fatigue, resulting in rapid,

.

valve motion or flow rate changes.

3.7 HPCI and RCIC Turbine Exhaust Line Vacuum Breakers

The HPCI and RCIC turbine exhaust lines should be provided witho
>

~

vacuum breakers to prevent vacuum formation in any portion of the
4

exhaust line due to steam condensation,

The vacuum breaker design and location should be reviewed to deter-o

mine that all requirements for the reactor coolant pressure boundary
are met.

The vacuum breaker design should be reviewed to determine that the| o '

design precludes the introduction of water slugs from the suppression
pool and rapid check valve closure.

Vacuum breaker sizing should be reviewed to determine that theo

design accounts for the effects of condensation caused by an unwarmed
exhaust.line and water backflow.

,

3.8 HPCI Turbine Line Drain Pot Level Detection
.. .

Orain systems should be provided for HPCI turbine lines to draino

all condensate from the line low spots.

3-7
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.The HPCI turbine lines' configurations and slopes should be reviewed.o

,to verify that.all low spots drain to the drain system and that
sufficient slope is provided in the configuration to ensure

q

complete drainage,

HPCI line drain _ systems should be reviewed to verify that the draino

pots-have been adequately sized to handle all expected condensate.'

!The HPCI turbine inlet line~ drain system should be reviewed tog o
o ,

verify that the design permits testing of the drain system with the ,

,

turbine inlet line isolation valves open.,

HPCI turbine line drain systems should provide high-levelo

p indication in the control. room. The systems' displays and controls f
should not increase the potential for operator error. A human iL

factors analysis should be performed, as required, taking into i

p,

consideration the use of the information by an operator during both
5 ,

normal and' abnormal plant conditions. Means should be provided to
,

test the operability of the HPCI line drain systems' level |
indicators and bypass valves.

The procedures for the HPCI systera should incorporate a requiremento

that the level indicators on the HPCI drain pot system should be
checked on a regular schedule for operability.

..
,

: t
'

3. 9 Steam Hammer

The design bases for the main steam components and pipe supports should
consider steam hammer forces resulting from the most rapid anticipated

^

closure of all system valves, including the turbine stop valves.
,

'
,3.10 Relief Valve Discharge
.

The design basis for the components and pipe supports of the applicable
systems should consider fluid forces resulting from safety and relief
valve operation, including those loads from water slugs where water

, seals are used or the valve lines normally contain subcooled or saturated
liquid.

,

. ,
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Applicable systems: I

o BWR
i

Main. steam-

o' PWR !

Main steam-

i

Reactor coolant system (pressurizer)-

.

'

-3.11 P1 ant Personnel Training !
1

Training'in the cause, effect, and prevention of, water hananer shouldo

be provided to
1

licensed and nonlicensed operating personnel-
'

maintenance. personnel who maintain plant fluid systems where-

water hammer can occur

personnel who directly supervise these' operating and main--

tenance personnel,

The. training content'should be relevant to the specific planto
-i

systems I

Training should ensure that operating information pertinent to io

water hammer, originating both wthin and outside the utility
{

organization, is continually supplied to oeprators and other
;

personnel and is incorporated into training and retraining '

programs.
i

3.12 Operatino and Maintenance Procedures '

'
.

Operating and maintenance procedures for systems in which water hammer

can occur should take into consideration the potential for water hammer.
Operating and maintenance procedures should address: '

,

o Prevention of rapid valve motion

Introduction of voids into water-filled lines and componentso

Proper filling and venting of water-filled lines and componentso

Introduction of steam or heated water that can flash into water-o

filled lines and components

3-9
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o_ -Introduction of water into steam-filled lines or components
'

o Proper warmup of steam-filled lines
o- Proper drainage of steam-filled lines

The effects of valve alignments on line conditions.o

3.13 Steam Generator Water Hammer (SGWH)

The following provisions of Branch Technical Position ASB 10-2 (reference 3)
should be followed.

4

a. " Top Feed Desions

1. Prevent or delay water draining from the feedring following a.

drop in steam generator water level by means such as J-tubes.
2. Minimize the volume of feedwater piping external to the steam

.

generator which could, pocket steam using the shortest possible
(less than seven feet) horizontal run of inlet piping to the
steam generator feedring.

3. Perform tests acceptable to NRC to verify that unacceptable
feedwater hammer will not occur using the plant operating
procedures for normal and e'mergency restoration of steam

generator water level following loss of norma,1 feedwater and
. possible draining of the feedring. Provide the procedures for1

these tests for approval before conducting the tests,

b. Preheater Desions.
1. Perform tests acceptable to NRC to verify that unacceptable

feedwater hamme'r will not occur using plant operating procedures
for normal and emergency restt ration of steam generator water
level following loss of normr: feedwater. Also perform a
water hammer test at *% of power by using feedwater through
the auxiliary feedwater (top) nozzle at the lowest feedwater

;

|

*The power level at which feedwater flow is transferred from the auxiliaryy

feedwater nozzle to the main feedwater nozzle.

i 3-10
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temperature that the plant standard operating procedure (SOP)
-

h 3

allows and then switching the feedwater at that temperature |
;

from the auxiliary feedwater nozzle to the main feedwater.

h (bottom) nozzle by following the SOP.e

- 2. Minimize.the horizontal' lengths of feedwater piping between

the steam generator and the vertical run of piping by providing
h downward turning elbows immediately upstream of the main and

,

auxiliary feedwater nozzles.
L 3. . Provide a check valve upstream of the auxiliary feedwater
[ connection to the top feedwater line.

4. Maintain the top feedwater line full at all times.

c. Once-Through Desions (B&W)
.

1. Provide auxiliary feedwater to the steam generator through an
"

' external header.
.

2. Perform tests acceptable to NRC to verify that unacceptable
feedwater hammer will not occur using the plant operating
procedures for normal and emergency restoration of steam '

generator water level following loss of normal feedwater.
Provide the procedures for these tests for approval before
conducting the tests."

;

d. NUREG 0737, paragraph II.E.1.2 (reference 15), requires automatic
auxiliary feedwater system initiation. The requirements for the
AFW system automatic initiation are contained in reference 15. !

'

3.14 Control Rod Orive (CRO) Hydraulic Lines :
,

The design basis for CRD hydraulic lines should consider the tran-
sient forces resulting from the worst case CRD system actuation.

.
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TABLE 3-1. BWR System Water Hammer Causes and Preventive Measures,

a
,

r

SYSTEM PRIMARY.CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURES (*)~ i

0F WATER HAMMER DESIGN PLANT OPERATION ,

RHR Voiding, Steam- Void Detection Void Detecti,on and Cor-
Bubble Collapse (3.1), rection (3.1), Venting

Keep-full (3.2), (3.2), Operating Proce-
Venting, (3.3) dures (3.12), Operator

Training (3.11)

HPCI ' Steam Water Entrain- No Opening Seal-in Valve Opening Seouence
ment. Turbine Inlet in Manual Mode (3.Sc), Operator Train-
Valv.e Operation (3.Sa), Gradual ing (3.11), Operating

Opening (3.Sb) Procedures (3.12) ,

.

Steam Water Entrain- Proper Drain Verificationlof Drain
ment Drain Pot System Including Pot Level (3.8), Operat-
Malfunction Drain Pot Sizing ing Procedures (3.12)

,

and Level Verifi-
-

cation (3.8)

Turbine Exhaust Line Exhaust Line Vacuum !*

Bubble Collapse Vacuum Breakers '

Pump Discharge Line Void Detection Void Detection and
Voiding (3.1), Keep-Full Correction (3,1), Vent-

|System (3.2), ing (3.2), Operating
Venting (3.3) Procedures (3.12),

' Operator Training (3.11)

Core Voiding Steam- Void Detection Void Detection and Cor-
Spray Bubble Collapse (3.1), Keep-Full rection (3.1), Venting '

System (3.2), (3.2), Operating Proce-
Venting (3.3) dures (3.12), Operator

Training (3.11)

Essen- Voiding Column void Detection Void Detection and Cor-
o tial . Separation (3.1), Keep-Full rection (3.1), Venting i

Service System (3.2), (3.2), Operating Pro-'-

Water Venting (3.3), cedures (3.12), Operator
Open Loop Line Training (3.11)

.
Analysis (3.4)

(*) Refers to section of this report providing details of preventive measures.
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TABLE 3-1. Continued

6

i

.

SYSTEM .PkIMARY CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURESb, OF WATER HAMMER DESIGN PLANT OPERATION

.

Main Steam Hammer Relief Valvo Closure (3.9)
'

Steam Valve Discharge- and Relief Valve Dis-,

!

charge-Loads (3.10)
[

Steam Water Operating Procedures
Entrainment (3.12), Operator Train-

ing (3.11)
Feed- Feedwater Control Feedwater Controller
water Valve Instability Design Verification

3.6a, b, and c

RCIC- Exhaust Line Steam' Exhaust Line Vacuum
Bubble Collapse Breakers (3.7)

| Isola- High Reactor Water Operating Procedures *

| tion. Level (3.12), Operator Train-
Con- ing (3.11)
denser !

'** Control Rapid Valve Actuation Loads
) Rod motion (3.14)

'

Drive

** Control Rod Drive events have not been reported, but have been anlyticallypostulated.
*

,

I-

|.
t i

e

I .

It
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TABLE 3-2. PWR System Water Hammer Causes and Preventive Measures.

.. .

1

SYSTEM PRIMARY CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURES (*)-
0FLWATER HAMMER' OESIGN PLANT OPERATION

- Feed-- Feedwater Control FCV Design Veri- '

water Valve (FCV) Over- fication (3.6)sizing & Instability '

Unknown and Operator Operating Procedures
Error _ Induced Steam (3.12), Operator
Bubble-Collapse

.

Training (3.11) '

Main Steam Hammer (Val've Include Valve
Steam Closure) Closure Loads in '

Pipe Support and
Component Design -

Basis (3,9) '

'

Relief Valve Include Relief )Discharge Valve Discharge '

Loads.in Pipe Sup-
port and Components
Design Basis (3.10).

;

i
Steam Water Entrain- -Operating Procedures |ment, Unknown (3.12), Operator Train- ;-

ing (3.11')
,

Reactor Relief Valve include Relief Valve
Coolant Discharge Discharge Loads in ;
(Pres- Pipe Support and
surizer) ' Compchents Design '

Basis (3.10)

RHR. Voiding Venting (3.3) Operating Procedures ~

(3.12), Operator
Training (3.11)

ECCS Voiding Venting (3.3), Operating Procedures
y Void Detection (3.1) (3.12), Operator

Training (3.11)

CVCS Steam Bubble Col- Operating Procedures
lapse or Vibration (3.12), Operator

Training (3.11)

3-14
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TABLE 3-2. ' Continued
.,,

t

. SYSTEM PRIMARY CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURES (*)
0F WATER HAMMER DESIGN PLANT OPERATION

'

Essen- ; Voiding Venting (3.1), Filling Essential Cool- :
tial Filling Essential- ing Water (3.4), Oper-
Cooling Cooling Water ating Procedures (3.12), '

,

. Water (3.4), Analysis Operator Training
_

(3.4) (3.11)
Steam 'Line Voiding BTP ASB 10-2 BTP ASB 10-2 Provisions
Gener- Followed by Steam Provisions (3.13): (3.13): Testing, Keep-
ator Bubble Collapse Top Discharge, ing Line Full. Auto-

. !

;

Short Line matic AFW Initiation
Lengths, External '

Header (B&W Only)
*

-.

(*) Refers to section of this report providing details of preventive measures.

!
| |

;

*

b
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TA8tE 3-3-
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.

PWR Operating and Maintenance Procedure Water Hammer Considerations- u. 2i;

i!
- ' Steam or' !-

Hot Water Water
. I-,' Water Rapid Intro- Filling in Water- Into Steam Steam ''-

Hammer Valve duction and ' Filled Lines Steam. Line Line . ValveSystem Consideration- Motion of Voids' Venting & Components- Lines. Warmup Drainage Alignment
'

Feedwater X
. X X

4

Main Steam X X X X

RHR X -- X X X
'

.

i

ECCS X X X X
,

| CVCS X X- X X X
,

Cooling -

; Water X X X. X:

!

,

*

.

I

i

!

!
,

e

:

e

r
!
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TABLE 3-4' - -

.

- BWR Operating and itaintenance Procedure Water Hanumer Considerations

.

Steam or b
Hot Water Water

.Water Rapid Intro- Filling in Water . ~ Into'- Steam. Steam' / ~.Hammer Valve- duction and Filled Lines- Steam Line- Line: Valve
i System - Consideration Motion- -of Voids Venting & Components- Lines Warmup Drainage- Alignment

'

Core Spray X X X

RHR X X X X X: X X-
.

Isol. Cond. X
4

'
HPCI X X X X X X X

!

j RCIC X X X X X X X

j Main Steam ' X X XX
,

Feedwater X X X

Cooling
.

Water X X X X

,
-

t

.

1

i -
!

e

!

'
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APPENDIX A
'

;

STANDARD REVIEW PLAN SECTION 3.9.3''

STRESS LIMITS FOR ASME CLASS 1, 2. AND 3 COMPONENTS AND COMPONENT
;

SUPPORTS OF SAFETY-RELATED SYSTEMS AND CLASS CS CORE SUPPORT STRUCTURES i
UNDER SPECIFIED SERVICE LOADING COMBINATIONS

'

<

i

A. INTRODUCTION-

Neclear power plant components and supports are subjected to combinations of I

loedings derived from plant and system operating conditions, natural phenomena,
[ ' postulated plant events, and site-related hazards. Section III Division 1 of i

;

the ASME-Code (hereafter referred to as the Code) provides specific-sets of
design and service stress limits that apply to the pressure retaining or-
structural-integrity of components and supports when subjected to these

jloadings. The design and service stress limits specified by the Code do not
!

, assure, in themselves, the operability of components, including their supports, ;
I to perform the mechanical motion required to fulfill the component's safety |

: function. Certain of the service stress limits specified by the Code (i.e.,L, level C and D) may not assure the functional capability of components, i

including their supports, to deliver rated flow and retain dimensional
stability. Since the combination of loadings, the selection of the applicable
design and service.sttess limits appropriate to each load combination and the
proper consideration of operability is beyond the scope of the Code; and the
treatment of functional capability, including collapse and deflection limits,
is not adequately treated by the Code for all situations, such factors must be
evaluated by designers and appropriate information developed for inclusion in
the Design Specification or other referenced documents.

.

Applicants require guidance with regard to the selection of acceptable design
| and service stress limits associated with various loadings and combinations ,

thereof, resulting from plant and system operating conditions and design basis ;events, natural phenomena, and site-related hazards. The relationship and
application of the terms " design conditions," " plant operating conditions,"
" system operating conditions," and the formerly used term " component operating

,

t

conditions," now characterized by four levels of service stress limits, have
not been clearly understood by applicants and their subcontractors.

For example, under the " faulted plant or system condition" (e.g. , due to LOCA
within the reactor coolant pressure boundary), the emergency core cooling
system (ECCS) should be designed to operate and deliver rated flow for an ,

extended period of time to assure the safe shutdown of the plant. Although the
L " plant condition" is termed " faulted," components in the-functional ECCS must
L - perform the safety function under a specified set of service loadings which

includes those resulting from the specified plant postulated events. The
selection of level "D" (related to the " faulted" condition) service stressI: limits for this system, based solely on the supposition that all components may
use this limit for a postulated event resulting in the faulted plant condition
cannot be justified, unless system operability is also demonstrated.

This appendix is necessary to improve consistency and understanding of the
basic approach in the selection of load combinations applicable to safety-
related systems and to establish acceptable relationships between plantr
postulated events, plant and system operating conditions, component and!

3.9.3-12 Rev.1 - April 1984
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component support design, and service stress limits, functional capability, and {;. operability.
L B. DISCUSSION-

Current reviews of both standardized plants and custom plants have indicated
the need for additional guidance to reach acceptable design conclusions in the

H following areas- '
'

\
(1) . Relationship between certain plant postulated events, plant and system

operating conditions, resulting loads and combinations-thereof, and
. appropriate design and service stress limits for ASME Class 1,' 2 and 3'

components and component supports and Class CS core support structures. -

'(2) Relationship of component operability assurance, functional capability,
and allowable design and service stress limits for ASME Class 1, 2, and 3

; components and component supports. ;

The Code provides five categories of limits applicable to design and service '

loadings (design, level A, level B, level C, and level D). The Code rules
provide for structural integrity of the pressure retaining boundary of a t

component and its supports .but specifically exclude the subject of component
operability and do not directly address functional capability. The types of :

loadings to be taken into account in designing a component are specified in the
Code,.but rules specifying how the loadings, which result from postulated '

events and plant and system operating conditions, are to be combined and what +

stress level is appropriate for use with loading combinations are not specified,

in the Code. It is the responsibility of the designer to include all this
information in the Code required Design Specification of each component and '

support.

C. POSITION

Effective with the 1977 Edition, the Code provides design stress limits and
four sets of service stress limits for all classes of components, component '

| supports, and core support structures. The availability of-such design and
| service stress limits within the Code requires that the MEB review and deter-

mine maximum acceptable design and service stress limits which may be used with
specified loads, or combinations thereof, for components and comp'nent supportso
of safety-related systems (refer to definition in Table III) and core support
structures.

This appendix provides guidance for dealing with the components and component,

supports of safety-related systems and core support structures in the following
areas:

,

\

(1) Consideration of design loadings and limits.

(2) Consideration of service loading combinations resulting from postulated
p events and the designation of acceptable service limits.

3.9.3-13 Rev.1 - April 1984
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(3) Consideration of piping functional capability and operability of active
g pumps and valves under service loading combinations resulting from' postulated events.

!

(4) Applicability of the appendix to components, component support structures, jand core support structures and procedures for compliance.
,
,

p 1.0 ASME CLASS 1. 2. AND 3 COMPONENTS AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS OF SAFETY-RELATED
y SYSTEMS AND CLASS CS CORE SUPPORT STRUCTURES

,

|J!

t 1.1 Design Considerations and Desian Loadinas

ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components, component supports, and class CS
; core support structures shall be designed to satisfy the appropriate sub-

sections _ of the Code in all respects, including limitations on pressure, |and the requirements of this appendix. Component supports that are ;
intended to restrain either force and displacement or anchor movement

Ishall be designed to maintain deformations within appropriate limits as
specified in the component support Design Specifications.

Design loadings shall be established in the Design Specification. The i
design limits of the appropriate subsection of the Code shall not be
exceeded for the design loadings specified.

1.2 -Service Loading Combinations
3

The identification of individual loads and the appropriate combination of
these loads (i.e., sustained loads, loads due to system operating
transients SOT, OBE, SSE, LOCA, DBPB, MS/FWPB and their dynamic effects)

.

thall be in accordance with Section 1.3. The appropriate method of ?

combination of these loads shall be in accordance with NUREG-0484,
" Methodology for Combining Dynamic Loads" (Reference 9).

1.3 Service Conditions
L

1.3.1 Service Limit A
i

|' Class 1, 2, and 3 components, component supports, and Class CS core
support structures shall meet a service limit not greater than Level A
when subjected to sustained loads resulting from normal plant / system

,

operation.

1.3.2 Service Limit B
|
'

i Class 1, 2, and 3 components, component supports, and Class CS core
support structures shall meet a sarvice limit not greater than Level B

L when subjected to the appropriate combination of loadings resulting from
L (1) sustained loads, (2) specified plant / system operating transients
L (SOT), and (3) the OBE.

1.3.3 Service Limit C

(a) Class 1, 2, and 3 components, component supports, and Class CS core
support structures shall meet a service limit not greater than Level

l

3.9.3-14 Rev. 1 - April 1984
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C when subjected to the appropriate combination of loadings resulting !from (1) sustained loads, and (2) the DBPB.-

'

:
. (b)' :The DBPB includes loads from the postulated pipe break, itself, and

.

!' also any associated system transients or dynamic effects resulting j"

from the postulated pipe break. '

t

1.3.4 Service Limit D

(a) ' Class 1, 2, and 3 components, component supports, and Class CS core.
"~

support structures shall meet a service stress limit not greater than
,

*

Level.D when subjected to the appropriate combination of loadings
resulting from (1) sustained loads, (2) either the DBPB, MS/FWPB, or i

LOCA, and (3) and SSE..
!

*

(b) The DBPB, MS/FWPB, and LOCA include loads from the postulated pipe
. breaks, themselves, and also any associated system transients or
dynamic effects resulting from the postulated pipe breaks. Asymme- ;
tric blowdown loads on PWR primary systems shall be incorporated per >

NUREG-0609 (Reference 10).
'

2.0 OPERABILITY AND FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITY

2.1 Active Pumps and Valves
:

SRP Section 3.10 (Reference 4) shall demonstrate that the pump or valve,. ;
as supported, can adequately sustain the designated combined service- ;
lo-dings at a stress level at least equal to the specified service limit, ~

and can perform its safety function without impairment. Loads produced by ;

- the restraint of free end displacement and anchor point motions shall be
included.

,

2.2 Snubbers
,

The operability requirements specified for mechanical and hydraulic
_ snubbers installed on safety-related systems is subject to review by the

!~ staff. When snubbers are used, their need shall be clearly established
L and their design criteria presented. ,

2.3 Functional Capability '

The design of Class 1, 2, and 3 piping components shall include a
functional capability assurance program. This program shall demonstrate

. that the piping components, as supported, can retain sufficient dimen- ,

sional stability at service conditions so as not to impair the system's-
functional capability. The program may be based on tests, analysis, or a

L -combination of tests and analysis.

3.0 TABLES

L 3;l Table I summarizes the requirements of this appendix for use with ASME
L Class 1, 2, and 3 components, component supports, and Class CS core

support structures. The table illustrates plant events, system operating

h
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L i
conditions, service loading combinations, and service stress limits and '

should always be used in conjunction with the text of this appendix.
.,

'3.2 Table II defines all the terms used in this appendix.

; 4.0 PROCEDURES FOR COMPLIANCE

4.1 Desian Specification and Safety Analysis Report
|

(a) The design options provided by the Code and related design criteria ;
specified in the Code required Design Specification for ASME Class 1, |

-

2, and 3 components, component suppcrts, and Class CS core support _;

structures should be summarized in sufficient detail in the Safety i
-

Analysis Report of the application to permit comparison with this i
g

L Appendix.

(b) The presentation in the PSAR should specify and account for all
design and service loadings, method of combination, the designation ,

of the appropriate design and service stress limits (including ',

primary and secondary stresses, fatigue consideration, and special *

limits on pressure when appropriate) for each loading combination
,presented, and the provisions for functional capability.

(c) The presentation in the FSAR should indicate how the criteria in
Sections 1 and 2 of this appendix have been implemented.

i

(d)~ The staff may request the submission of the Code required Design- *

Documents such as Design Specifications, Design Reports, Load
Capacity Data Sheets, or other related material or portions thereof
to establish that the design criteria, the analytical methods, and
functional capability satisfy the guidance provided by this appendix.
This may include information provided to, and received from,
component and support manufacturers. As an alternative to the
applicant submitting these documents, the staff may require them to '

be made available for review at the applicant's or vendor's office.

4.2 Use with Regulatory Guides

The information and requirements contained in this appendix supersede
those in the October 1973 version of Regulatory Guide 1.67 and the
May 1973 version of Regulatory Guide 1.48. Regulatory Guides 1.124 and ;
1.130 on Class 1 linear and Class 1 plate and shell component support

..

structures are to be supplemented by this appendix.
,

i

p 1

I
,-
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- 'TABLEfl.~
'

a. . s

' Allowable Service Stress-Limits for Specified Service Loading Combinations for,
_

ASME Class:1 Components and Class CS Support Structures.
-

System
.

Service
. Service Stress

Plant Eventz Operating Conditions. Loading Combination ,4~ . Limit'-1

1. Normal Operation - Normal Sustained Loads ..A-
.-

2. Plant / System Operating - Upset Sustained Loads + SOT + OBE .B3~
Transients (SOT) + OBE

3. D8PB Emergency . Sustained Loads + DBPB Ca

w 4. MS/FWPB Faulted - Sustained Loads.+ MS/FWFB D3,

*
.

y> 5. DBPB or MS/FWPB + SSE Faulted Sustained Loads + DBPB or D3
y MS/FWPB + SSE.

6. LOCA Faulted' Sustained Loads + LDCA D3

7. LOCA + SSE Faulted Sustained loads + LOCA + SSE D3
:

HOTE: 1The appropriate method of combination is sut' ject to review and evaluation. Refer to Section 1.2.
I

t 2 Refer to Table II for definition of terms.
;

{ 3In addition to meeting the specified service' stress limits for given load combinations
..

operability'anda

functional capability must also be demonstrated as discussed in Subsection 2.0 of this appendix and in-.
,

SRP Section 3.10.-

i

g 4These events must be considered in the pipe stress analysis and pipe support design process when
specified in the ASME Code-required Design Specification. The Design Specification shall define the,

load and specify.the applicable Code Service Stress ~ Limit. For clarification, it should be.noted
"

g that the potential for water hammer and water (steam) hammer occurrence should.also be given proper
g consideration in the development of Design Specifications.

,

a
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TABLE II'
s ,

DEFINITION OF TERMS
<

a
,

iActive Pumps and Valves - A pump or valve which must perform a mechanical
motion in order to shut down the plant or mitigate the consequences of a

j postulated event. Safety and relief valves are specifically included.
~

Component and Support Functional Capability - Ability of a component,,
,

. including.its supports, to deliver rated flow and retain dimensional stability
when the design ond service loads, and their resulting stresses.and strains,
are at prescribed levels.

N Component and Support-Operability - Ability of an active component, including
3:' -its. support, to perform the mechanical motion required to fulfill its

| designated safety function when the design and service loads, and their
-resulting. stresses _and strains, are at prescribed levels.

:DBPB - Design Basis Pipe Breaks - Those postulated pipe breaks other than a
' IRA or MS/FWPB. This includes postulated pipe breaks in Class 1 branch lines
that' result in the loss of reactor coolant at a rate less than or equal to the

? capability of the reactor coolant makeup system.-

This' condition includes loads from the postulated pipe breaks, itself, and
also any associated system transients or dynamic effects resulting from the ypostulated pipe break. I

Desian' Limits - The limits for the design loadings provided in the appropriate
subsection of Section-III, Division 1, of the ASME Code.

.Desian Loads - Those pressures, temperatures, and mechanical loads selected as
the basis for the design of a component.

Functional System - That configuration of components which, irrespective of
ASME Code Class designation or combination of ASME Code Class designations,
performs a particular function (i.e., each emergency core cooling system

. performs a single particular function and yet each may be comprised of some
components which are ASME Class 1 and other components which are ASME Code

L Class 2).

LOCA - Loss-of-Coolant Accidents - Defined in Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 50 as
"those postulated accidents that result from the loss of reactor coolant, at a:

rate in excess of the capability of the reactor coolant makeup system, from
breaks in the reactor coolant pressure boundary, up to and including a break
equivalent in size to the double ended rupture of the largest pipe of the
reactor coolant system."

.
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' This condition includes the loads. from the postulated pipe break, itself, and _
also any:associMid' system transients or dynamic effects resulting from the )" postulated pipe break.

i
,

,

MS/FWPB - Main Steam and Feedwater Pipe Breaks - Postulated breaks in the main
steam and feedwater lines. For a BWR plant this may be considered as a'LOCA.
event depending on the break location.

This condition includes.the loads frcm the postulated pipe break, itself, and
also any associated system transients or dynamic effects resulting from the >

-postulated pipe break.

OBE - O nratino Basis Earthouake - Defined in Section III (d) of Appendix A of
~10 CFR > art.100 as "that earthquake which, considering the regional and local'

geology and seismology and specific characteristics of local subsurface
material, could reasonably be expected to affect the plant site during the
operating life of the plant. It is that earthquake which produces ae

~3

vibratory ground _ motion for which those features of the nuclear power plant.
- necessary for continued operation without undue risk to the health and safety
of the public, are designed to remain functional."

This. condition includes the loads from the postulated seismic event, itself,
and also any associated system transients or dynamic effects resulting from -

the postulated seismic event.

Pipino Components - These items of a piping system such as tees, elbows,
bends, pipe and tubing, and branch connections constructed in accordance with

Lthe rules of Section III of the-ASME Code. .

Postulated Events - Those postulated natural phenomena (i.e., ODE. SSE),
postulated site hazards (i.e. , nearby explosion), or postulated plant events
(i.e., DBPB, LOCA, MS/FWPB) for which the plant-is designed to survive without
undue risk'to the health and safety of the public. Such postulated events may
also be referred to as design basis events.

,

SSE - Safe Shutdown Earthquake - Defined in Section III(c) of Appendix A of
16 CFR Part 100 as "that earthquake which is based upon an evaluation of the
maximum: earthquake potential considering the regional and local geology and

|_ seismology and specific characteristics of local subsurface material. It is
!. the earthquake which produces the ' maximum vibratory ground motion for which
L certain structures, systems, and components are designed to remain functional.

These structures, systems, and components are those necessary to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.

'(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe
shutdown condition, or

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which
could result in potential offsito exposures compacable to the guideline."

3.9.3-19 Rev.1 - April 1984
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, .This condition: includes the loads from the postulated seismic event, itself,,

. and also~ any associated system transients or dynamic effects resulting from '

: the postulated seismic event.

~ Service Limits - The four limits for the service loading as provided ,in the -
ahpropriate subsection of Section III, Division 1 of the-ASME Code. '

;

- Service Loads - Those pressure, temperature, and mechanical loads provided in '

the Design Specification.

SOT -' System Operatina Transients - The transients and their resulting
mechanical responses due to dynamic occurrences caused by plant or system .;
operation,

,

,

i

:c ;

|

1

1
2

k

i

i

P
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If other types 'of CRDS are proposed or if new features that are not specifi-
cally mentioned here'are incorporated in CRDS of current types, information
should be supplied for the new systems'or new features similar to'that

'

_

described below.

'- 1; The descr.iptive information, including design criteria, testing programs,
drawings, and a summary of the method of operation of the control rod
drives, is reviewed.to permit an evaluation of the adequacy of the system

.

to perform its mechanical function properly. I

2. A' review is performed of information pertaining to design codes,
standards, specifications, and standard practices, as well as to General
Design Criteria, regulatory guides, and branch positions that are applied
in the design, fabrication, construction, and operation of the CRDS.

The various criteria, described in general terms above, should be supplied
along with the names of the apparatus to which they apply. Pressurized
portions of the system which are a part of RCPB are reviewed to determine
.the extent.to which the applicant complies with the Class 1 requirements
of Section III of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME),

L Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (hereafter "the Code"). -Those portions
.

which are not part of the RCPB are reviewed with other specified parts of|'
.Section III, or other sections of the Code. . The MEB reviews the non pres-
surized portions of the control- rod drive system to determine the accept-,

ability.of design margins for allowable values of stress, deformation, and
fatigue.used in the analyses. If- an experimental testing program is used
in lieu of analysis, the program is reviewed to determine whether it
adequately covers the areas of concern in stress, deformation, and

.fatigue.- !

'
3. Information is reviewed which pertains to the applicable design loads and.

their appropriate combinations, to the corresponding design stress limits, .

and to the corresponding allowable deformations. The deformations are of
interest in the present context only in those instances where a failure of

| movement could be postulated due to excessive deformation and such move-
ment would be necessary for a safety-related function.

If the applicant selects an experimental testing option in lieu of estab-
lishing a set of stress and deformation allowables, a detailed description

-of the-testing program must be provided for review.
In the preliminary safety analysis report (PSAR), the load combinations,
design stress limits and allowable deformations criterta should be
provided for review.

In the final safety analysis report (FSAR), the actual design should be
compared with the design criteria and limits to demonstrate that the
criteria and limits have not been exceeded.

Loadings imposed during normal plant operation and startup and shutdown
transients include but are not limited to pressure, deadweight, tempera-
ture effects, and anticipated operational occurrences. Loadings
associated with specific seismic and other dynamic events are then

: combined with the above plant-type loads. For BWRs only, the CRDS is
[; reviewed to verify that the system is capable of withstanding adverse

3.0.4-2 Rev. 2 - April 1984
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. dynamic loads such as water hammer. The response to each set of combined |L
loads has a~ selected stress or deformation limit. The selection of a
specific limit.is. influenced by the probability of the postulated event>

>

occurring and the need to assure-operation during and after the event.
'I~

4. . The portion of- the SAR-is reviewed that describes plans for.the conduct'of'
an operability assurance program or that references previous test programs. '

or standard industry procedures for similar apparatus. For example, the ilife cycle test program for the CRDS is reviewed. The operability assur- '

ance program is reviewed to ascertain coverage of the following:

a. Life cycle test program.
s

b. Proper service environment imposed during test, including appropriate
anticipated normal operational occurrences, seismic, and postulated
accident conditions,

c. Mechanism functional tests.

d. Program results.

In addition, the MEB will' coordinate other branches' evaluations that interface
with the overall review of the CRDS as follows:

The Core Performance Branch (CPB) will verify fuel system design, including
effects of _ the CRDS on fuel behavior in meeting the requirements of the reactor
core design under various normal and accident operating conditions in SRP

,

Section ' 4. 2.' The Materials Engineering Branch (MTEB) will review the material'
aspects-of CRDS-in SRP Section 4.5.1.

I For those areas of review identified above as part of the primary review -
responsibility of other branches, the acceptance criteria necessary for the,

review and their methods of application'are contained in the referenced SRP
section of the corresponding primary branch.

, 'II. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
i

MEB acceptance criteria are based on meeting the requirements of the following
regulations:

1. GDC 1 and and 10 CFR Part 50,S50.55a, as its relates to CRDS, requires
that the CRDS be designed to quality standard commensurate with the impor-
tance of the safety functions to be performed.

s 2. GDC 2, as it relates to CRDS,. requires that the CRDS be designed to with-
stand the effects of an earthquake without loss of capability to perform
its safety functions.

:

3. GDC 14, as it relates to CRDS, requires that the RCPB portion of the CRDS
be designed, constructed, and tested for the extremely low probability of
leakage or gross rupture.

4. 'GDC 26, as it relates to CRDS, requires that the CRDS be one of the inde-
pendent reactivity control systems which is designed with appropriate

3.9.4-3 Rev. 2 - April 1984
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-margin to assure lts reactivity control function under anticipated normal
operation condition.

" 5; . GDC 27~,' as. it. relates toL CRDS, requires that the CROS be designed with
appropriate; margin, and in conjunction with the emergency. core cooling
system, be capaDie of controlling reactivity and cooling the core under

. postulated accident conditions.

6.- GDC 29, as its relates to CRDS, requires that the CROS, in conjunction
with reactor protection. systems, be designed to assure an extremely high
probability of accomplishing its safety functions in the event of antici-

. pated operational occurrences.

' Specific ^ criteria necessary to meet the relevant requirements of the regula-
tions identified above are as follows:

1. The descriptive information is determined to be sufficient' provided the
minimum requirements for such information meet Section 3.9.4 of

. Reference-11.

2. Construction'(as defined in NCA-1110 of Section III of the ASME Code,
Reference ~ 7) should meet the following' codes and standards uti'lized by the
nuclear industry which have been reviewed and found acceptable:

a. Presswized Portions of Equipment Classified as Quality Group A, B, C
.(Regulatory Guide 1.26)

Section III of the ASME Code, Class 1, 2, or 3 as appropriate
-(Ref. 7).

-b. Pressurized Portions of Equipment Classified as Quality Group D_
(Regulatory Guide 1.26) _

.(1) Section VIII, Division 1 of the ASME Code for vessels and pump
casings (Ref. 7).

(2) Applicable to Piping Systems (American National Standards Insti-
tute, ANSI): 1

B16.5 Steel Pipe Flanges and Flanged Fittings (Ref. 13).
B16.9 Steel Butt Welding Fittings (Ref. 14).
B16.11 Steel Socket Welding Fittings (Ref. 15).
B16.25 Butt Welding Ends (Ref. 16).
B31.1 Piping (Ref. 17).
SP-25- Standards (Ref. 18).
B16.34 . Valves (Ref. 19).

c. Nonpressurized Equipment (Non-ASME Code)

Design margins presented for allowable stress, deformation, and fati-
gue should be equal to or greater than those for other plants of

1This list can be extended by a staff review and acceptance of other ANSI and
MSS standards in the piping system area.

3.9.4-4 Rev. 2 - April 1984
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similar design having a period of successful operation. Justifica-
( _ tion;of-any decreases should be provided.
m ,

8

3. For the various design and service conditions defined in NB-3113 of>

1

.Section III'of the ASME Code (Ref.- 7), load combination sets are as given
in Standard Review Plan Section 3.9.3 (Ref.~12). -The stress-limits |..

applicable to pressurized and'nonpressurized portions'of the control rod
|' drive systems should be as given in Reference 12 for. the-response to each '

loadingqset. ' The CRDS design should adequately consider water hammer
loads tof assure that system safety functions can be achieved.

,

- 4. . The operability assurance program will be acceptable provided the observed
performance as to wear, functioning times, latching, and overcoming a
stuck red meet system design requirements. i

III.' REVIEW PROCEDURES.
:s

'

-The reviewer will, select and emphasize material from the procedures described^

below as may be appropriate for a particular case.
,

; 1. The objectives of the review are to determine that design, fabrication,
~

and constructicn of the control rod drive mechanisms provide structural
adequacy and that suitable life cycle testing. programs have been utilized
to prove operability under service conditions.

.In the construction permit (CP) review, it should be determined that the
design criteria utilize proper load combinations, stress ~ and deformation
limits,. and that operability assurance is provided by reference to a pre- :

: viously accepted testing program or that a commitment is made to perform a !

testing program which includes the essential elements listed below. In
the operating license (0L) review, the results of any testing progran not
previously reviewed should be evaluated.

2. The design criteria presented should be evaluated for both the internal
pressure-containing portions and other portions of the CRDS. These
include the CRDM housing, hydraulic control unit, condensate supply system
and scram discharge volume, and portions such-as the cylinder, tube,
pisten, and collect assembly.

Of particular concern are any naw and unique features which have not been
used in the past. Pressure-containing components are checked to ensure
that they meet the design requirements of the codes and criteria which
have been accepted by the Mechanical Engineering Branch, and are
identified in Standard Review Plan Section 3.2.2. The review of the
functional design of reactivity control systems, including control rod
drive systems, is the responsibility of the Reactor Systems Branch (RSB)
(see SRP Section 4.6). The loading combinations for the various plant
operating conditions are checked for consistency with Reference 12; given
these loading combinations, the stress limits of the appropriate code
should not be exceeded, or the limits in Reference 12 should not be
exceeded if not specifiec; in the listed design code. Exceptions taken by
the applicant to any of the accepted codes, standards, or NRC criteria
must be identified and the basis clearly justified so that evaluation is

-possible. Engineering judgment, experience, comparisons with earlier j

I
3.9.4-5 Rev. 2 - April 1984 |
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. ,b ' cases and design margins, and consultation with supervisors permit the

reviewer to reach atdecision on the. acceptability'of any exceptions posed
by the applicant.

The choice of~ structural materials of construction for the CRDS'is'

' reviewed by the MTEB in SRP Section 4.5.1.
-

.

3. Loading combinations are defined as those loadings associated with_ plant
operations which are expected to occur one or more times during the life-
-time of the plant and include but are not limited to loss of power to all '

. recirculation pumps, tripping of the turbine generator set, isolation of
the main condenser, and loss of all offsite power, combined with loadingsa

'

caused by natural or accident events including, for'BWRs, water hammer
|.--loads. 'The load combinations which are postulated to occur are'specified -

for each of the-design and. service conditions as defined in Paragraph
NB-3113 of the ASME Code (Ref. 7). These load combinations are defined in
Reference 12 and'are compared by the reviewer with those provided by the '

applicant. '

The design stress limits, including fatigue limits, and deformation-limits
! as appropriate to the components of the control rod drive mechanism are
b compared by the reviewer with those of specified codes, previously

designed and successfully operating systems, or with the results of scale
model and prototype testing programs.

4. The control rod drive mechanisms of a new design or configuration should
be subjected to a life cycle test program to determine the ability of the
: drives to function during and after normal operating occurrence, seismic,
and postulated accident condition over the full range of temperatures,
pressures,-loadings, and misalignment expected in service. The tests-
should include functional tests to determine times of rod insertion and,

L . withdrawal', latching operation, scram-operation and time, system valve
L operation and scram accumulator leakage for hydraulic CRDS, ability to ,

E overcome a stuck rod condition, and wear. Rod travel and number of trips
expected during the mechanism operational life should be duplicated in the
tests.

- The reviewer checks the elements of the test program to be sure all
required parameters have been included and finally reviews the test
results to determine acceptability. Excessive wear, malfunction of
components, operating times beyond determined limits, scram accumulator 'r

leakage, etc., all would be cause for. retesting.

IV. EVALUATION FINDINGS

The reviewer verifies that sufficient information has been provided to satisfy
the requirements of this SRP section and that his evaluation is sufficiently
complete and adequate to support conclusions of the following type, to be
included in the staff's safety evaluation report:

The staff concludes that the design of the control rod drive system is
acceptable and meets the requirements of General Design Criteria 1, 2,14,
26, 27, and 29, and 10 CFR Part 50, 650.55a. This conclusion is based on
the following:

3.9.4-6 Rev. 2 - April 1984
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1.; The applicant has met the requirement of GDC 1 and 10 CFR Part 50,' '
$50.55a, with respect to designing components important to safety.to
quality standards commensurate with the importance of.the safety |
functions to be performed. The design procedures and criteria used

.for the contro1Lrod drive system are in conformance with the' require-
ments'of appropriate ANSI and ASME Codes.

2.~ The: applicant has met the requirements-of GDC 2,.14 and 26 with i

respect to designing the control rod drive system to withstand',

effects of earthquakes and anticipated normal operation occurrences7
with adequate margins'to assure its reactivity control function and. :
with extremely low probability of leakage or gross rapture of reactor' l

coolant pressure boundary. The CRDS design capabilities include the
ability to accommodate water hammer dynamic loads resulting from
rapid opening of.the scram insert and withdraw valves and closure of-

,

the hydraulic buffer under the worst case loading condition without
compromising the safety functions of the system. The specified
design transients, design and service loadings, combination of loads,
and limiting.the stresses and deformations under such loading =
combinations are in conformance with the requirements of appropriate
ANSI and-ASME Codes and acceptable regulatory positions specified in
SRP Section 3.9.3.

t

3. The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 27 and 29 with respect t

to designing the-control rod drive system to assure its capability of
'

controlling reactivity and cooling the reactor core with appropriate
margin,-in conjunction with either the emergency core coolingtsystem-
or the reactor protection system. The operability assurance program
is acceptable with respect to meeting system design requirements in
observed performance as to wear, functioning times, latching, and
overcoming a stuck rod.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

.The following-is intended to provide guidance to aprilicants and licensees
~

regarding the NRC staff's plans for using this SRP section. .

!

Except:in-those cases in which the applicant proposes an acceptable alternative '

-method for complying with specified portions of the Commission's regulations,
the' method described herein will be used by the staff in its evaluation of con-
formance with Commission regulations.

Implementation schedules for conformance to parts of the method discussed
p herein are contained in the referenced regulatory guides and implementation of

acceptance criterion associated with water hammer loads in BWRs, subsection
II.3, is as follows.

(a) Operating plants and OL applicants need not comply with the provisions of
.

this revision.

(b) CP applicants will be required to comply with the provisions of this
revision.

.

-.
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15.4.75 RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL (RHR) SYSTEML
,

[ : REVIEW RESPONSIBILITIES

L rimary - Reactor Systems Branch QSB)P .

-Secondary:- None-'

'

.I. ' AREAS ~OF REVIEW.
,

|.
.

-.
-

The residual' bat removal (RHR)-system is used in conjunction with the main
? ! steam and feedwater systems.(main condenser), or the . reactor core isolation
L Icooling(RCIC)systeminconjunctionwiththesafety/reliefvalvesinaboiling
B Twater reactor (BWR), or auxiliary feedwater sytem in-conjunction with the

atmospheric. dump valves in a' pressurized water reactor'(PWR) to cool down the
reactor. coolant-system following shutdown. ' Parts of the RHR system also act to. -

provide low. pressure emergency core cooling and are reviewed;as described in= -

SRP Section 6.3. - Some parts of.the RHR system also provide containment heat:, -

L fremoval. capability and:are reviewed as described in SRP Section 6.2.2. The'
L review by RSB~ is to ensure that the design of the:RHR' system is in confonnance-

.

f with General Design' Criteria 2, 4, 5,19,' and 34. ]
:Both'PWRsTand BWRs have.RHR systems which provide long-term cooling.cnce the

'

reactor coolant. temperature has been decreased by the main condenser, RCIC, or
auxiliary feedwater systems. In-both types of plants, the RHR is typically a |

-low pressure system which takes over the shutdewn cooling function when the
-reactor coolant system (RCS) temperature is reduced to about 300*F. Although
the RHR(system function is similar for the two types of plants,- the system f
design are-differef.t.

[ The RHR system in PWRs takes water from the RCS hot legs, cools.it, and pumps
; it- back to the cold legs or core flooding tank nozzles. ~ The suction and
H discharge lines for the:RHR pumps have appropriate valving to assure that the

low pressure RHR system is always isolated from the RCS when the reactor
'

coolant pressure is greater than the RHR system design pressure. The heatL

removed in the heat exchangers is transported to the ultimate heat sink by the
component cooling water or service water system. In-PWRs, the RHR system is

Rev. 3 - April 1984
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also used:to fill', drain,~and remove heat from the refueling canal during
refueling operations, to ci culate coolant through the. core during plant '

startup_ prior to- RCS pump operation, and in some to provide an auxiliary
pressurizer spray,

t

The RHR system in BWRs is typically compesed of four subsystems. The
containment heat removal and'iow pressure emergency core cooling subsystems are;

! : discussed in:SRP Sections 6.2.2 and 6.3. The shutdown cooling and steam
. - condensing ^ (via RCIC) subsystems are :: overed by this SRP section. These''

subsystems make use of-the same hardware, consisting of-pumps, piping, heat
-exchangers,-valves, monitors, and controls. In the shutdown cooling mode, the

*

BWR RHR system can also-be used to supplement spent fuel pool cooling._ As in
. the PWR,-the low pressure RHR piping is protected from high RCS pressure byt

isolation valves.

The steam condensing mode of RCIC operation in BWRs (when included in the plant
design) provides an alternative to the main condenser or normal RCIC mode of-
operation'during_the_ initial cooldown. Steam from the reactor is transferred
to the'RHR heat exchangers where it-is condensed. The condensate is piped to

'the. suction-side of the RCIC pump. The RCIC pump returns the condensate to the
reactor vessel. The heat removed in the heat exchangers-is transported to the.

-ultimate heat sink by the servict water system.

Other means_ of- removing decay heat in the event that the RHR system is inoper-
able have been proposed for some BWRs. These approaches use some of the piping a
that is used-for the steam condensing mode of RCIC. These approaches are also
covered by this SRP:section.

L The reactor coolant t' mperatures and pressure must be decreased before the lowe
; pressure RHR system can-be placed in operation; therefore, the review of the
|' decay. heat removal function-must consider all conditions from shutdown at

~

normal reactor operating pressure and temperature to the cold depressurized,,

L ' condition. -RSB reviews the requirements for reliability and capability of '
.;

i removing' decay' heat identified in NUREG-0660 (II.E.3.2 and II.E.3.3),
; .NUREG-0718 (II.B.7), and NUREG-0737 (III.D.1.1). With respect'to the staffE

review for compliance with Branch Technical Position RSB 5-1 (Ref. 5), the
Auxiliary Systems Branch (ASB), Chemical Engineering Branch (CMEB), and RSB
effort'is divided as follows:

1. -For BWRs, the RSB reviews the processes and systems used in the cooldown
of the reactor for the entire spectrum of potential reactor coolant systemy

pressures and temperatures during decay heat removal.

2. For PWRs, the RSB reviews the approach used to meet the functional
requirements of BTP RSB 5-1 with respect to cooldown to the conditions
permitting operation of the RHR system. Since an alternate approach to
that normally used for cooldown may be specified, the reviewers identify
all components and systems used. The CMEB has primary review responsi-
bility for the review of the pertinent portions of the CVCS (SRP Section
9.3.4). The ASB, as part of its primary review responsibility for SRP
Sections 10.3 and 10.4.9 reviews the atmospheric dump valves and the
source for auxiliary feedwater, respectively, for conformance to BTP
RSB 5-1. The RSB reviews the pressurizer relief valve and ECCS, if used.
In addition, the RSB reviews the tests and supporting analysis concerning

5.4.7-2 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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? mixing of borated water and cooldown under natural circulation as ' required -
in BTP.RSB 5-1.

- 3. For both PWRs and BWRs, the ASB reviews the component cooling or service
~

water systems that transfer decay heat from the RHR system to the ultimate
heat sink as part of its primary review responsibility for SRP

O '

1 Sections 9.2'1 and 9.2.2..

p 4. The RS8 reviews the design and operating characteristics of the RHR system
with1 respect to its shutdown and-long-term cooling function. Where the

'
' >

RHR system interfaces with other systems (e.g., RCIC system, component,,
~

cooling water system) the effect of these systems on the RHR system is
reviewed. 0verpressure protection provided by the valving between the RCS
and RHR system is also reviewed.

In addition,' the| Reactor Systems Branch will coordinate evaluations of other
cbranches' that-interface:with the overall review of the RHR system as follows:
'

The Containment Systems' Branch verifies that portions of the RHR system nene-
'

,

.trating-the containment barrier are designed with acceptable isolation features'

to maintain containment integrity for all operating conditions including acc1- j
dents as part of its primary review; responsibility for SRP Section 6.2.4; The
. Structural and Geotechnical Engineering Branch (SGEB) determines-the |,
. acceptability of the design analysis, procedures and criteria used to establish>

the ability of seismic Category I structures housing the system and supporting-- '

- systems to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as safe shutdown
earthquake (SSE), the probable maximum flood (PMF), and tornado missiles as ;

part of -its primary review responsibility for SRP Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.5.3, !
:

:3. 7.1 ^ thru 3. 7. 4, 3. 8. 4 and - 3. 8. 5. The Materials Engineering Branch (MTEB) .|'

verifies' that inservice _ inspection requirements are met for system components
as part of its primary review responsibility for SRP Section 6.6 and, upon

' ' -request, verifies the compatibility of the materials of' construction with
- service conditions as part of its primary review responsibility for SRP !
Section 6.1.. The Mechanical Engineering Branch (MEB) determines that the i
components, piping and structures are designed and tested in~accordance with i

- applicable codes and standards as part of its primary review-responsibility for i

.SRP Sections 3.9.1 through 3.9.3. The MEB also determines the acceptability of
the. seismic and quality group classifications for system components as part of
its primary review responsibility for SRP Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 -The effects- '

of pipe breaks inside.and outside of containment, such as pipe whip and jet:

impingement, are reviewed by MEB and ASB as part of their primary review
responsibilities for SRP Sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.1, respectively. The MEB also
reviews adequacy of the inservice testing program of pumps and valves as part

- of its primary review responsibility for SRP Section 3.9.6. The Procedures and
Systems Review Branch (PSRB) reviews the proposed preoperational and startup
test programs to confirm that they are in conformance with the intent of
Regulatory Guide 1.68 as part of its primary review responsibility for SRP
Section 14.2. The PSRB also has primary review responsibility for Task Action | >

Plan items II.K.1 (C.1.10) of NUREG-0737 (OLs only) and I.C.6 of NUREG-0718
(cps only) regarding procedures to ensure that system operability status is

'

known. The ASB reviews flood protection as part of its primary review
responsibility for SRP Section 3.4.1. The ASB identifies the structures
systems and components to be protected against externally generated missiles,

and reviews the adequacy of protection against such missiles as part of its
primary review responsbility for SRP Section 3.5.1.4 and 3.5.2. The ASB also

5.4.7-3 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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reviews protection against internally. generated missiles both inside and- -i
outside'of containment;as part of its-primary review responsibility for SRP
Sections 13.5.1.1.andj3.5;1.2._ _The Power Systems Branch (PSB) identifies the''

safety-related;electricalJ1oadsland determines that power systems supplyingt

motive or control power for'the RHR system meet acceptable criteria and will-
' perform'theselintended functions during all plant operating and accident
-conditions _ as.part of its primary review responsibility for SRP Sections 8.1,
8.2,L8.3.1,.and 8.3.2. inellnstrumentation_and Control Systems Branch (ICSB),-
-as part of its' primary review responsibility for SRP. Sections 7.1 and 7.4
reviews.the-instrumentation and control ~ systems for the RHR system to determine

:that it will perform its design function as required and conform to all
applicable-acceptance criteria. - The 'ICSB also reviews the provisions taken to
meet GDC 19 with respect'to equipment outside of the control room for hot and<
cold-. shutdown._ The Radiological Assessment Branch (RAB) has primary review

w responsibility for SRP Section 12.1 through 12.5 including-Task Action Plan
- items 111.B.2 of NUREG-0737 and NUREG-0718 which involve a radiation and'

' shielding design. review and corrective actions taken to ensure adequate access
to' vital areas and protection of safety equipment (cps and Ols). The review
for Fire Protection, Technical Specifications, and Quality Asurance are

. coordinated and performed by the CMEB, Standardization and Special. Projects
, Branch (SSPB). and Quality Assurance Branch (QAB) as part of their primary
tre' view responsibility <for SRP Sections 9.5.1, 16.0 and 17.0, respectively, i

For those areas of review identified above as being reviewed as part of the
primary review responsibility _ of other branches, the acceptance criteria

. necessary for the review and their methods of application are contained in the
referenced'.SRP Section of the corresponding primary branch.

II. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

f- 'The Reactor _ Systems Branch acceptance criteria are based on meeting the
requirements of.the following regulations:

!. LA. L General Design Criterion 2 with respect to the seismic design of systems,
I

structures and components whose failure could cause an unacceptable reduc-
tion in the capability of the residual heat removal system. Acceptability i-is-based on meeting position C-2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29 or its '

equivalent.

B. General' Design Criterion 4, as related to dynamic effects associated with
flow instabilities and loads (e.g. , water hammer).

C. General Design Criterion 5 which requires that any sharing among nuclear
power. units of structures, systems and components important to safety will
not significantly-impair their safety function.

D. General Design Criterion 19 with respect to control room requirements for
normal operations and shutdown, and;

E. General Design Criterion 34 which specifies requirements for a residual
heat removal system.

Specific criteria necessary to meet the requirements of General Design
Criteria 2, 4, 5, 19, and 34 are as follows: |

5.4.7-4 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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1.: The-system or systems are to satisfy the functional, isolation, pressure,

relief; pump-protection'and test requirements specified in Branchm
D . Technical Position RSB 5-1,

2. 'In order to meet the requirements _of General Design Criterion 4 (Ref 11)', .,
design' features and operating procedures shall be provided to prevent '

damaging water hammer due to such mechanisms as voided pump discharge
lines,. water entrainment in steam lines and steam bubble collapse.

3. Interfaces between the. RHR system and RCIC and component or service water
systems.should be designed so-that~ operation of one does not interfere

-with, and provides proper support (where required) for, the other. In
relation to- these. and other' shared systems (e.g. , emergency core cooling
and containment heat remova? systems), the RHR system must conform to
GDC 5. ,

4. The! requirements for the. reliability and capability of removing. decay heat
under the following Task Actiori Plan' items.must also be satisfied:

!. a .-- Meeting Task Action Plan item II.E.3.2 cf NUREG-0660 which involves jsystems reliability, NRR will conduct a generic study to assess the
. ;capability and reliability of shutdown heat removal systems under '

various transients and degraded plant conditions including' complete
loss of all feedwater. Deterministic and probabilistic methods will

|
,

be-used to identify design weakriesses and possible system modifica- !

tions that could be made to impreve the capability and reliability of jthese systems under all shutdown conditions. (cps and Ols). ;
Specific requirements will-be based on the results of this study. '

b. Meeting Task Action Plan item II.E.3,3 of NUREG-0660 which involves a
coordinated study of shutdown heat removal requirements. An effort
to evaluate shutdown heat removal requirements in a comprehensive
manner is required, thereby permitting a judgment of adequacy in
terms of overall system requirements. As part of this project, NRR 1

'

will conduct a study to.cssess the desirebility of and possible
requirement for a diverse heat-removal path, such as feed and bleed,
particularly if.all secondary-side cooling is unavailable. The NRC

i'

. staff will work with the recently established ACRS Ad Hoc.Subcommit-
tee on this matter to develop a mutually acceptable overall study
program. (cps and Ols). Specific requirements will be based on the
results of this study. i

>
Meeting Task Action Plan item II.B.8 of NUREG-0718 (Ref. 7) whichc.
involves description by the applicants of the degree to which the
designs conform to the proposed interim rule on degraded core
accidents. (cps only)

-

d. Meeting Action Plan item III.D.1.1 of NUREG-0737 (Ref. 8) and
NUREG-0718 (Ref. 7) which involves primary coolant sources outside of
containment (cps and OLs).

,

5. When the RHR system is used to control or mitigate the consequences of an
,

accident, it must meet the design requirements of an engineered safety

5.4.7-5 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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featu' re system. This includes meeting the guidalines of Regulatory .
Guide 1.1 regarding net positive suction head,,.

t

!III. REVIEW PROCEDURES -
1

,

+

The procedures:below are used during the construction permit (CP) revi(w.to
~

assure that the design criteria and bases and the preliminary design as set
;forth in the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report meet the acceptance. criteriac

given in subsection II.

For operating license (OL) reviews 3 the procedures e.re utilized to verify that
the'. initial design criteria and bases have been appropriately implemented in
the final design as set forth in the Final Safety Analysis Report. The OL-
' review also includes the proposed technical specifications, to assure that they-

are adequate in regard to limiting conditions of operation and periodic
surveillance testing.

As noted'in subsections I and II, the RSB review for PWRs is limited to the low
pressure _ low temperature _RHR system. For BWRs, the review is to include all-

of the systems used-to transfer residual heat from the reactor over the entire i

range of potential reactor coolant temperatures and pressures. The following |

steps are to be applied by the reviewer for the appropriate systems, depending
on whether a PWR or BWR is being reviewed. These steps should be adapted to CP
or OL reviews as appropriate.-

i
'

1. Using the description given in the applicant's Safety Analysis Report-
(SAR),-including component lists and performance specifications, the
reviewer determines'that the system (s) piping and instrumentation are such'
to allow the system (s) to operate as intended, with or without offsite
power and given any single active component failure. This is accomplished
by reviewing the piping and instrumentation diagrams (P& ids) to confirm
that piping arrangements permit the required flow paths to be achieved and
'that sufficient process sensors are available to measure and transmit
required information. A failure modes and effects analysis (or similar.

system safety analysis) provided in the SAR is used to determine
conformance to the single failure criterion.

2. Using the comparison tables of SAR Section 1.3, tne RHR system is compared
to designs and capacities of such systeres in similar plants to see that
there are no unexplained departures from previously reviewed plants.
Where possible, comparisons should be made with actual performance data
from similar systems in operating plants.

3. From the system description and P& ids, the reviewer determines that the
isolation requirements of Branch Technical Position RSB 5-1 (Ref. 5) are
satisfied.

4. The reviewer determines that the RHR system design has provisions to
prevent damage to the RHR pumps in accordance with Branch Technical
Position RSB 5-1 (Ref. 5). The reviewer checks the isolation valves in
the suction line for potential closure, NPSH requirements, pump runout,

)and potential loss of miniflow line during pump testing. If operator
action is required to protect the pumps, the reviewer evaluates the '

instrumentation required to alert the operator and the adequacy of the
time frame for operator action. )

'

5.4.7-6 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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5 i b The RHR systems is rehiewed t'o' evaluate the adequacy of design features 'l5
y that have<been provided.to prevent damaging water (steam) hammer due'to< +

such mechanisms as voided discharge lines, water entrainment in steam-lines
.and steam bubble collapse. For systems with a water supply above the-

? discharge lines, voided. lines are prevented by proper vent location and.- ;"

filling and venting procedures. .The vents should be located for ease.of "

r
- operation and testing on a periodic basis.' If the normal alignment of-

. suction valves is to a source below-the highest level of the pump '

' discharge lines (e.g..'the suppression pool.for RHR systems of BWRs) back<

,

p' leakage through the pump: discharge check valves will result in line
-voiding, .

,

'" ' Proper vent location and. filling and venting procedures are still needed. ;w
In addition, a special keep-full systein with appropriate alarms is 'needed-<

to supply water to the discharga lines at sufficiently high pressure tog

prevent voiding. Operating and maintenance procedures shall be reviewed j
<

by theLapplicant to assure that adequate measures are taken to avoid water
hammer due to. voided line conditions.

For RHR' systems of. BWRs which use the steam condensing mode of operation,
the evaluation should include consideration of water hammer due to (a) water
entrainment in the steam supply.line during startup, (b) formation of

-steam bubbles in the P.HR system pump discharge lines and heat exchangers '

resulting from leakage past valves in the steam supply line, and (c)
water entrainment in the discharge line of the pressure relief valve used
to prevent overpressurization of the system during operation in the steam
condensir,g mode.

. 6. =Using the system process diagrams, P& ids, failure modes and effects-
analysis, and component performance specifications, the reviewer deter-
mines.that the system (s) has the capacity to bring the reactor to

e

conditions permitting operation of the RHR system in a reasonable period
of time, assuming a. single failure of an active component with only either' onsite or offsite electric power available. For the purposes of this-

-review, 36 hours is. considered a reasonable time period. The ASB is
i responsible for the review'of the initial cooldown phase for PWRs.
D Therefore, this review effort is to be coordinated with that branch. For

the' purposes of the review of both PWRs and BWRs, only the operation of
safety grade equipment is to be assumed.

< 7.~ The cooldown function is to be reviewed to determine if it can be per-
formed from the control room assuming a single failure of an active
component, with only either onsite or offsite electric power available.

i. Any operation required outside of the control room is to be justified by'
the applicant. Like item 5, the initial cooldown for PWRs is to be
reviewed by ASB.

8. By reviewing the system description and the P& ids, the reviewer confirms
P, the RHR system satisfies the pressure relief requirements of Branch

Technical Position RSB 5-1 (Ref. 5).
L 9. By reviewing the piping arrangement and system description of the RHR

system, the reviewer confirms that the RHR system meets the requirements
of GDC E (Ref. 2) concerning shared systems.

5.4.7-7 Rev. 3 April 1984
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W 10. The'RSB reviewer contacts the ASB reviewer in con. junction with his review I
of the RHR system heat sink and refueling, system interaction to inter-x

changefinformation and assure that the reviews are consistent with regard
- cto.the interfacing parameters. For example, the ASB review determines the

maximum service or component cooling water temperature.. The RSB reviewer
then reviews-the RHR system description to determine that.this maximum

_ temperature has been allowed for in the RHR system design.

'~ 11; The RSB' reviewer contacts his counterpart 1in the ICSB to obtain any needed
information from their review. Specifically, ICSB confirms that automatic '

actuation and remote manual valve controls.are capable of performing the-
functions required, and that' sensor and monitoring provisions are ,

,

adequate. The instrumentation and controls of the RHR systen are to.have
' sufficient redundancy to satisfy the single failure criterion.

12. The RSB reviewer contacts his counterpart in CSB so that the information
,needed concerning their reviews will be interchanged.

13. The RSS reviewer. contacts his counterpart in PSRB to discuss any special |-
test requirements and to confirm that the proposed preoperational test
program'for the RHR system is in conformance with the intent of Regulatory
Guide:1.68.

14. The proposed plant technical specifications are reviewed to:

Confirm-the suitability of the. limiting conditions'of operation,a..
including the proposed time limits and reactor operating restrictions-
for periods when system equipment is inoperable due to repairs and

-maintenance,;

b; Verify that the frequency and scope of periodic surveillance testing I

;is adequate.

L 15. The; reviewer contacts the SGEB reviewer to confirm that the systems |
employed to remove residual heat are housed in a structure whose design
and design. criteria provide adequate protection against wind, tornadoes,
floods, and missiles, as appropriate.

.

16' For.PWRs, the reviewer confirms that the auxiliary feedwater supply,

satisfies the requirements of Branch Technical Position RSB 5-1.

17. 'The RSB reviewer provides information to other branches in those areas
where-the RSB has a review responsibility that is not explicitly covered
in steps.1-15 above. These additional areas of review responsibility
include:

a. Identification of engineered safety features (ESF) and safe shutdown
electrical loads, and verification that the minimum time intervals
for the connection of th ESF to the standby power systems are
satisfactory.

b. Identification of vital auxiliary systems associated with the RHR
system and determination of cooling load functional requirements and
minimum time intervals.

5.4.7-8 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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c. Identification of| essential components associated with the' main. steam j- '

. supply and the auxiliary feedwater system that are required to
!

4

: operate during and following shutdown.
I
i

.18. -The RSB review evaluates the. applicant responses to the following Task _ )Action Plan items:
]

a. 'II.E.3.2Lof NUREG-0660 (cps and Ols) 1

'b. ~II.E.3.3 of NUREG-0660 (cps and OLs)j ,

c._ II.B.8 of NUREG-0718 (cps only)

d. .III.D.1.1 of NUREG-0737 and NUREG-0718.(cps and OLs) '|,

IV..-EVALUATION FINDINGS,
'

~The reviewer verifies that'the SAR'contains sufficient'information and his
review supports the following kinds of statements and conclusions, which should-
be-included in the1 staff's Safety Evaluation: ,

,

For PWRs

The residual heat removal function is accomplished in two phases: the initial
cooldown phase and the residut.1 heat removal (RHR system) operation phase. In
|the event of loss of offsite power, the initial phase of cooldown is
accomplished by use of the auxiliary feedwater system and the atmospheric dump '
valves. This; equipment is used to reduce the reactor coolant system-

| temperature and pressure-to values that permit operation'of the RHR system.-

- The review of the; initial cooldown phase is discussed in Section of the
SER.. The review of the RHR system operational = phase is. discussed oeiow. The '

residual heat removal (RHR) system removes core decay heat and provides-

long-term core cooling following the initial phase of reactor cooldown. -The
scope'of review of the RHR system for the plant included piping and
instrumentation diagrams equipment layout drawings, failure modes and effects

E - analysis, and design performance specifications for essential components. The
. review has. included the applicant's proposed design criteria and design bases.

for the RHR system and his analysis of the adequacy of those criteria and bases
and'.the conformance of the design to these criteria and bases.

The> staff concludes that the design of the Residual Heat Removal System is
acceptable and meets the requirements of General Design Criteria 2, 4, 5,19, |

j and'34. 'This conclusion is based on the following:s

i

l' ' (1) The applicant has met the General Design Criterion 2 with respect to
position C-2 cf Regulatory Guide 1.29 concerning the seismic design of ;

systems, structures and components whose failure could cause an
unacceptable reduction in the capability of the residual heat removal:

system.

L
1: (2) The applicant has met the Gsneral Design Criterion 4 with respect to
l' dynamic effects associated flow instabilities and loads (e.g., water

hammer).

L 5.4.7-9 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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(3h The' applicant hasimet the requirements of General Design Criterion 5 with'

respect to sharing of structure, systems and components by demonstratingb'
{M '

_that;such sharing-does not significantly impair the ability of the: !
| Residual Heat _ Removal System to perform it safety function including ~in
Lthe event of an accident to one unit, an orderly shutdown and cooldown of
the remaining units. ,

.

_

_

.
,'b

(4) The applicant has: met General Design Criterion 19 with respect to the main
;

control room. requirements for normal operations and shutdown'and General' '

-

Design Criterion 34 which specifies requirements for the residual heato
0 . removal system by meeting the regulatory position in Branch Technical

Position RSB.5-1.

In addition, the applicant has met the requirements of the following Task-
Action Plan Items: .

.

i

" -(1) Task Action Plan item II.E.3.2 of NUREG-0660 (Ref.10) as it relates to
r

c

systems capability and reliability of shutdown heat removal systems under
various transients.

(2) Task Action Plan item II.E.3.3 of NUREG-0660 (Ref.10) as it relates to a'

coordinated study of shutdown hea; removal requirements.

(3) Task Action Plan' item II.B.8 of NUREG-0718 (Ref. 7) as it relates to -

~'

description by the applicants of the degree to which the designs conform
-to the proposed-interim rule on degraded core accidents (cps only).

:(4) Task. Action Plan item III.0.1.1 of NUREG-0737 (Ref. 8) and NUREG-0718
-(Ref, 7) as they relate to primary coolant sources outside of containment

,

-(cps'and Ot.s). '

-For BWRs

The residual. heat removal ~ function is accomplished in two phases: the initial i
cooldown phase and a low pressure-temperature operation phase. In the event of
loss of offsite electrical power, the initial cooldown phase is accomplished
using the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system and the safety / relief
valves._ The low pressure-temperature mode of operation is usually accomplished
by- the residual. heat removal -(RHR) system. However, cartain single failures
can render the RHR system inoperative. In that event, two alternate systems
that use components of the RCIC and RHR system are available to bring the
reactor to cold shutdown conditions.

'The scope of. review of these systems for the plant included piping and.

.: instrumentation diagrams, equipment layout drawings, failure modes and effects
analysis, and design performance specifications for essential components. The
review has included the applicant's proposed design criteria and design bases
for these systems and his analysis of the adequacy of those criteria and bases
and of the conformance of the design to these criteria and bases.

E
L - The staff concludes that the design of the Residual Heat Removal System is
L acceptable and meets the requirements of General Design Criteria 2, 4, 5, 19, (and 34. This conclusion is based on the following:

5.4.7-10 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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'(1) The; applicant has met General Design Criterion 2 with respect to position
C-2:of Regulatory Guide 1.29.concerning the seismic design of systems.

1structures and components whose failure could cause an unacceptable l

reduction in the capability of the residual heat removal system. l

(2); The applicant has met the General Design Criterion 4 with respect to
|

. dynamic' effects associated flow instabilities and loads (e.g. , water
hammer).

(3) ~The applicant has met the requirements of General Design Criterion 5 with'
<

q
-respect to sharing of structures, systems, and components by demonstrating
that such sharing does not significantly impair the abilfty of the
Residual Heat Removal System to perform its safety function including in
the event of an- accident to one-unit, an orderly shutdown and cooldown of
the remaining units.

-

'(4) The applicant has met General Design Criterion 19 with respect to the main
control room requirements for normal operations and shutdown and General
Design Criterion 34 which specifies requirements.for the residual heat

. removal system by| meeting the regulatory position in Branch-Technical
Position RSB 5-1.'

.In addition, the applicant has met the requirements of the following Task
Action Plan Items:

(1) Task. Action Plan item II.E.3.2 of NUREG-0660 as it relates to systems
-capability and reliability of shutdown heat removal systems'under various
transients.

(2) Task Action Plan item II.E.3.3 of NUREG-0660 as it relates to a
coordinated study of shutdown heat removal requirements.

(3) Task Action Plan item II.B.8 of NUREG-0718 (Ref. 7) as it relates to
description by the applicants of the degree to which the designs conform
to the-proposed interim rule on degraded core accidents (cps only). <

(4)1 Task Action P.lan item III.D.1.1 of NUREG-0737 (Ref. 8) and NUREG-0718
(Ref. 7) as they relate to primary coolant sources outside of containment
(cps and OLs).

In addition to the above criteria, the acceptability of the RHR system may be
based on the degree of design similarity with previously approved plants.
Deviations from these criteria from other types of RHR systems (e.g. , systems
that'are designed to withstand reactor coolant system operating pressure or
systems located entirely inside containmnt) will be considered on an individual
basis.

V .- IMPLEMENTATION

The following is intended to provide guidance to applicants and licensees
regarding the NRC staff's plans for using this SRP section.

Except in those cases in which the applicant proposes an acceptable alternative
method for complying with specified portions of the Commission's regulations,

5.4.7-11 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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L- ~the method described herein will be used by the staff in its evaluation of
P. conformance with Commission. regulations, ,

i
Implementation' schedules for conformance to parts of the method discussed '

,

-herein are contained in the, referenced BTP RSB 5-1, regulatory guides, NUREGs
and implementation of acceptance criterion subsections II.B and II.2 is as,

,$1 follows:- -

(a) 10perating plants and OL applicants need not comply with the provisions of
this revision.:

:t

(b) CP aplicants will be required to comply with the provisions of this
revision. *

, VI . - REFERENCES:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 2, " Design Bases for.
,

Protection Against Natural Phenomena."

-2, 10.CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 5, " Sharing of
Structures, Systems-and Components."

13. 10.CFR Part-50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 19, " Control Room."

4 .' 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 34, " Residual Heat
Removal."-

Branch ' echnical Position RSB 5-1, " Design Requirements of the Residual5. T
| Heat Removal System," attached to SRP Section 5.4.7.

6. Regulatory Guide 1.29, " Seismic Design Classification."

7. NUREG-0718, " Licensing Requirements for Pending Applichtions for Construc-
tion Permits and Manufacturing License."

<

8.~ NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements."

9. Regulatory Guide 1.1, " Net Positive Suction Head for Emergency Core |
Cooling and Containment Heat Removal Systems."

..

10. NUREG-0660, "NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of the TMI-2 Accident."

L 11. 10 CFR~Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 4, " Environmental
and Missile Design Bases."

L

|
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, BRANCH TECHNICAL POSITION RSB 5-1-mm

. DESIGN REQUIREMENT 5 0F THE RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM' !

( BACKGROUND.
'

c GDC 19 states ~ that, "A control room 'shall be provided from which actions ~ can
P be- taken' to' operate the nuclear power unit under normal conditions; . ."~

'

-

'

Normal | operating conditions. including the shutting down of a reactor; therefore,-
m" . since;the residualLheat removal (RHR) system is one of several systems involved" +

in the normal shutdown of all reactors, this' system must be operable from the
:< control room,

iGDC 34 states'that " Suitable redundance. . .shall be provided to assure thaty'
for onsite. electrical power system operation'(assuming offsite power is not '

available) and for offsite-electrical power system operation (assuming onsite '

- power:is not available) the system safety function can be accomplished,
assuming a single: failure."

~

In.most current? plant- designs the RHR system has a lower design pressure t.han
the. reactor. coolant system (RCS), is located outside of containment and is

-

> -

part:of the emergency core coo?ing system (ECCS). .However, it.is possible for
-the RHR system to-have-different design characteristics. For example,- the RHR'

' system might have.-the same design pressure as the RCS, or be located inside of.
,

containment. Plants which may have RHR systems that deviate from current
designs will-be review H on a case-by-case basis. The functional, isolation.
pressure; relief, pump proter: tion, and test requirements for the RHR system are
-included in-this position.

'

BRANCH-POSITION

'A. Functional Requirements
>

>The system (s) which can be used to take the reactor from normal operating
conditions to cold shutdown * shall satisfy the functional requirements listed

P below.
~

1. The design shall be such that the reactor can be taken from normal
operating conditions to cold shutdown using only safety-grade systems. '

These systems shall satisfy General Design Criteria 1 through 5.

2. - The system (s) shall have suitable redundancy in components and
features, and suitable interconnections, leak detection, and isolation
capabilities to assure that for onsite electrical power system
operation :(assuming offsite power is not available) and for offsitt
electrical power system operation (assuming onsite power is not
available) the system function can be accomplished assuming a single
failure.

*

Processes involved in cooldown are heat removal, depressurization, flow
circulation, and reactivity control. The cold shutdown condition, as
described in the Standard Technical Specifications, refers to a suo
critical reactor with a reactor coolant temperature no greater than 200 F
for a PWR and 212 F for a BWR.

5.4.7-13 Rev. 2 - July 1981
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:F ^ 3.- The system (s) shall be capable of being operated from the control
room with either onlyL onsite or only offsite. power _ available. InM ~ demonstrating that the system can-perform its function assuming a
single failure. limited operator action outside of the control room
would'be considered acceptable if suitably justified.

L4. The. system (s) shall be capable of bringing the reactor to a| cold
shutdown _ condition, with only offsite or onsite power available,
within.a reasonable, period of time following shutdown, assuming the,

-'

most limiting single failure.

..

;B. RHR System Isolation Requirements
#. .

-The RHR system shall satisfy the. isolation requirements listed below.
"

-

1. The-following shall be provided in the suction side of the RHR l
. system to isolate it from the RCS.

(a)~ Isolation shall be provided by at least two power-operated '

valves in series. The valve positions shall be indicated in
the control room.-

(b) .The valves shall have independent diverse interlocks-to prevent
the valves from being opened unless the RCS pressure is below
the PHR system design pressure.- Failure of a power supply
-shall not cause-any valve to change position.--

m

(c) _ The valves -shall have independent diverse interlocks to protect-,

against one or both valves being open during an RCS iacrease
above the design pressure of the RHR system.

2. One of.the following shall be provided on the discharge side of the
RHR system to isolate it-from the RCS:

,. _ .

-(a) The valves, position indicators, and interlocks described. in
item 1(a) thru 1(c) above,

(b) One or more check valves in series with a normally closed '

power-operated valve. The power-operated valve position shall
be indicated in the control room. If the RHR system discharge-
line is used for an ECCS function, the power-operated valve is

t

to be opened upon receipt of a safety injection signal once the
reactor coolant pressure has decreased below the ECCS des 1gn
pressure.

(c) Three check valves in series, or

(d) Two check valves in series, provided that there are design
provisions to permit periodic testing of the check valves for
leak tightness and the testing is performed at least annually.

!

5.4.7-14 Rev. 2 - July 1981
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C. Pressure Relief Requirements

The RHR system shall satisfy the pressure relief requirements listed below.
'

1. To protect the RHR system against accidental overpressurization when
it is in operation (not isolated from the RCS), pressure relief in ;

the RHR system shall be provided with relieving capacity in accordance '

with the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. The most limiting
pressure transient during the plant operating condition when the RHR t

system is not isolated from the RCS shall be considered when selecting
the pressure relieving capacity of the RHR system. For example,
during shutdown cooling in a PWR with no steam bubble in the pres-

tsurizer, inadvertent operation of an additional charging pump or- ;
inadvertent opening of an ECCS acco ulator valve should be considered
in selection of the design bases.

n
2. Fluid discharged through the RHR system pressure relief valves must

be collected and contained such that a stuck open relief valve will
L not.

(a) Result in flooding of any safety-related equipment.

(b) Reduce the capability of the ECCS below that needed to mitigate !g

L the consequences of a postulated LOCA. '

a

p (c) Result in a non-isolatable situation in which the water provided
,

i
to the RCS to maintain the core in a safe condition is discharged

c outside of the containment. :

3. If interlocks are provided to automatically close the isolation :,

valves when the RCS pressure exceeds the RHR system design pressure,
1

adequate relief capacity shall be provided during the time period ;
!- while the valves are closing. ~

,

D. Pump protection ( quirements '

L The design and opurat. H procedures of any RHR system shall have provisions to
p prevent damage to the < !R system due to overheating, cavitation or loss of

adequate pump suction tluid. *

. E. Test Requ,irements
I

The isolation valve operability and interlock circuits must be designed so as
to permit on line testing when operating in the RHR mode. Testability shall
meet the requirements of IEEE Standard 338 and Regulatory Guide 1.22.

R The preoperational and initial startup test program shall be in conformance
'

with Regulatory Guide 1,68. The programs for PWRs shall include tests with
supporting analysis to (a) confirm that adequate mixing of borated water added

,
'

prior to or during cooldown can be achieved under natural circulation conditions
and permit estimation of the times required to achieve such mixing, and

,

(b) confirm that the cooldown under natural circulation conditions can be
achieved within the limits specified in the emergency operating procedures.
Comparison with performance of previously tested plants of similar design may
be substituted for these tests.

5.4.7- 15 Rev. 2 - July 1981
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? F. Operational Procedures

The operational procedures for bringing the plant from normal operating power
to cold shutdown shall be in conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.33. For
pressurized water reactors, the operational procedures shall ine.lude specific
procedures and information required for cooldown under natural circulation

j conditions.

[ G. Auxiliary Fecdwater Supply

The seismic Category I water supply for the auxiliary feedwater system for a.

PWR shall have sufficient inventory to permit operation at hot shutdown for at-
least 4 hours, followed by cooldown to the conditions permitting operation ofo

F the RHR system. The inventory needed for cooldown shall be based on the
longest cooldown time needed with either only onsite or only offsite power
ala11able with an assumed single failure.

H. Implementation
,

Fcr the purposes of implementing the requirements for plant heat removal
capabilitity for compliance with this position, plants are divided into the
tollowing three classes:

Class 1 Full compliance with this position for all plants (custom or-

standard) for which CP or PDA applications are docketed on or
after January 1,1978. See Table 1 for possible solutions for
full compliance.

Class 2 Partial implementation of this position for all plants (custom-

or standard)_ for which CP or PDA applications are docketed
before January 1,1978, and for which an OL issuance is expected
on or after January 1,1979. See Table I for recommended
implementation for C16ss 2 plants.

Class 3 The extent to which the implementation guidance in Table I will-

be backfitted for all operating reactors and all other plants
| (custom or standard) for which issuance of the OL is expected
L before January 1,1979, will be based on the combined I&E and

D0R review of related plant features for operating reactors.,

|

|

|
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TA8tE 1. POSSI8tE 50tvil0Il FOR fiftt Ce rtlAleCE Wlfil 31P R58 5-1
NID IIECUIRU9ED IWLEMENTATIoll Folt CLASS 2 PLANTS -

Design Requirements Process and [5ystem Possible Solution fer Recommended Implementation for
of 81P R$8 5-1- er Component] Full Cow 11ance Class 7 Plants (see IIste 1)

| I. Fcxtional Requirement for long-tere cooling [IIHR drop Provide double drop line (or valves Compliance will not be regelred if
Taking to Cold Shutdown- !Ine] la parallei) to prevent single valve it can be shoun thet correctlen for,

i fallere free stopping RHit cooling single faltere by eenuel actless
! a. Capability Using Only Safety function. (Isote: This requirement inside or outside of containment er; Grade Systems la conjunction with meeting effects return to het stoney watil sunsel
; of sin;;1e failure for long-tere actives (or repairs) are found to

ti. Capability with either only costing and isolation reguirements be acceptable for the individuel
; onsite or only offsite power involve Irveused number of plant.
; and with single failure Independent power supplies and
j (11mited action outside CR to possibly more than four valves).
,

meet SF)
2

i c. ReasonaSle time for cooldown
I assueing most Ilmiting SF and
i only offsIte or on1y onsIle
j power.

! I Meat removal and IICS cireviation Provide safety-grade simp valves. Ceay11ance required.* during cooldown to cold shotdown operators, and power supply, etc. sei .

j N (flote: leeed SG coo 1Ing to main- that eenwal action should not be
' tain RCS circulation even after required after SSE encept to meeti'

RHR In nperation when under single failure.y

; netwral circulation [ steam
dump valves].)

i Depresserf ration (Pressurizer Provide gerading and additlenel Compliance will wet be regelred if
y semillary sprey or power- velves to ensore operation of aue- a) dependence en annuel actions4

; < operated relief valves). illary presserfter spray esing only Insle containment after SSE er
safety grade subsystem seeting single single fallere or b) remaining at*

; to fatture. Possible alternettve esy het staney until eensel actlens
involve using press;riter power- or repeles are co g lete are found4

,

| eperated relief wakes weilch have to be acesytable for the Individual
; p been epgraded. fleet SSE and single- plant.

failure withest ne w 1 operetten-*

N
| Inside contalement.

5
2?

>

l

;

!
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TABLE 1. POSSISLE SOLUTIOM FOR HfLL CepFLIMCE wtTd BiP R58 5-1
Ape MCeppIENDED 18FlflEllTATICII Felt CLASS 2 PLANTS

Design Resvirements Process emi (System Possible 5eletteen for Recommendeaf Iglementatten for,

of BIP M58 5-1 or Component] Fell Compliance Class 2 Plants (see IIste 1)

Seration for cold shutdown Pesvide precedure and igsgreding edierv ~ Same as above.
[CVC5 and boren samplings. necessary such that beration te cold

sketouwn concentratten meets the
respulrements of I. Seistion cavid
range free (1) upgrading and solding

; velves to have troth letdomes and chorg-'
Ing poths safety grade and meet single

'

failure te (2) use of backte procedures
involulag less cost. For esample, >>r-
ation without letdown soy be accepteble' .

and elleinote s eed for tegrading let-
down path. Use of ECCS for Injection
of boreted water rey aise be*g copt-P eble. IIeed so-velliance of boren

! e concentration (boroneseter and/orL saapilng). Lletted operator actfen!

e Inside or outside of contalsement
i w if justifled.
. co

| II. RHit Isolation llHR Systee Cegly with one of aliewable Ceepliance required. (Ptsets
'

artcgements given. noveelly meet the requirement
j under entsting 5EP 5ection 5.4.7).
? III. RHR Pressure Reifef
i

: Collect and contain relief RHR Systen Setermine piping, etc., seceded to Compliance will not be regelred,$ discharge seet requirement to prowlde in if it is shown thet eseguete1

; < design. alternete methods of disposing of*

j d5scherge are avallable.
- ro

e
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taste 1. POSSIBLE 50lWT10N FOR FULL CSNpt1RNCE WITN BTP R$8 5-1
. AND RECopMENDE91MPLEMNTAT10N FOR CLASS 2 Pt4NTS

Design Requirements Process and (System Possible Solution for Receamended laplementation for
of BfP RS8 5-1 or Component] Fu11 Ceepflance Class 2 Plants (see Arte 1)

Y. Test Requirement

Meet R.G. 1.68. For pWRs. Run tests confirming analysis to Compilance required.
test plus analysis for cooldown meet requirement.
under natural circulation to,

confire adequate mining and
cooldown within limits
specIfled in E0P.

1 VI. Operational Procedure

Meet R.G. 1.33. For PWRs. Develop procedures and inforeetten Coupliance regulevd.
Include specific procedures and free tests and analysis.

m information for cooldown under
natural circulation.-

VII. Puntilary Feeduster Supply

U Selsele Category I stoply for Emergency Feeesater Supply Free tests ard anelysis obtain Compliance trill not be required,
avulliary fW for at least four conservative estfeste of analifery if it is shmen that an adegnete +

hours at hot shutdown plus FW supply to meet requirement and alternete seierIc Category I.

; cooldown to RNR cut-in based p mvide selsele Category I supply. source is seellable.
' on longest time for only

onsite or only offsite power4

and assumed single failure.

:o Note 1: The leptementation for Class 2 plants' does not result'In a mejor Ispect
@ while providing additional capability to go to cold shutdown. The mejor'

. - impact results from the requirement for safety grade steam dump valves.
! V~
; .,
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5.4.6 REACTORCOREISOLATIONCOOLINGSYSTEM(BWR)

REVtEW RESPONSIBILITIES
1

Primary - Reactor Systems Branch ,(RSB)
{
!

Secondary - None

I. AREAS OF REVIEW
L

L The reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system in a boiling water reactor'

(BWR)'is a safety system which serves as a standby source of cooling water to
provide a limited decay heat removal capability whenever the main feedwater -

system is isolated from the reactor vessel. . Abnormal events which could cause
such a situation to arise include an inadvertent isolation of all main steam
lines, loss of condenser vacuum, pressure regulator failures, loss of-

feedwater, and the loss of offsite power. Each of these transients is analyzed,

! in Chapter 15 of the applicant's safety analysis report (SAR). For each of :
these events, the high pressure part of the emergency core cooling system
(ECCS) provides a backup function to the RCIC system. This review of the RCIC *

| is performed to assure conformance with the requirements of General Design
Criteria 4, 5, 29, 33, 34 and 54

--The RCIC system consists of a steam-driven turbine-pump unit and associated
valves and piping capable of delivering makeup water to the reactor vessel and ,

. supplying steam to and removing condensate from the RCIC steam turbine where ,

;
,

I applicable. . Fluid removed from the reactor vessel following a shutdown from
power operation is normally made up by the feedwater system, supplemented by
inleakage from the control rod drive system. If the feedwater system is
inoperable, the RCIC turbine-pump unit starts automatically or is started by

L the operator from the control room. The water supply for the RCIC system comes
|- from the condensate storage tank, with a secondary supply from the suppression
L pool.

,

|

The review of the RCIC system includes the system design bases, design
j. criteria, description, and the points noted below.
|

. .
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Standard review plans are prepared for the guidance of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation staff responsiole for the review of
applications to construct and operate nuclear power plants. These documents are made evellable to the public as part of the
Commission's policy to inform the nuclear industry and the general public of regulatory procedures and ptplicies. Standard review
plans are not substitutes for regulatory guides or the Commission's regulations and compliance with them is not required. The
standard review plan sections are keyed to the Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants.
Not all sections of the Standard Format have a corresponding review plan.

. Published standard review plans will be revised periodically as appropriate, to accommodate comments and to reflect new 6nf orme.
| 16cn and emperience.

Comments and suggestions for improvement will be considered and should be sent to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Office of, Nuclear Reactor Reguistion. Washington. D.C. 20555.
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The RSB is responsible for performing the technical review of the RCIC system
in the following areas:

1. The piping and instrumentation diagrams are reviewed to determine that the
system is capable of performing its intended function and of being

,

i
preoperationally and operationally tested,

v. 2.. The degree of separation of the RCIC system from the high pressure core
spray (HPCS) system, or high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) system is
reviewed for protection against common mode failure of redundant systems. !

3. The process flow diagram is reviewed to confirm that the RCIC system !
design parameters are consistent with expected pressures, temperatures and

!flow rates. '

P

4. The complete sequeue of operation is reviewed to determine that the
system can function as intended and that the system is capable of manual
operation.

|
5. The system is reviewed for compliance with the applicable requirements of I

NUREG-0737 (Ref. 1).

In addition, the RSB will coordinate other branch evaluations that interface
:with the overall review of the system as follows: Auxiliary Systems Branch

(ASB) reviews the RCIC and HPCI (or HPCS) systems for protection against common
mode failures from missiles as part of its primary review responsibility for .

Standard Review Plan (SRP) Sections 3.5.1.1 and 3.5.1.2. Protection against "

flooding of RCIC and redundant equipment is reviewed by ASB as part of its
primary review responsibility for SRP Section 3.4.1. Protection against damage

,

'

from pipe whip and jet impingement is reviewed by the Mechanical Engineering
Branch (MEB) as part of its primary review responsibility for SRP Sections
3.6.1 and 3.6.2. The Standardization and Special Projects Branch (SSPB) |reviews the proposed technical specifications' as part of its primary review
responsibility for SRP Section 16.0. The Procedures and Systems Review Branch *

(PSRB) reviews the proposed preoperational and critical startup test programs
as part of its primary review responsibility for SRP Section 14.2. The MEB
reviews the RCIC system to assure that it has the proper seismic and quality
group classification as part of its primary review responsibility for SRP '

Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. The RCIC is to be enclosed in a seismic Category I
structure or building. The design adequacy of this structure or building is
evaluated by the Structural and Geotechnical Engineering Branch (SGEB) as part |

'

of its primary review responsibility for SRP Sections 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.7, and
3. B. The Containment Systems Branch (CSB) reviews the RCIC system, as part of '

its primary review responsibility for SRP Sections 6.2.4 and 6.2.6 to confirm
that the design is compatible with the containment system and can be isolated.
The Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch (ICSB), as part of its primary
review responsibility for SRP Section 7.4, evaluates the adequacy of controls

.and instrumentation of the RCIC system with regard to the required features of
automatic actuation, r. mote sensing and indication, and remote control. The
Power Systems Branch (PSB), as part of its primary review responsibility for
SRP Section 8.3, evaluates the adequacy of emergency onsite power, sufficiency
of battery capacity, and the use of d-c power only. The MEB, as part of its
primary review responsibility for SRP Section 3.9.3, ensures that the design
and installation of the RCIC system meet applicable codes and are adequate for

S.4.6-2 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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its proper functioning. The Equipment Qualification Branch (EQB) reviews RCIC
,

system equipment to determine that it is seismically and environmentally I

qualified for its intended use as part of its primary review responsibility for !SRP Sections 3.10 and 3.11. s

'

For those areas of review identified above as being reviewed as part of the~
primary review responsibility of other branches, the acceptance criteria i
necessary for the review and their methods of application are contained in the

!referenced SRP section of the corrtsponding primary branch, i

II. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
,

RSB acceptance criteria are based on meeting the relevant requirements of
General Design Criteria 4, 5, 29, 33, 34 and 54. Specific criteria to meet

|!the requirements of the above GDCs are as follows: '

A. General Design Criteria 4, as related to dynamic effects associated with
flow instabilities and loads (e.g. , water hammer).

B. General Design Criterion 5 as it relates to structures, systems and
components important to safety not being shared among nuclear power units

.

unless it can be demonstrated that sharing will not impair its ability to
perform its safety function.

i

,

C. General Design Criterion 29 as it relates to the system being designed to
have an extremely high probability of performing its safety function in
the event of anticipated operational occurrences.

D., General Design Criterion 33 as it relates to the system capability to
provide reactor coolant makeup for protection against small breaks in the
reactor coolant pressure boundary so the fuel design limits are not
exceeded.

E. General Design Criterion 34 as it relates to the system design being *

capable of removing fission product decay heat and other residual heat
from the reactor core to preclude fuel damage or reactor coolant pressure
boundary overpressurization.

,

F. General Design Criterion 54 as it relates to piping systems penetrating
primary containment being provided with leak detection and isolation
capabilities.

Specific acceptance criteria, Regulatory Guides, and Task Action Plan items
that provide information, recommendations and guidance and in general describe
a basis acceptable to the staff that may be used to implement the requirements

.of the Commission regulations identified above are as follows:

1. The general objective of the review' is to determine that the RCIC system,
in conjunction with the HPCS (or HPCI) system, the safety / relief valves,
and the suppression pool cooling mode of the residual heat removal system,

meets the requirements of General Design Criterion 34 (Ref. 2) by
l providing the capability for decay heat removal to allow complete shutdown

of the reactor under conditions requiring its use. It must maintain the
' reactor water-inventory above the top of the active fuel until the reactor
..

is depressurized sufficiently to permit operation of the low pressure
!

5.4.6-3 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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cooling systems. The RCIC system, in conjunction with the HPCS (or HPCI)
system, the safety / relief valves, and the suppression pool cooling mode of i

,

the RHR system must be capable of removing fission product decay heat and '

other residual heat from the reactor core following shutdown so as to
preclude fuel damage or reactor coolant pressure boundary overpressuriza- ,

.

tion. Since RCIC in conjunction with HPCS (or HPCI) is used to provide i
makeup inventory in some modes of residual heat removal, these systems !should jointly meet the guidelines of BTP RSB 5-1, attached to SRP

|*

Section 5.4.7.
~

,

!

. 2. The RCIC system is also used to supply reactor coolant makeup for small
leaks. Accordingly, the systems must meet the requirements of General i
Design Criterion 33 (Ref. 4) in this regard, i

3. Historically, credit has been taken for RCIC system capability to mitigate
the consequences of certain abnormal events; however, since the cooling
function is redundant to the HPCI or HPCS system, the RCIC system itself ;

is not required to meet the singic failure criterion, but in conjunction !|

| with HPCS (or HPCI) must satisfy the single failure criterion in this i
i regard. In addition, the RCIC system is to perform its function without'

>
L the availability of any a-c power per the requirements of General Design |Criterion 34 (Ref. 2), and in conjunction with HPCS (or HPCI) must be !

designed to assure an extremely high probability of accomplishing its [safety function as required by General Design Criterion 29 (Ref. 6).
,

4. As a system which must respond to certain abnormal events, the RCIC system !must be designed to seismic Category I standards (discussed in SRP i

Section 3.2.1) and must not be shared among nuclear power units except as
permitted by General Design Criterion 5 (Ref. 7).

5. The RCIC and HPCS (or HPCI) systems must be protected against natural
phenomena, external or internal missiles, pipe whip, and jet impingement
forces so that such events cannot fail both systems simultaneously.
Acceptance criteria for these are discussed in SRP Sections 3.3.1 through

p 3.6.2. Acceptance criteria for RCIC instrumentation are described in SRP
L Section 7.4.

,

6. The RCIC system must meet the requirements of General Design Criterion 54
(Ref, 8) with regard to leak detection and isolation provisions for lines
passing through the primary containment. Other containment isolation
criteria for RCIC are described in SRP Sections 6.2.4 and 6.2.6.

7. -The RCIC system must meet the recommendations of Task Action Plan
items II. K.1. 22 II. K.3.13, II. K 3.15, II. K 3. 22, II. K 3. 24, and III.D.1.1
of NUREG-0737 (Ref. 1) and NUREG-0718 (Ref. 11) with regard to actions
needed for operation, system initiation setpoint and automatic restart
capability, break detection provisions, automatic suction switchover to
the suppression pool, adequacy of space cooling, and leakage minimization,
respectively.

8. If the RCIC system is used to control or mitigate the consequences of an
accident, either by itself or as a backup to another system, it must meet
the requirements of an engineered safety feature. The RCIC system must

5.4.6-4 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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meet the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.1 (Ref. 9) regarding net
positive suction head.

9. In order to' meet the requirements of General Design criterion 4 (Ref. 12) !

design features and operating procedures, designed to prevent damaging
water hammer due-to such mechanisms as voided discharge lines, steam bubble i

col' apse and water entrainment in steam lines, shall be provided.

III. REVIEW PROCEDURES I

The procedures below are used during the construction permit (CP) review to .|
assure that the design criteria and bases and the preliminary design as set '

forth in the preliminary safety analysis report meet the acceptance criteria '

given in subsection II. -

For the operating license (OL) review, the procedures are used to verify that
the initial design criteria and bases have been appropriately implemented in :the final design as set forth in the final safety analysis report. The OL i

review also includes the proposed technical specifications, to assure thet they '

are adequate in regard to limiting conoitions of operation ar.d periodic
surveillance testing.

,

t

1. Using the RCIC operating requirements specified in SAR Section 5.4.6 and
Chapter 15, the reviewer confirms that the RCIC system can maintain -

coolant inventory in the reactor vessel to keep the core covered and
assure cladding integrity. This determination is based on engineering
judgment and independent calculations (where deemed necessary), using
information as specified in steps 2 and 3 below. The reviewer consults
with the CPB'to assure that the decay heat loads used in the RCIC analyses
are applicable and suitably conservative.

,

I

2. Using the description given in Section 5.4.6 of the SAR, including
component lists and performance specifications, the reviewer determines
that the RCIC system piping and instrumentation are such as to allow the '

system to operate as intended. This is accomplished by reviewing the '

piping and instrumentation diagrams to confirm that piping arrangements
permit the required flow paths to be achieved and that sufficient process

| sensors are available to measure and transmit required information.

3. Using the comparison tables of SAR Section 1.3, the RCIC system is
compared to designs and capacities of such systems in similar plants to
see that there are no unexplained departures from previously reviewed
plants. Where'possible, comparisons should be made with actual
performance data from similar systems in operating plants.

4 The reviewer checks the piping and instrumentation diagrams and equipment
layout drawings for the RCIC and HPCS (or HPCI) systems to see that the >

| systems are physically separated and can function independently.

I S. The reviewer examines the system design in SAR Section 5.4.6 to verify
| that the capability for automatic switchover vf suction from the conden-
' sate storage tank to the suppression pool has been provided per the

requirements of item II.K.3.22 of NUREGs-0737 and 0718 (Ref. 1 and 11).
The reviewer also judges whether adequate control and monitoring infor-

5.4.6-5 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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mation is available to allow the operator to actuate the system manually
or to realign the RCIC system manually within the time allowed (i.e.,

!: ;
change the RCIC system suction from the condensate storage tank to the ;

suppression pool, or to the steam condensing mode of the residual heat
.! removal system).

6. The reviewer contacts ICSB to confirm that automatic actuation and !
4 remote manual valve controls are capable of performing the functions

required and that sensor and monitoring provisions are adequate. The
instrumentation and controls of the RCIC system, in conjunction with the ;

i
HPCS (or HPCI) system are to have sufficient redundancy to satisfy the i

'

single failure criterion.
.

D

7.- .The reviewer contacts PSB to ascertain that the RCIC system operation is
not dependent en a-c power sources, and that there is sufficient battery
capability to-permit operation of the RCIC for a period of two hours ,

!

without the availability of a-c power.
;;

8. The reviewer checks with MEB to verify that essential RCIC system '

components are designated seismic Category I.

9. The reviewer contacts PSRB to verify that the applicant's proposed |I
preoperational and initial startup test programs are in compliance with
Regulatory Guide 1.68 (Ref. 10). At the OL stage, the reviewer confirms .;

with PSRB that sufficient information is provided by the applicant to |,
identify the test objectives, methods of testing, and test acceptance
criteria (see par. C.2.b of Regulatory Guide 1.68). PSRB also verifies |,
that the proposed test programs will provide reasonable assurance that the

.RCIC system will perform its safety function. As an alternative to this '

detailed evaluation, the reviewer may compare the RCIC system design to
that of previously reviewed plants. If the design is essentially
identical and if the proposed test programs are essentially the same, the ':

reviewer may conclude that the proposed test programs are adequate for the
RCIC system. If the RCIC system differs significantly from that of . )

| previously reviewed designs, the impact of the proposed changes on the
! required preoperational and initial startup testing programs are reviewed

at the CP stage. This effort should particularly evaluate the need for
any special design features required to perform acceptable t.est programs.

.

10. The SSPB is contacted in regard to the proposed plant technical |Ispecifications to: '

Confirm the suitability of the limiting conditions of operation,a.
including the proposed time limits and reactor operating restrictions
for periods when system equipment is inoperable due to repairs and
maintenance.

| b. Verify that the frequency and scope of periodic surveillance testing
L is adequate.
n

i 11. The reviewer confirms that the RCIC is housed in a structure whose design
| and design criteria have been reviewed by other branches (i.e. , ASB, SGEB,

|'MEB) to assure that it provides adequate protection against wind,
'

tornadoes, floods, and missiles, as appropriate.

L 5.4.6-6 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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12. Upon request from the primary reviewer, other branches will provide input ifor the areas of review stated in subsection I. The primary reviewer _j
obtains and uses such input as required to assure that this review (
procedure is complete.

I

I 13. The reviewer checks the automatic and manual actions necessary for proper
l' functioning of the RCIC system (in conjunction with the HPCS or HPCI, the 1
! safety relief valves and the suppression pool cooling mode of RHR) for"

completeness and practicality when used for residual heat removal per the
3requirements of item II.K.1.22 of NUREGs-0737 and 0178 (Ref. I and 11).
!
,

14. The reviewer checks the RCIC system break detection provisions to see that
the system is protected against spurious trip signals per the requirements

_ of item II.K.3.15 of NUREGs-0737 and 0718 (Ref.1 and 11). -!:

15. The reviewer confirms, in conjunction with ASB as necessary, that the RCIC
._, system can withstand a loss of offsite power to its support systems, i!'

including space cooltrr, for at least two hours per the requirement of f

item II.K.3.24 of NUREGs-0737 and 0718 (Ref. I and 11).
'

16. The reviewer confirms per the requirements of item II.K.3.13 of $

NUREGs-0737 and 0178 (Ref. 1 and 11) that ana. lyses have been provided or
referenced to determine the need to separate the RCIC and the HPCS (or >

HPCI) initiation levels. Based on these study results, the reviewer
checks the RCIC design for appropriate provisions. In addition, the
reviewer checks to see that automatic restart apability is provided for ,

RCIC.

17. The reviewer checks (by calculation as necessary) to see that adequate net
positive suction head is available for RCIC suction from all potential

!~ sources (i.e., condensate storage tank, suppression pool, or RHR steam
L condensing mode discharge).

18. The reviewer examines the RCIC in conjunction with the HPCS or HPCI, the
safety /reliefzvalves and the suppression pool cooling mode of RHR for
conformance to the recommendations of BTP RSB 5-1 to SRP Section 5.4.7

,

regarding residual heat removal. ,

19. The RCIC system is reviewed to evaluate the adequacy of design features
that have been provided to prevent damaging water (steam) hammer due to
such mechanisms as voided discharge lines, water entrainment and steam
bubble collapse. If the normal water supply is above the discharge lines,i

'

voided lines are prevented by proper vent location and filling and venting
! procedures. The vents should be located for ease of operation and testing

on.a periodic basis. If the normal alignment of the suction valves is to
a source below the highest level of the pump discharge lines (e.g..

. the suppression pool,) back leakage through the pump discharge check
valves will result in line voiding. Proper vent location and filling and
venting procedures are still needed. In addition, a special keep-full system
with appropriate alarms is needed to supply water to the discharge linesi

'

at sufficiently high pressure to prevent voiding. Operating and maintenance
procedures shall be reviewed by the applicant to assure that adequate
measures are taken to avoid water hammer due to voided line conditions,

l 5.4.6-7 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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The RCIC system uses a steam-driven turbine. Typical design features for
;

the steam supply line include (a) drain pots, (b) sloped lines, and (c)
Ilimitations on opening and closing sequences and-seal-ins for manual opera-
|

. tion of the isolation valves to preclude introducing water slugs into the !I~ line. The. turbine exhaust line features include sloped lines and !

vacuum breakers. j

IV. EVALUATION FINDINGS !

.

The reviewer verifies that the SAR contains sufficient information and his
F review supports the.following kinds of statements and conclusions, which should
p be included in the staff's safety evaluation report:

The reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system includes the piping,
valves, pumps, turbines, instrumentation, and controls used to maintain :
water inventory in the reactor vessel whenever it is isolated from the

!main feedwater system. Certain engineered safety features (HPCS or HPCI)
prnvide a redundant backup for this function. Tne scope of review of the -

RCIC system for the plant included piping and instrumentation '

diagrar..s. equipment Hyout drawings, and functional specifications for
essential components. The review has included the applicant's proposed t
design criteria and design bases for the RCIC system, his analysis of the
adequacy of the criteria and bases, and the conformance of the design to
these criteria and bases.

The staff concludes that the reactor core isolation cooling system design is
acceptable and meets the requirements of General Design Criteria 4, 5, 29, 33, |
34 and 54. This conclusion is based on the following:

L The applicant has met the requirements of (cite Reg.) with respect to
.(state limits of review) by: (Use one or more of the following as '

applicable)

meeting the regulatory position in Regulatory Guidea.
,

b. providing and meeting an alternative method to the regulatory
position in Regulatory Guide that the staff has reviewed,

.

and found to be acceptable,
1

c. meeting the regulatory position in BTP, .

d. The calculational method used by the applicant for (state) has been
1 previously reviewed by the staff and found acceptable; the staff has
I reviewed the key parameters in this case and found them to be

suitably conservative.
| e. The applicant has met the requirements of (industry standard - number

and title) that has been reviewed by the staff and determined to be
appropriate for this application.

2. Repeat the above discussion for each GDC listed.

In addition, conformance with General Design Criterion 55, 56, and 57 regarding
containment isolation is discussed in Section 6.2 of this report. Conformance

I"
5.4.6-8 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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with' General Design Criterion 2 and 4 for protection against natural phenomena,
environmental hazards and potential missiles is discussed in Sections 3.3
through 3.6 of this report.

The RCIC and HPCS (or HPCI) systems, in conjunction with the safety / relief
valves and the suppression pool cooling mode of the residual heat removal
system, have been found capable of removing core decay heat following feedwater
system isolation and reactor shutdown to that sufficient coolant inventory is
maintained in the reactor vessel to keep the core covered and ensure cladding
integrity. This capability has been found to be available even with a loss of
offsite power and with a single active failure.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

The following is intended to provide guida7ce to applicants and licensees
regarding the NRC staff'r, plans for using tF,is SRD section.

Except in those cases in which the applicant proposes an ace.eptable alternative
'

method:for complying with vpecified portions of the Commissicn's regulations,
the method des,cribed herein will b9 used by the staff in its evaluation of
conformance with Commission regulations.

Implementation schedules for conformance to parts of the method discussed
herein are contained in the referenced regulatory guides, NURE3s and implenen-
tation of acceptance criterion subsections II. A and II 9 is as follows:

(a) Operating plants and OL applicants need not comply with the provisions of
this revision.

(b)' CP applicants will be required to comply with the provisions of this
revision.

VI. REFERENCES

1. NUREG-0737, "Clarifiation of TMI Action Plan Requirements," November 1980.

2. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 34, " Residual Heat;

Removal."
I

3. Branch Technical Position RSB 5-1, " Design Pequirements of the Residual
Heat Removal System," attached to SRP Section 5.4.7.

4, 10 CFR Part 50, t.ppendix A, General Design Criterion 33, " Reactor Coolant
Makeup."

5. Regulatory Guide 1.53, " Single Failure Criterion."

6. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 29, " Protection
Against Anticipated Operational Occurrences."

7, 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 5, " Sharing of
Structures, Systems, and Components."
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8, 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 54, " Piping Systems
Penetrating Containment."

9. Regulatory Guide 1.1, " Net Positive Suction Head for Emergency Core
.

Cooling and Containment Heat Removal Systems."
i

10. Regulatory Guide 1.68, " Initial Test Programs for Water-Cooled Reactor
Power Plants."-

11. NUREG-0718 " Licensing Requirements for Pending Applications for !3

Construction Permits and Manufacturing License." j

f 12. .10. CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Critation 4 "Environmantul |and Missile Design Bases".
|
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6.3 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SfSTEM !
;r .

IREVIEW RESPONSIBILITIES
'

:

Primary - Reactor Systems Branch (RSB) !

$c f. ' Secondary -. None
.

j% ~'I. AREAS O'F REVIEW ~

"
- The RSB reviews the information presented in the applicant's safety ant. lysis :

rapcrt (SAR) regarding-the emergency core cooling system (ECCS). The major +

elements of the review are:
.

1. Design Bases '

;

.The design bases for the ECCS are reviewed to assure that they satisfy I

. applicable. regulations:-including the general design criteria and the i

amendments to 10 CFR Part SO regarding ECCS acceptance criteria issued by
' the Commission on December 28,197. (Ref.1).

2. Design
|

The design of the ECCS is reviewed to determine that it is capable of per-
forming all of the functions required by the design bases.

,

;

' 3: . Test Program
t

..The preoperational and initial startup test programs for the ECCS are i
reviewed by the Procedures and Systems Review Branch (PSRB) to determine I.
if they are sufficient to confirm the performance capability of the ECCS, ;

RSB reviews the need for special design features to permit the performance 1

of. adequate test programs. '

.

;

,
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4.- Technical Specifications.

The proposed technical specifications are reviewed to assure that they are fadequate in regard to limiting conditions of operation ano periodic j
surveillance testing.

, ,

The' ability of the ECCS to mitigate the consequences of a spectrum ofc
,

loss-of-coolant accidents is reviewed by RSB under SRP Section 15.6.5.

.In aodition'the RSB will coordinate with other brar.ches evaluations that'

interface with the overall ECC6 review as follows: Auxiliary Systems iBranch:(A$8).. dr. part -of its primary review responsibility for SRP
'

Sections 9.2.1, 9.2.2, 9.2.5, and 9.2.6, reviews those auxiliary systems,

essential.for ECCS operation (service water system, comp nent cooling
,

i
system. ultimate heat sink, and condensate storage facility) and assesses

i
s

'

the capability of these systems to perform all functions recuired by the *

ECCS. The ASB will supply, on request, evaluations of portions of the '

power conversion systems (e.g., steam supply l'.nas, steam generators,
feedwater tystems) which interface with the recctor coolant system in suchi

' .

a way as te influence the course of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) for
a particular. plant. The ASB also reviews the effects of pipe breaks
outside containment on ECCS. This review includes the effect of pipe
whip. jet impingement forces, and environmental conditions created as paat

.

*

of its primary review responsibility for SRP Section 3.6.1. Instrumenta- ,

tion and Control Systems Branch (ICSB), as part of its primary review
responsibility for SRP Section 7.3, reviews the adequacy of ECCS-associated
controls and instrumentation with regard to the features of automatic
actuation, remote sensing and indication, and remote control. The
Containment Systems Branch (CSB) verifies that portions of the ECCS
penetrating the containment barrier are designed with acceptable isolation ,

features-to maintain containment integrity for all operating conditions,
including accidents, es part of its ;wimary review responsibility for SRP
Section 6.2.4. The Power Systems Branch (PSB) as part of its primary
review responsibility for SRP Sections 8.1, 8.2, 8.3.1, and 8.3.2, reviews
the adequacy of the power supply for the ECCS. The Mechanical Engineering
Branch (MEB), at part of its primary review responsibility for SRP -

Section 3.9.3, reviews the loading combinations (operational, LOCA, and
seismic) and the associated stress limits. In addition, the MEB, as part

,

of its primary review responsibility for SRP 5ection 3.6.2, reviews the
criteria used for postulating the effects of pipe breaks bcth inside and
outside containment on ECCS. This review includes criteria used for
postulating the effects of pipe whip, jet impingement forces, and any
related environmental conditions. The ECCS is also reviewed by Ml:B to
assure that system and components have the proper seismic and quality
group classifications. This aspect of the review is performed as part of
its primary review responsibility for SRP Sectons 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. The iStructural and Geotechnical Engineering Branch (SGEB) reviews the I

structures housing the ECCS for the proper seismic classification as part
of its primary review responsibility for SRP Sections 3.8.1, 3.8.2, and
3.8.3. The Materials Engineering Branch (MTEB), on a generic basis,
reviews the thermal shock effect of water injected into the primary
coolant system from the ECCS. The Procedures and Systems Review Branch
(PSRB) reviews the proposed preoperational and initial starttp test pro-

. grams to determine that they are consistent with the intent of Regulatory
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Guides 1.68 and 1.79 as part of its primary review responsibility for SRP
Section 14.2.

|!
_ The PSRB also has primary review responsibility for Task Action Plan items | I'

II.K.1 (C.1.10) of NUREG-0694 (OLs only) and I.C.6 of NUREG-0718 (cps 4

only) regarding procedures to ensure that system operability status is
known. The Radiological Assessment Branch (RAB) has primary review '

;

responsibility for SRP Sections 12.1 through 12.5 inc1'Jding Tart: Action
Plan items II.B.2 of NUREG-0694 and NUREG-0718 which involve radiation and

,

e

shielding design review to take corrective actions to ensure adequats
access to vital areas and protection of safety equipment (cps and OLs).

,

The review for Technical Specifications and Quality Assurance are
| coordinated &nd performed by the Standardization and Special Projects j d

in Branch and Quality Assurance Branch as psrt of their primary reviewi

responsibility for SRP Sections 16.0 and 17.0, respectively.

For those areas of review identified above as being reviewoo as part of |
the priery review responsibility of other branches, the acceptance i
criteria necessary. for the review and their methodr, of application are (contained in the referenced SRP section of the corresponding primary
branch. '

,

II. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA,

The RSB acceptance criteria are bcsed on ineeting the relevant requirements of
the following regulations:

,

A. General Design Criterion 2 as it relates to the seismic design of struc-
tures, systems, and components whose failure could cause an unacceptable
reduction in the capability of the ECCS to perform its safety function. :

Acceptability is based'on meeting position C2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29.

B. General Design Criterion 4 as related to dynamic effects associated with
-flow instabilities and loads (e.g., water hammer).

C. General Design Criterion 5 as it relates to structures, systems, and com-
ponents important to safety shall not be shared among nuclear power units
unless it can be demonstrated that sharing will not impair their ability
to perform their safety function.

D. General Design Criterion 17 as it relates to the design of the ECCS having
sufficient capacity and capability to assure that specified acceptable,

| fuel design limits and the design conditions of the reactor coolant pres-
| sure boundary are not exceeded and that the core is cooled during antici-
~

pated operational occurrences and accident conditions.

E. General Design Criterion 27 as it relates to the system design having the *

capability to assure that under postulated accident conditions and with
. appropriate mt.rgin for stuck rods, the capability to cool the core is'

maintained.
3

L F. General Design Criteria 35, 36, and 37 as they relate to the ECCS being
designed to provide an abundance of core cooling to transfer heat from the
core at a rate so that fuel and clad damage will not interfere with

6.3-3 Rev. 2 - April 1984
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continued effective core cooling, to permit appropriate periodic inspec- !tion of important components, and to permit appropriate periodic pressure
and functional testing.

i

L G. 10 CFR Part 50, $50.46, and Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50 as it relates to '

L the ECCS being designed so that its cooling performance is it, accordance
with an acceptable evaluation model.

i
tj

Specific acceptance criteria, Regulatory Guides, and Task Action Plan items
that provide information, recommendations, and guidance and in general describe

.

a basis acceptable to the staff that may be used to implement the requirements r

4 of the Cornission regulations identified above are as fellows:

?,. In regard to the ECCS acceptance criteria (Ref.1), the five major performance'% criteria deal with:
'

i
1. Peak cladding temperature.

| 2. Maximum calculated cladding oxidation.
3. Maximum hydrogen ger.eration.
4. -Coolable core geometry. ;
5. Long-term cooling. ;

These areas are reviewed as a part of the effort associated with the LOCA
analysis (SRP Section 15.6.5). However, the impact of various postulated
single failures on the operability of the ECCS is evaluated under this SRP -

section.

The ECCS must meet the requirements of GDC 35 (Ref. 6). The system must nave
alternate sources of electric power, as required by GDC 17 (Ref. 4),'and must
be able to withstand a single failure. The ECCS should retain its capability >

to cool the core in the event of a failure of any single active component dur--
'

ing the short term immediately following an accident, or a single active or
passive failure during the long-term recirculation cooling phase following an
accident.

The ECCS must be designed to permit periodic inservice inspection of important '

components, such as spray rings i.1 the reactor pressure vessel, water injection
nozzles, piping, pumps, and valves in accordance with the requirements of GDC
36 (Ref 7). The ECCS must be designed to permit testing of the operability of
the system throughout the life of the plant, including the full operational
sequence that brings the system into operation, as required by GDC 37 (Ref. 8).

The combined reactivity control system capability associated with ECCS must,

'

meet the requirements of GDC 27 (Ref. 5) and should conform to the recommenda-
tion of Regulatory Guide 1.47 (Ref.11). The primary mode of actuation for the
ECCS must be automatic, and actuation must be initiated by signals of suitable
diversity and redundance. Provisions should also be made for manual actuation,
monitoring, and control of the ECCS from the reactor control room.

The design of the ECCS should conform to the recommendations of Pegulatory
Guide 1.1 (Ref. 9).

Design features and operating procedures, designed to prevent damaging water
hammer due to such mechanisms as voided discharge lines and water entrainment

6.3-4 Rev. 2 - April 1984
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in steam lines shall be provided, in order to meet the requirements of General
Design Criterion 4 (Ref. 17).

2

The design of those portions of the system which are not safety related, whose
failures could have an adverse effect on the ECCS system, must be in accordance !
with GDC 2 (Ref. 2), and acceptance is based on meeting Position C2 of
Regulatory Guide 1.29 (Pef. 10).

Interfaces,between the ECCS and component or service water systems must be such
that operation of one does not interfere with, and provides proper support !

(where reouired) for, the other. In relation to these and other shared
systems, e.g.. residual heat remval (RHR) and contairiaent heat remo.ral
systems, the ECCS most conform to GDC 5 (Ref. 3).

The requirements of the following Task Action Plan items must also be,

j satisfied:

1. Task Action Plan Item II.B.8 of NUREG~0718 (Ref. 14) which involves
aescriptien by the applicants of the degree to which the designs conform
to the proposed interim rule on degraded core accidents (cps and OLs).

,

2. Task Action Plan Item 111.D.1.1 of NUREG-0694 and NUREG-0718 which
involvas primary coolant sources outside of containment (cps and Ols), i

3. Task Action Plan Item II.E.2.1 of NUREG-0737 which involves reliance on
ECCS.

4. Task Action Plan Item II.K.3(10) of NUREG-0737 and NUREG-0718 which
involves final recommendations by B&O task force regarding applicant's
proposal of use of anticipatory trips only at high power for selected ,

plants.

5. Task Action Plan Item II.K.3(15) of NUREG-0737 and NUREG-0718 which
involves isolation of HPCI and RCIC for BWR plants.

6. Task Action Plan Item II.K.3(18) of NUREG-0737 and NUREG-0718 involving !

ECCS outages for all plants.

7. ' Task Action Plan Item II.K.3(21.) of NUREG-0737 and NUREG-0718 which
involves a study evaluating restart of LPCS and LPCI af ter manual trip for
BWR plants.

8. Task Action Plan-Item II.K.3(39) of NUREG-0E60 which involves evaluation
of effects of water slu0s in piping caused by HPI and CFT flows in B&W
plants.

In addition to the above criteria, the acceptability of the ECCS may be based
on the degree of design similarity with previously app.oved plants.

III. REVIEW PROCEDURES

The procedures below are used during the construction permit (CP) review to
assure that the design criteria and bases and the preliminary design as set

6.3-5 Rev. 2 - April 1984
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forth in' the preliminary safety analysis report meet the acceptance criteria I

given in subsection II of this SRP section.
I

For operating license (OL) reviews, the procedures are utilized to verify that
the initial design criteria and bases have been appropriately implemented in
the final design as. set forth in the final safety analysis report. The OL
review also includes the proposed technical specifications to assure that they |
are adequate in regard to limiting conditions of operation and pericdic - !

surveillance testing.
-

Mucn of the' review described below is generic in nature and is not performed
t

for each pisnt. That it the RSS reviewsr compares the ECCS design.and param-',
:

eters to those of previously reviwed plets and then devotes tha major portion -'

of the review effort to those creas w%re the applical. ion is net identical te;'

e . previourly reviewed plants. The following steps are taken by the RSB reviewer'"

to determine that the-acceptance crite.ia of subsection II have been met.
These steps shoulo be adapted to CP or OL reviews as appropriate.

1. The relationship of the system under review to other previously approved
plants is established. Systems or design features claimed to be identical
or equivalent to those of previously approved plants are confirmed to be
identical or. equivalent.

2. Piping diagrams are reviewed to evaluate the functional reliability of the
system in the event of single failures. That is, by referring to piping

.and instrumentation diagrams, the existence of the redundancy required by
the criteria is confirmed.

'

3. The significant design parameters (e.g. , pump net positive suction head,
.

pump head vs. flow, accumulator volume and pressure, water storage volume,
system flow rate and pressure, etc.) are examined for each component to
confirm that these parameters satisfy operating requirements and the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.1 (Ref. 9).

.

4. The piping and instrumentation diagrams are checked in consultation with

h
MEB to see that essential ECCS components are designated seismic
Category I and Safety Class II (the cooling water side of heat exchangers

! can be Safety Class III).

S. The ECCS design is reviewed to confirm that the system can function in
postaccident environments, considerir.g possible mechanical effects,
missiles, and the pressure, temperature, moisture, radioactivity, and
chemical condition's resulting from LOCA. Protection against valve motor
flooding should be confirmed by the RSB reviewer. Regarding the effects'
'of pressure, temperature, etc. , the RSB reviewer should confirm that
accident conditions are specified which provide the basis for proof tests
for environmental qualification of ECCS components.

6. The criteria, supporting analyses, plant design provisions, and operator
actions that will be taken are reviewed to ensure that there will not be e

unacceptably high concentrations of boric acid in the core region (result-,

[ ing in precipitation of a solid phase) during the long-term cooling phase
p following a postulated LOCA.

|
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7. The ECCS cesign.is reviewed to confirm that there are provisions for main-
tenance of the long-term coolant recirculation and decay heat removal
systems, e.g. , pump or valve overhaul, in the post-LOCA environment
(including consideration of radioactivity).4

'

8. The availability of'an adequate source of water for the ECCS is confirmed,
and the source volume, location, and susceptibility to failure (e.g.,

,

freezing) are evaluated. (RSB will request ASB review as required.) In {'PWRs, tne piping from the water source to the ECCS safety injection pumps
is evaluated for conformance with RSB 6-1 (Ref. 13). ,

9. The ECCS flow paths are reviewed to determine the extent to whic511w
from the ECCS pumps is diverted as a backup feature to other safeguardst

equipment (e.g. , RHR, containment spray). The reviewer should confirm '
_

that the remrining portien nf tne flew provides abundant core coeling,
despite the most fievere single failure that affects ECCS ficw. ,

1

10. For a. boiling water reactor (BWR), the reactor coolant automatic
L .depressurization system is reviewed to confirm the capability to satisfy i

LOCA pressure relief functions, including cnnsideration of a single
failure.

?

11. The design of ECCS injecti)n lines is reviewed to confirm that the '

' isolation provisions at the interface with the reactor coolant system are
adequate. The number and type of valves used to form the interface
between low pressure portions of the ECCS and the reactor coolant system
must provide adequate assurance that the ECCS will not be subjected to a

-pressure greater than its design pressure. This may be accomplished by
any of the following provisions: '

,

One or more check valves in series with a normally closeda.
motor-operated valve. The motor-operated valve is to be opened upon
receipt of a safety injection signal once the reactor coolant
pressure has decreased below the ECCS design pressure,

b. Three check valves in series,

Two check valves in series, provided that there are design provisionsc.
to permit periodic testing of the check valves for lenktightness and
the testing is performed at least annually.

12. The reviewer should identify those portions of nonsafety-related systems
which could have an adverse effect on ECCS and should ensure that modi-
fications are in place to correct these situations. ,

'l13. Motor-operated isolation valves in ECCS lines connecting the accumulators ;
to the reactor coolant system in a pressurized water reactor (PWR) are
reviewed to ensure that adequate provisions are made against inadvertent
isolation. l

14. The capacity and settings of relief valves provided for the ECCS to
satisfy system overpressure protection requirements are reviewed. In
particular, for PWRs, the reviewer confirms that the accumulator relief

6.3-7 Rev. 2 - April Ic84
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valves have adequate capacity so that leakage from the reactor coolant1:

system will not jeepardize the integrity of the accumulators, j
i

15.. The ECCS'is reviewed to evaluate the adequacy of design features that have ;
been provided to prevent damaging water (steam) hammer due to such j
mechanisms as voided discharge lines, water entrainment in steam lines and '

' steam bubble collapse. For systems with a water supply above the I

discharge lines, voided lines are prevented by proper vent location and
filling and venting procedures. However, for the core spray and low

15 , pressure coolant injection systems of EWRs, the low elevation of tne j
suppression pool will result in line voidage because of back leakage '

through pump discharge enock valves and leaking valves in the full flow'

test line. Proper vsnt location and filling and venting procedure are,

still needed. In addition, a special keep-full system with appropriate
,

'

alarms is needed to. supply water to the discharge lines for any system )
which has a water scurce below the level of the highest pump discharge

F lines and at sufficiently high pressure to prevent voiding.

For the High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) system of BWRs which uses a
3

steam-driven turbine, typical design features for the steam supply line
-ic::1ude (a) drain pots with testable drain pot level switches, (b) sloped
lines, and (c) limitations on opening and closing sequences and seal-ins

:
for manual operation of the isolation valves to prevent introducing water '

slugs into the line. The turbine exhaust line features include sloped lines
and vacuum breakers,

16. The reviewer confirms that no component or feature of the ECCS in one
reactor facility on a multiple plant site is shared with the ECCS in
another facility, or that shared features clearly meet the requirements of -

GDC 5 (Ref. 3).

17. The reviewer . confirms that within an individual reactor facility, any com-
ponents shared between the ECCS and other systems (e.g., coolant makeup
systems, residual heat removal systems, containment cooling systems)
satisfy engineered safeguard. feature design requirements and that the ECCS

| function of the shared component is not diminished by the sharing.

18. The reviewer confirms that ECCS components located exterior to the reactor
containment are housed in a structure which, in the event of leakage from
the ECCS, permits venting of releases through iodine filters designed in
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.52.

19. The complete sequence of ECCS operation from accident occurrence through
long-term core cooling is examined to see that a minimum of manual action
is required and, where manual action is used, a sufficient time (greater
than 20 minutes) is available for the operator to respond.

20. The reviewer confirms that long-term cooling capacity is adequate in the ;

event of failure of any single active or passive component of the ECCS.
If an intermediate heat transport system, such as the component cooling
water system, is used to provide long-term cooling capability, the system
must be designed and constructed to an appropriate group classification,
must be seismic Category I, and must be capable of sustaining a single
active or passive failure without loss of function.

6.3-8 Rev. 2 - April 1984
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- 21. The RSB reviewer consults with the ICSB reviewer to:!.

[L Confirm that the power requirements of the ECCS, including the timinga. *

of electrical loads, are compatible with the design of onsite '

emergency power systems, both a-c and d-c.

b. Confirm that there are sufficient instrumentation and controls avail-
able'to the reactor operater to provide adequate information in the
control room to assist in assessing post-LOCA conditions, including
the more significant paremeters such as coolant flow, coolant

!,. temperature, and containmerit pressure. If ECCS flew is diverted as a
G backup to other safeguards systems, the reviewer confirms that ;

instrumentation.and controls are available to provide sufficient'

infcrmation in the centtol rnom to determine tbht adequate core
cooling is being provided.

m ,

Confirm that automatic actuation ano remote-manual valve controls are ;

*
_ _

,

c.
capable of performing the functions required, that suitat,le

; interlocks are provided, which do not impair separation of power
trains or inhibit the required valve motions, and that instrumenta- |
tion and- controls have sufficient redundancy to satisfy the single |failure criterien.

,

22 ' Analyses'are provided by the applicant in Chapter 15 of the SAR to assess
the capability of the ECCS to meet functional requirements. These
analyses are reviewed by the RSB, as described in SRP Section 15.6.5, to '

,

determine conformance to the acceptance criteria for ECCS. However, the
following portions of the review of ECCS response in loss-of-coolant -

accidents are performed by the RSB reviewer under this SRP section:

The lower limit of break size for which ECCS operation is required isa.- '

established; i.e., the maximum break size for which normal reactor
coolant makeup systems can maintain reactor pressure and coolant ;

.,

level is determined. The capability of the ECCS to actuate and f

perform at this inwer limit of break size is confirmed,

b. The reviewer confirms that the analyses take into account a variety
of potential locations for postulated pipe breaks, including ECCS
injection lines. '

The reviewer confirms that the analyses take into account a varietyc.
L of single active failures. The reviewer should keep in mind that

different single failures may be limiting, depending on the
particular break location and break size postulated,

d. The ECCS component response times (e.g., for valves, pumps, power
, supply) are reviewed to confirm that they are within the delay times
L used in the accident analyses,

The ECCS design adequacy for all modes of reactor operation (e.g.,e.
full power, low power, hot standby, cold shutdown, partial loop
isolation) is confirmed.

23. The proposed plant technical specifications are reviewed to:
..

6.3-9 Rev. 2 - April 1984
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Confirm the suitability of the limiting conditions of operation,a.
-

including the proposed time limits and reactor operating restrictions
for periods when ECCS equipment is inoperable due to repairs and

.
;
'

maintenance. The means of indicating that safety systems have been
bypassed or are inoperable should be in accordance with Regulatory~

Guide 1.47 (Ref. 11). .

n
. .

-

b. Confirm that the it'niting conditions of operation ensure that the
i,

specified operating parameters (minimum poison concentrations, 'L
minimum coolant. reserve in storage, etc.) are within the bounds of
the analyzed conditions.

Verify that the frequency and scope of periodic surveillance testinge c.,
_

1 is adequate.
.

21. The reviewer confirms that the design provides' the capability for periodi-, ,

cally demonstrating that the system will operate properly when an accident
signal is received. That is, it should be demonstrated by an applicant ,

that pun $s and. valves operate on normal and errergency powr;r and that water
pressure and flow. are as oesigned when the plant is aperating (periodic

,

. system surveillance). When the plant is shut down for refueling, the
system should be tested for delivery of coolant to the vessel.

25. The RSB reviewer contacts his counterpart in PSRB to discuss any special I

'

test requirements ano to confirm that the proposed preoperational test
program for the ECCS is in conformance with the intent of Regulatory
Guide 1.68 (Ref. 12).

26. The RSB review evaluates the applicant responses to the following Task
A:: tion Plan items:

'(a) II.B.8 of'NUREG-0718 (cps only)-
-

(b) III.D.I.1'of NUREG-0737 and NUREG-0718 (cps and OLs)
L (c)' II.E.2.'1 of NUREG-0660
!- (d) II.K.3(10) of NUREG-0660'

(e) II.K.3(15) of NUREG-0660
(f) II.K.3(18) of NUREG-0660

:(g) II.K.3(21) of NUREG-0660
-(h) II.K.3(39) of NUREG-0660

IV. EW,LUATION FINDINGS

The reviewer verifies that the SAR contains sufficient information and his
review supports the following kinds of statements and conclusions which should
be included in the staff's safety evaluation report. (For completeness, this
evaluation finding includes the RSB review effort described in SRP
Section 15.6.5.)

The emergency core cooling system (ECCS) includes the piping, valves, pumps,
. heat exchangers, instrumentation, and controls used to transfer heat from the
- core following a loss-of-coolant accident. The scope of review of the ECCS for
the plant included piping and instrumentation diagrams, equipment
layout drawings, failure modes and effects analyses, and design specifications
for essential. components. The review has included the applicant's proposed
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design criteria and design bases for the ECCS and the manner _in which the
design conforms to these criteria and bases.

]
,

The staff concludes that the design of the Emergency Core Cooling System is !
acceptable and meets the requirements of General Design Criteria 2, 4, 5,17,
27, 35, 36, and 37. This conclusion is based on the following: |I

;

-

;

(1) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2 with regard to the seismic
.

'

design of nonsafety systems or portions thereof which could have an
:

adverse effect on ECCS by meeting position C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29. !

(2) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 4 as Mlated to dynamic i

effects associated with flow instabilities and loads (e.g. , water hammer).
t

-(3) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 5 with respect to sharing of
structures, systems, and components by demonstrating that such shering jdoes not significantly impeir the ability of the ECCS to perform its

isafety function including, in the event of an accident to one unit, an'
orderly shutdown and cooldown of the remaining units.

!-
,

y

(4) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 17 with regard to providing
sufficient capacity and capability to assure that (a) specified acceptable
furd desigr, limits and design conoitions of the reactor coolant pressure

,

boundary are not exceeded as a result of anticipated r>perational ,

;

occurrences and (b) the core is cooled and vital functions are maintained '

in the event of postulated accidents.

(5) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 27 with regard to providing
combined reactivity control system capability to assure that under ,

postulated accident conditions and with appropriate margin for stuck rods i

the capability to cool the core is maintained and the applicant's design
meets the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.47.

(6) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 35 to provide abundant -

cooling for ECCS by providing recundant safety grade systems that meet the
, recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.1.
!

(7) :The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 36 with respect to the.
design of ECCS to permit appropriate periodic inspection of important
.:omponents of the system.

.

(8) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 37 with respect to designing
the ECCS to permit testing of the operability of the system throughout the
life of the plant, including the full operational sequence that brings the
system into operation.

(9) The applicant has provided an analysis of the proposed ECCS relative to
the acceptance criteria of 10 CFR Part 50, 650.46, and Appendix K to
demonstrate that their ECCS designs for peak cladding temperature, maximum

,

calculated cladding oxidation, maximum hydrogen generation, coolable core ',

geometry, and long-term cooling are in accordance with the acceptable
evaluation model.

In addition, the applicant has met the requirements of the following Task
Action Plan items:

.
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(1) Meeting Task Action Plan item II;B.8 of NUREG-0718 (Ref. 14) which
involves' description by the applicants of the degree to which the designs

,
<

i
' conform to the proposed interim rule on degraded core. accidents (cps,

'only).-
~ .

,

'(2) Meeting Task Action Plan item II.D.1.1 of NUREG-0737 (Ref. 15) and
'

NUREG-0718 (Ref.14) which involves primary coolant sources outside of
containment (cps and Ols).

I (3) Meeting Task Action P1' n item II.E.2.1 of NUREG-0660 (Ref.16) whicha ;

involves reliance on ECCS.

: (4) Meeting Task Action Plan item II.K.3(10) of NUREG-0660 which involves I
~

L applicant's proposal. to limit anticipatory trip' to high power for selected
plants.

,

E'

(5) Meeting Task Action Plan item.II.K.3(15) of NUREG-0660 which involves
isolation of HPCI and RCIC for BWR plants. "

L, -(6) -Meeting Task Action Plan item II.K.3(18) of NUREG-0660 which involves ECCS
Y, outages for all plants.

(7) Meeting Task Action Plan item II.K.3( of NUREG-0660 which involves
p J restart of LPCS and LPCI for BWR plants.
L
4 (8); Heeting Task Action Plan item II.K.3(3a) of NUREG-0660 which involves

evaluation of effects of water slugs in piping caused by HPI and CFT- flows;

in B&W plants.
-

, ,

' V . .- IMPLEMENTATION-
[

:The following is intended to provicie guidance to applicants and licensees
2 regarding the NRC staff's plans for using this SRP section. ,

'

.Except:in those cases in which-the applicant proposes an acceptable alternative,

method for complying with specified portions of the Commission's regulations,
the method described herein will be used bj- the staff in its evaluation of
conformance with Commission regulations.

Implementation schedules for conformance to parts of the method discussed
herein are contained in the referenced regulatory guides, NUREGs, BTP RSB 6-1

F and implementation of acceptance criterion subsection 11,8 is as follows:

(a)- Operating plants and OL applicants need not comply with the provisions of
this revision.

-(b) CP applicants will be required to comply with the provisions of this
revision.

,,

1 VI. REFERENCES

1.~ fl0-CFR Part 50, $50.46, " Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactors," and Appendix K to
10 CFR Part 50, "ECCS Evaluation Models," issued by the Commission
December 28, 1973; Federal Register, Vol. 39, No. 3, January 4,1974.
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2. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 2 " Design Bases for

Protection Against Natural Phenomena."'

= 3. -10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 5. " Sharing ofD : Structures, Systems, and Components."

p ' 4. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 17, " Electric Power
. Systems."

5. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 27, " Combined-
Reactivity Control System Capability."

_

6. 10 CFR Part 50, Ap,endix A, General Design Criterion 35, " Emergency Core
Cooling."

7. 10_CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 36, " Inspection of
Emergency Core Cooling. System."

l8, 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A', General Design criterion 37, " Testing of
|Emergency Core Cooling System."
!

9. Regulatory Guide _1.1, " Net Position Suction Head for Emergency Core Cool-
ing and Containment Heat Removal System Pumps."

10. Regulatory Guide 1.29, " Seismic Design Classification," Revision 1.

11. Regulatory Guide 1.47, " Bypass and Inoperable Status Indication for
Nuclear Power Plant-Safety-Systems." j

; 12. -Regulatory Guide 1.52, " Design, Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for
Atmospheric' Cleanup System Air Filtration and Adsorption Units of

.

Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants."

13. Regulatory Guide 1.68, "Preoperational and Initial Startup Test Programs:

for. Water-Cooled Power Reactors."

|- 14. ; Branch Technical Position RSB 6-1, " Piping From the RWST (or BWST) and i
Containment Sump (s) to the Safety. Injection Pumps," attached to SRP

J Section 6.3.

15. NUREG-0718, " Licensing Requirements for Pending Applications for
Constructior. Permits and Manufacturing Licenses."

16. -NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements."

17, 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 4, " Environmental
and Missile Design Basis."
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BRANCH TECHNICAL POSITION RSB 6-1
'

PIPING FROM THE'RWST (OR BWST) AND CONTAINMENT SUMP (S)
'

TO.THE SAFETY INJECTION PUMPS -

t

.A.. Background-

Current PWRs utilize the refueling water storage tank (RWST) or the borated
- water storage tank (BWST) as the sole source of water for the' safety injection
pumps during the first 20 to 40 minutes of any accident that trips a safety (

injectionsignal. Since acceptable results of safety analyses of the accidents-

:are based on the operation of a minimum number of these pumps, interruption of ':

this water supply for even a short period of time could result in unacceptably +

highfuelandcladdingtemperaturesifthesafetyinjectionpumpsfailbecause
- of cavitation or overheating.

.,

General Desi' n Criteria 35 requires that the emergency core cooling system haveg
suitable redundancy in components and features and suitable interconnections

- to assure the system safety function can be accomplished assuming a single
failure. The principal problem appears to be a definition of single failure.:

-

~

A recent' draft of ANSI N658, " Single Failure Criteria for PWR Fluid Systems,"
defines'an' active failure as:

. (a)' "An' active failure is a malfunction, exceeding passive failures, of a com-
ponent which relies on mechanical movement to complete its intended function
upon demand."

,

(b) " Spurious action of a powered component originating within its actuation:

. system shall be regarded as an active failure unless specific design
featurt ar operating restrictions preclude such spurious action."

This branch position on the availability of the RWST is based on the above
criteria and the recognition that water supplied from the RWST system to
the ECCS system is absolutely essential in the event of a LOCA.

B. Bra'nch Position

1. The single active failure criterion defined in (a) and (b) above will
be applied in evaluating the design of the pi i t that connect

1the safety injection pumps to the RWST (BWST)p ng sys emsand the containment
sumps.

Thepipingsystems}stedbelowwithouttheneedtodisconnectthencluding valves, shall be designed to satisfy
2. - i

the requirements 1,-

- power to any valve.

3. The valves and piping between the RWST (or BWST) and the safety
injection pumps must be arranged so that no single failure will
prevent the minimum flow to the core required to satisfy 10 CFR
Part 50, g50.46.

|

6.3-14 Rev.1 - July 1981
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4. The valves and piping between the RWST (or BWST) and safety iniec- i
! tion pumps must.be arranged so that no single active failure wl11 j
| result in dan ge to pumps such that'the minimum flow requirements
for long-term core and containment cooling after a LOCA are not
satisfied.

. !- W valvos and piping that connect the RWST
', . ;:=nt mips(s) to the safety injection pumps m(or BWST) and the contain- .

ust be arranged so as
nottoprecludeautomaticswitchoverfrom.theinjectionmodeofECCS

. operation to recirculation cooling from the sump. These piping . .|
,

systems must be arranged so that the differential pressure between 'l
the sump and the RWST (or BWST), even if-there is a single active,

1failure,,will not result in a loss of core cooling or. a path that ;permits release of radioactive material from the containment'to the- "

environment.
,

,

C. Implementation

1. ~ cps Under Review and Future-CP Reviews

L The proposed position will be applied to all CP reviews for which an
SER was not published prior to April 16 1975. It.is' expected that
alloftheeventsoftheproposedpositlonwillbeappliedforsuch -

reviews. Taking this position on cps would eliminate the need for
various schemes .such as locking out power to valves located in the
line between the various ECCS pumps and refueling water storage tank.,

2;= Ols Under Re' view

For operatin
be reviewed g licenses that are presently under review and OLs toin the- future that are not covered by item 1, the pro-

>

posed position will not be completely applied. Specifically, locking
out power to valves will be permitted. For most plants it is expected *

.that this will be sufficient to meet the single failure criteria.
'However, in other plants changes to the piping and valving arrange-o

[ ments may be required to satisfy the single failure criteria.

3. Plants Under Construction

These plants will be handled as discussed in item C.2. It is expected, i
L however, that we will discuss the proposed position with each of the

applicable PWR venciors. It will be obvious to the vendors which plants
now under construction may have a problem. Then a generic review
may be conducted for those plants that have a severe problem.

4. Operating Plants

| All of the operating plants are being evaluated as an ongoing part,

L of the current ECC review. The review should be conducted as dis-
cussed in item C.2 to assure that these plants meet the essentici1,

f parts of the proposed position.

L

<
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"

1%v,/) STANDARD REVIEW PLANk ,,,,: OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION .
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Standard Review Plan for tho'
Review of Safety Analysis Reports. i

for Nuclear Power Plants

T

Section No. 9.2.1
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Appendix No. N/A
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l Branch Tech. Position'N/A
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Service, Springfield, VA 22161,
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I

9.2.1 STATION SERVICE WATER' SYSTEM

f REVIEW: RESPONSIBILITIES
e . .

im Primary - Auxiliary Systems Branch (ASB)-
1x '

LSecondary - None-
'

"
'I. -AREAS OF REVIEW

|i'' The service water system.(SWS) provides essential cooling to safety-related
'

.

equipmentland may.also provide cooling-to nonsafety-related. auxiliary1:
'

components that are used. for normal plant operation. The ASB reviews the''

system from the_ service water pumn intake to the points of cooling water. j
discharge to: assure confermance with the- requirements of General DesignLCriteria 2, 4, 5,= 44, 45, and 46. ; Tre ultimate heat sink (reviewed under SRP |

| Section'9.2.S) ^provides the intake source of water to the SWS for-long-tenn
. cooling of station features required for plant shutdcwn -and also any special |

.

-equipment required-to prevent or mi;lgate the consequences' of postulated '

accidents and as such is;an interface system to the:SWS, -The SWS' pump- !

-performance characteristics will be compared to>the high and low water levels
y~- 'of the ultimate heat sink to assure that-pumping capability can'be provided for

extended-periods of. operation following postulated events. !

1. The_ ASBL reviews the characteristics of the.SWS componeats (pumps, heat,

exchangers, pipes,: valves) with respect to their functional performance as
affected:by adverse operational (i.e., water haniner) and environmental

|! occurrences includin' . cold weather protection, by abnormal operationalg

requirements, and by accident conditions such as a loss-of-coolant '

accident (LOCA) with the loss of offsite power.. Since the SWS normally'.

- has requirements' that relate to cooling functions during normal plant
operation as well .as' for- safety functions, the review will include an i

evaluation.of the capability of the system to-perform these multiple
. functions.

y

Li
Rev. 3 - April 1984

USNRC STANDARD REVIEW PLAN
i Standard review plans are prepered for the guidance of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation staff responsible for the review of

applications to construct and operate nuclear power plants. These documents are made available to the public as part of the
Commission's policy to inform the nucteer industry and the general public of regulatory procedures and policies. Standard review

. plans are not substitutes for regulatory guides or the Commission's regulations and compliance with them is not required. TheW5' . standard review plan sections are keyed to the Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants.
Not all sections of the Standard Format have a corresponding review plan.

' Published standard review plans will be revised periodically, as appropriate to accommodate comments and to reflect new informa-
tion and experience.

Comments and suggestions for improvement will be considered and should be sent to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,nC ,' .. Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Washington. D.C. 20656.
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2. The ASB' also reviews the design of the SWS with respect to:

' The capability for oetection, control, and isolation of system3 .- a .

leakage including the capability for detection and control of
radioactive leakage into and out of the system and prevention of,

"" *
. accidental releases to the environment.

;b. Measures to preclude long-term corrosion and organic fouling that
would tend to degrade system performance.

. Provisions for. system and component operational testing, includingc,
'

the instrumentation'and control features that determine and verify
that the system is operating in a correct mode (i.e., valve = position,'

pressure and temperature indication).>

d. The effects of the failure of nonseismic Category I equipment, struc-
tures or components of safety related portions of the SWS are taken
into account-in the design.,

3 .' - The ASB reviews the SWS capability to flood the reactor containment should ''

this be'-required-.in a: post-accident recovery situation.

L. The. ASB revit:ws the system to determine that a malfunction, a failure of a
~

4

component, or the loss-of a cooling source will not reduce the safety-
related functional performance capabilities of the system. Specifically,
ASB performs;the following reviews under the SRP sections indicated:

. Review 'for -flood protection is performed under SRP Section' 3.4.1.a.

b. Review of"the protection against internally generated missiles is
Eperformed under SRP Section 3.5.1.1.

,

Review of the structures, systems and components to be protected-c.
against externally generated missiles is performed under SRP Sec-
tion 3.5.2.

d.-- Review of high and moderate energy pipe breaks is performed under SRP
Section 3.6.1.

'In addition, the ASB will coordinate other branches evaluations that interface
-with the overall review of the system as follows: The Reactor Systems Branch
(RSB) identifies essential components associated.with the reactor coolant
system and the emergency core cooling systems that are required for operation
during' normal operations or accident condiXions. The RSB establishes accident
cooling load _ functional requirements and minimum time intervals. The RSB
performs these reviews as part of its primary review responsibility for SRP
Sections 5.4.7, 5.4.'8, 6.0 and 15.0. The Structural and Geotechnical
Engineering Branch (SGEB) determines the acceptability of the design analyses,
procedures, and criteria used to establish the ability of seismic Category I
structures housing the system and supporting systems to withstand the effects
of natural phenomena such as the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE), probable
maximum flood (FNF), and tornado missiles as part as its primary review
responsibility for SRP Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.5.3, 3.7.1 through 3.7.4,
.3.8.4, and 3.8.5. The Mechanical Engineering Branch (MEB) determines that the

9.2.1-2 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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: components, piping and structures are designed in'accordance with' applicable<

codes"and standards ~ as part of its primary review responsibility for SRP
Sections'3.9.1 through 3.9.3. The MEB also determines the acceptability of the
seismic and quality group classifications for system components as part of its
primary, review responsibility for'SRP Sections 3.21 and 3.2.2. The MEB also
reviews-the adequacy of_the inservice testing progrim of pumps and valves as

' part'of its primary review responsibility- for SRP. Section 3.9.6. The Materials
Engineering Branch (MTEB) verifies that inservice inspection requirements are-s

met for system components as part of its primary _ r? view responsibility for SPP.
Section~6.6 and, upon request, verifies the compatibility of the materials of> ,

iconstruction with service conditions. The Instrumentation and Control Systems
Branch.(ICSB) and Power Systems Branch (PSB) will evaluate the system controls,

<

instrumentation, and power sources with-respect to capabilities, capacity, and,

reliability for supplying power during normal.and emergency conditions to
safety related pumps, valves-and other components = as- part of their primary

. review-responsibility for SRP Sections 7.1 and 8.1, respectively. The reviews
for Fire-Protection, Technical Specifications and Quality Assurance are
coordinated-and performed by the Chemical Engineering Branch, Standardization - '

and Special Projects Branch and Quality Assurance Branch as part of ~their
-primary review responsibility for SRP Sections 9.5.1, 16.0, and 17.0,
respectively.

'

For tho'se areas of review identified above.as being the responsibility of other
branches, the acceptance criteria and-their methods of application are
contained in the SRP sections identified as the primary review responsibility
of those branches.

II; ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA '

Acceptability of the design of the service water. system, as described in theL
'

applicant's-safety analysis report (SAR), including related soctions of Chap-
ters 2 and 3 of the SAR is based on' specific general design criteria and regu-
latory guides. Listed t.elow are specific criteria as they relate to the_ SWS.

'

The~ design of the service water system is acceptable if the integrated system 4

design is in accordance with'the following criteria:

1. General Design Criterion 2, as related to structures housing the system
and the system itself being capable of withstanding the effects of earth-
quakes. Acceptance is based on meeting the guidance of Regulatory '

Guide 1.29, Position C.1 for safety-related portions and Position C.2 for
nonsafety-related portions.

2. General Design Criterion 4, as related to dynamic effects associated with '

flow instabilities and loads (e.g. , water hammer) during normal plant
operation as well as during upset or accident conditions.

3. General Design Criterion 5, as related to the capability of shared systems
and components important to safety being capable of performing required
safety functions.

4. General Design Criterion 44, as related to transferring heat from struc-
tures systems and components important to safety, to an ultimate heet
sink. Acceptance is based on the following:

9.2.1-3 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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: a. .The capability to transfer heat loads from safety related structures,T'
-

systems, and components to a heat sink under both normal operating^
and-accident-conditions.,

'

b. 1 Component redundancy so that the safety function can be performed,

assuming a-single active component failure coincident with.the loss0 ofjoffsite power.

.The capability to isolate components, subsystems, or piping ifc. '

required _so that the system safety-function will not be compromised. ~

s

' d. Meeting' task action plan item II.K.1-C.1.22 of NUREG-0694 for boiling"

_ water reactors regarding automatic and manual' actions necessary when-

the main feedwater system is not operable,

Meeting task action plan item II.K.1.22 of NUREG-0718 for B&W plantse.

regarding-automatic and manual actions for proper functioning of-the
. auxiliary. heat removal systems when the main feedwater system is not
. operable.

.5. -General Design-Criterion 45, as related to design provisions to permit
.

inservice inspection of safety-related components and equipment.c

'

6. ' General Design Criterion 46, as related to design provisions to permit '

:operationalcfunctional testing of safety-related systems and components.
c

* III.; REVIEW PROCEDURES

~The procedures' set forth'below are used during the construction permit (CP)
-application review to determine that the design criteria and bases and the
preliminary design as set fcrth in the preliminary safety analysis report meet

' the. acceptance criteria given in subsection II. For review of_ operating
L license (OL) applications, the review procedures and acceptance criteria are-

utilized to verify that the initial design criteria and bases have been
'

appropriately implemented in the final design as~ set forth in the final' safety
analysis report,

o ~ Upon' request from the primary reviewer, the coordinating review branches will'

provide input'for the areas of review stated in subsection I. The primary
reviewer obtains and uses such input as required to assure that this review

|
-

procedure''is complete.

As a' result of the various SWS designs provided, there will be variations in ',

-system requirements. For the purpose of this SRP section, a typical system is
~ assumed which has fully-redundant systems, with each of the systems having an
identical essential (safety features) portion and an identical non-essential
portion (used for normal operation). For cases where there are variations from
the? typical arrangement, the reviewer will adjust the review procedures given
below. However, the system design will be required to meet the acceptance
criteria given in subsection II. Also, the reviewer will need to refer to SRP

sections for other systems that would interface with the SWS, depending upon
the nature and conditions of the ultimate heat sink cooling water (e.g., salt
water). '

9.2.1-4 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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The SAR'isLreviewed.to determine that'the system description and piping: 1.

and instrumentation diagrams (P& ids) show-the SWS equipment that=is used
for normal < operation, and the minimum system heat transfer and flow
requirements for normal. plant _ operation; The system performance require- ;
ments will also be reviewed to determine that it describes component i

*... allowable operational degradation (e.g., pump leakage) and describes-the=
: procedures that will be-followed to detect and correct these conditions

_

'when they become excessive.

2: The reviewer,'using the results of failure modes and effec.ts analyses ase
appropriate, comparisons with previousiv approved systems,- or independent-

|
,

calculations, determines that-the system is capable of. sustaining the loss ;

of any active component and meeting minimum system requirements (cooling
load' and flow) for' the~ degraded conditions.. The system P& ids, layout

. drawings, and component descriptions and characteristics are then' reviewed
for the following points:

Essential portions of.the SWS are correctly identified and are isol-
-

- a.

able from:the non-essential portions of the system. The P& ids are
reviewed to verify that they clearly indicate the physical division' '

. between each portion and indicate the required classification
changes. System drawings are also reviewed to see that they show the
means for accomplishing isolation ano the system description is
-reviewed to identify minimum performance requirements for the
: isolation valves. The drawings and descriptions are reviewed to
-verify that automatically _ operated isolation valves separate .3 '*

non-essential portions'and components from the essential portions.
I''

b' Essential portions of the SWS, including the isolation valves
, separating essential and non-essential portions, are classified
L

!
Quality Group C~and seismic Category I. Components and system ~
descriptions in the SAR that ioentify mechanical and performance

.

I

characteristics are reviewed to verify that the above seismic and '

|- safety classifications have been included, and that the P& ids"

indicate any points of change in piping quality group classification.

Design provisions have been made that permit appropriate inservicec.
inspection' and functional testing of system components important toi

L safety. It will be acceptable if the SAR information delineates a
testing and inspection program and if the system drawings show the

| necessary test recirculation loops around pumps or isolation valves'

that would be required by this program.-
a

d. The review of seismic design is performed by SGEB and the review for |
'

seismic and quality group classification is performed by MEB as indi-
cated-in subsection I of this SRP section.

3. 'The reviewer determines that the safety function of the system will be
maintained, as required, in the event of adverse environmental phenomena.

such as earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, and floods, or in the event of
certain pipe breaks or loss of offsite power. The reviewer uses engi-
neering judgment, the results of a failure mode and effects analyses, and
the results of reviews performed under other SRP sections to verify the
following:

9.2.1-5 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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as The failure of portions of the system or of.other systems not
| designed to seismic Category I and located close to essential por- '

'

tions of-the system, or of non-seismic Category I structures that |

house,' support,- or are close to essential portions of the SWS, will
not preclude operation of the essential portions of the SWS. ' Refer- '

' ence to SAR Chapter 2 describing site features and the general-

:|arrangement and layout' drawings will be necessary as well as the SAR
.

| tabulation of seismic design ~ classifications for structures and-
f -systems. . Statements in the SAR that. verify that the above conditionsA are met are acceptable. (CP)

'
b. .The essential portions of the SWS are protected from the effects of

floods, hurricanes, tornadoes, and internally or externally generated
- .

missiles. Flood protection and missile protection criteria are dis- .i
cussed and-evaluated in detail under the-Section 3 series of the SRP.

<

!The reviewer will utilize the' procedures identified;in these SRP sec- '

L tions:to' assure that the analyses presented are valid.' A; statement
L to the.effect' that the system is located in a -seismic Category I
| structure that is tornado missila and flood protected, or that compo-

-

L nents.of'the system will be located in individual cubicles or rooms
l'

that wil1 withstand the effects of both flooding and missiles is-

acceptable. The location and the design of the system, structures,-
| |' 'and pump rooms-(cubicles) are~ reviewed to determine that the degree

.

1
'

.of protection provided is adequate.
1!

c; The SWS pumps will have sufficient-available net positive suction
head-(NPSH) at the pump suction-locations, considering. low water|-

'

levels. Reference to SRP Section 2.4, which indicates the' lowest !

probable water level of the heat sink, and to drawings indicating the ~

elevation of. service water pump impe11ers will be necessary. An
|- independent calculation verifying the applicant's conclusion will bej necessary for acceptance.

-d. Provisions are made in the system to detect and control leakage of
radioactive contamination-into and out of the system. It will be| . acceptable if the system P& ids show radiation monitors located on the
system discharge and at. components susceptible to leakage, and these
components can be isolated by one automatic and one manual valve in
series,

j'
-The essential portions of the system are protected from the effectse.
of high and moderate energy line breaks. Layout drawings are
reviewed to assure that no high or moderate energy piping systems are

. close to essential portions of the SWS, or that protection from the
effects of failure will be provided. The means of providing such
protection will be given in Section 3.6 of the SAR and the procedures

~ for reviewing this information are given in the corresponding SRP
sections.

f. Essential components and subsystems necessary for safe shutdown can
function as required in the event of loss of offsite power. The
system design will be acceptable if the SWS meets minimum system
requirements as stated in the SAR assuming a concurrent failure of a
single active component, including a single failure of an auxiliary

9.2.1-6 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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b electric power source. The SAR is reviewed to determine that for I
;(

L
each SWS component'or subsystem affected by the loss of offsite4

power,' system flow and heat transfer capability meet or exceed mini-
mum requirements. The results of failure modes and effects analyses |

are' considered in. assuring that the system meets these requirements.
This will be an acceptable. verification of system functional,

" . reliability.

.
.g.- . Provisions are made for protection of the essential. service. water.<

supply from potential failures or malfunctions caused by freezing,O . icing, and other adverse environmental _ conditions. Statements in the
'

3SAR that would indicate.that safety grade heating' sources will be !
used for this purpose, considering the.equipmer.t necessary for safe |

, ,

[ shutdown, will be acceptable.

1- 4. The descriptive information, P& ids, SWS drawings, and- failure modes and 1

. effects analyses in the SAR are reviewed to assure that essential portions |of.the system-can' function following design basis accidents assuming'a-
concurrent single. active component failure. The reviewer evaluates the
failure mode and effects analysis presented in the SAR to assure function
of required components, traces the availability -of these components on . isystem drawings,-and checks that the SAR contains verification that mini-
mum system flow and heat transfer requirements are met for each accident
situation for the required time spans. For each case the design will be

; _ acceptable if minimum system requirements are met.

- 5. :The 3AR is reviewed to. assure that the applicant has described all the
automatic.and manual actions necessary for proper functioning of the
service water system when the main feedwater system is not operable. The
design will be acceptable in this regard if sufficient detail is presented
to provide reasonable assurance that the requirements of items II.K.1.22

: of L NUREG-0718 and II.K.1-C.1.22 of NUREG-0694 are property implemented.

6. The SAR.is reviewed to assure that the applicant has committed to address
-the potential for water hammer in open loop systems and will provide for

L venting and filling of'such systems, operating procedures for avoidance
of water hammer, and that the system is designed to maintain functioning

y following an inadvertent water hammer occurrence.
|

? IV. EVALUATION FINDINGS
1

~

The. reviewer determines that sufficient information has been provided and his
review supports conclusicns of the'following type, to be included in the

'

staff's safety evaluation report:

The service water system (SWS) includes all components and piping from the
SWS pump intake to the points of cooling water discharge. Portions of the
SWS that are necessary for safe shutdown accident prevention, or accident
mitigation are designed to seismic Category I, Quality Group C
requirements. Based on the review of the applicant's proposed design
criteria, design bases and safety classification for the service water
system regarding the requirements for continuous cooling of safety-related
components necessary for a safe plant shutdown, the staff concludes that
the design of the service water system is acceptable and meets the

9.2.1-7 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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p* " requirements-of General ~ Design Criteria 2, 4, 5, 44, 45, and 46. This -[. conclusion is based on- the following:,

3

1. The: applicant has met the requirements of General- Design Criterion 2'
.

with respect:to safety-related portions'of the system being capable
of withstanding the effects of earthquakes.. Acceptance is based on i
meeting Regulatory Guide 1.29 position C.1 for.the safety-related
-portions-and position.C.2,for the nonsafety-related portions.

'2. The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 4 with respect to
dynamic effects associated with flow instabilities (i.e., water
hammer loads) with respect to impairment of the required service
water systems during- norma 1 plant ' operations, and under upset or
accident conditions. Acceptance.is based on the following:

--Vents'shall be provided for venting of components and piping at
'

a.
ahigh points-in liquid filled, but normally idle piping (or

Ig systems) where voiding can occur. These vents-should be
| designed for ease-of operational testing on a periodic basis.

b. . Consideration will be given to voiding which can occur
following pump shutdown, or during standby. If the system
design is such that voiding could occur, means should be
provided for a slow system fill upon pump start for avoidance
of water hammer or that the system be designed to maintain
functioning following an inadvertent: water hammer occurrence.

c. Operating and maintenance procedures will be reviewed by the
,

applicant to assure that sufficient measures have been taken
p for avoiding water hammer (e.g., rapid fill due to pump start,
'

periodic fill and vent checks, avoidance of sudden valve
movement, or realignment).

. 3. The' applicant has met the requirements of General Design Criterion 5
with respect to' sharing of structures, systems and components by

i

demonstrating'that such sharing does not significantly impair the
| :: ability of the-service water system to perform its safety function,
'

including in the event of an accident in one unit, an orderly shut-
down and cooldown of the remaining units.

4. The applicant has met the requirements of General Design Criterion 44
with respect to cooling water by providing a system to transfer heat
from structures, systems and components important to safety to an

: ultimate heat sink. The applicant has demonstrated that the service,

water system can transfer the combined heat load of these structures,
systems, and components under normal operating and accident

'
conditions assuming loss of offsite power and a single failure and
that portions of the system can be isolated so that the safety
function of the system will not be compromised. The applicant has
also met task action plan items II.K.1-C.1.22 of NUREG-0694 and

..

^
L: II.K.1.22 of NUREG 0718 in meeting General Design Criterion 4.
1

; 5. The applicant has met the requirements of General Design Criterion 45
L with respect to inspection of cooling water systems by providing a

|

L 9.2.1-8 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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iservice. water system design which permits inservice inspection.of
. safety-related components and~ equipment.

|
'

-6. ~The applicant has met the requirements of_ General Design Criterion 45
with-respect to testing of cooling water systems by providing a
service water system design which permits operational functional
testing of the system and-its components.

- V. . ; IMPLEMENTATION-

.

The following is intended to provide guidance to applicants and licensees
.regarding the NRC staff's plans for using this SRP section.

.;
~ Except in' those cases .in 'which the applicant proposes an acceptable alternative

W method.for complying with specified portions of the Commission's Regulations,
the method described herein will be' used by the staff in its evaluation of
conformance with. Commission Regulations.

Implementation schedules-for conformance to parts of the method discussed
herein are~ contained in the referenced Regulatory Guide, NUREGs and
implementation of acceptance criterion subsection II.2 is-as follows:

(a). Operating plants and OL applicants need not comply with the provisions of
this~ revision.

(b)' CP applicants will be' required to comply with the provisions of this
revision.

VI. REFERENCES

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 2, " Design Bases for
Protection Against Natural Phenomena."

2. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 5, " Sharing of Struc-
tures, Systems, and Components."'

3. 10-CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 44, " Cooling Water."

4. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 45, " Inspection of
l' Cooling Water System."'

5. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 46, " Testing of Cool-
[ ing Water Systems."

6. Regulatory Guide 1.29, " Seismic Design Classification."

L 7. NUREG-0694, "TMI-Related Requirements for New Operating Licenses."

| . 8. NUREG-0718, " Proposed Licensing Requirements for Pending CP's and Manu-
' facturing License."

9. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 4, " Environmental
and Missile Design Bases."
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9.2.2: REACTORLAUXILIARY COOLING WATER SYSTEMS.

' REVIEW RESPONSIBILITIES'
d[ ' , .

.

f Primary - Auxiliary Systems- Branch (ASB)-
_

Secondary. - None'- 1

| ;I ' AREAS OF REVIEW .

:The1ASB reviews reactor auxiliary cooling water systems (CWS) that are required |
fortsafe shutdown during normal, operational transient, and accident conditions 4

(and for mitigating the consequences of an accident or preventing the occurrence-
of an accident. These' include closed loop auxiliary cooling water systems' for .j

. reactor system' components,. reactor shutdown equipment, ventilation equipment,-
E' 'and componentsi of1the emergencyf core . cooling system (ECCS). !
o i
"

Th'etreview'of these systems includes components of the system, valves and . .
'

'

,

piping,!and points of connection or. interfaces with other systems. Emphasis is-
placed on the CWS for safety-related components such as:ECCS equipment, .;
ventilation. equipment, and reactor shutdown equipment. The ASB reviews reactor |,

L Lauxiliary cooling water systems to ensure conformance with.the . requirements of 1

L General: Design Criteria 2', 4, 5, 44, 45, and 46. h
| --

. l '. The ASB reviews- the capability of the auxiliary cooling systems to provide ;p'
: adequate-cooling water to safety-related ECCS components and' reactor auxi-
11ary equipment for all planned operating conditions. The review includes

,

the following_ points:
;

!~ a. The functional performance requirements of the system including the
|: -ability to withstand adverse operational (i.e. water hammer) and [
E environmc. ital' occurrences, operability requirements for normal-
N operation, and requirements for operation during and subsequent to

postulated accidents,

p
'

,y,

Rev. 2 - April 1984

USNRC STANDARD REVIEW PLAN
Standard review plans are prepared for the guidance of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation staff responsible for the review of

' applications to construct and operate nuclear power plants. These documents are made available to the public as part of ths
J Commission's policy to inform the nuclear industry and the general public of regulatory procedures and policies. Standard review
plane are not substitutee for regulatory guides or the Commission's regulations and compliance with them is not required. The
standard review pian sections are keyed to the Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants.
Not all sections of the Standard Fof mat have a corresponding review plan.

Published standard review plans will be revised periodically, as appropriate. to accommodate comments and to reflect new informa-
tion and experience.' ,

_ __'____' Comments and suggestions for improvement will be considered and should be sent to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Washington, D.C. 2g666.
_ _ _ _ . - _ - _ _ , - , _ . . _ _ , , ,_
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3: , b .- -Multiple performance functions-(if required) assigned to the system'
*

and the necessity of each function for emergency core cooling and-
safe shutdown.

c. The' capability of the system surge tank to perform its intended
function.

The capability of the system to provide adequate cooling water duringd. f
all operating conditions.

/The sizing of the system for core cooling and decay heat loads ande.
--the associated design margin.

2.. .Other system aspects that are'rbviewed include:

The effects of non-seismic Category I component failures on thea.
p, seismic Category I portion of the system.

b. .The provisions for detection,. collection, and control of system leak--

aga and the' means provided to detect leakage of activity from one
system to another and preclude its release to the environment. "

,

The requirements for operational testing and inservice inspection ofc.,

the system.

d. :The capability of the system to provide adequate cooling to the seals-
and bearings of all reactor coolant pumps.

e

-Instrumentation''and control features necessary to accomplish designe.

functions, including isolation of components to deal with leakage.or
malfunctions and actuation: requirements for redundant equipment.,

P f. A simplified reliability analyses using event-tree and fault-tree-

logic techniques.

3. ASB also performs the following reviews under the SRP sections indicated:

Review of flood protection is' performed under SRP Section 3.4.1,a.

b. Review of the protection against internally generated missiles is
E performed under SRP Section 3.5.1.1,

4

Review of the protection of structures, systems and camponentsc.
against the effects of externally generated missiles is performed
under SRP Sections 3.5.1.4 and 3.5.7., and

d. Review of high and moderate energy pipe breaks is performed under SRP
Section 3.6.1.

' In addition, the ASB will coordinate other branches evaluations that interface
with the overall review of the system as follows. The Reactor Systems Branch
(RSB) will identify engineered safety feature components associated with the
reactor coolant system and the emergency core cooling systems that are required

I-

for operation during normal operations, transients, and accident conditions.

| 9.2.2-2 Rev. 2 - April 1984
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E RSB will establish cooling load functional requirements and minimum time inter-
F

. vals' associated with safety-related components. The RSB performs these reviews
as part.of-its primary review responsibility' for SRP Sections 5.4.7, 5.4.8, f
6.0, and-15.0. The Structural and Geotechnical Engineering Branch (SGEB) will- |

,

determine the acceptability of the design analyses, procedures, and criteria
used to establish the ability of Category I structures that house _the system

,

and supporting. systems to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as
.the; safe shutdown earthquake (SSE), the probable maximum flood (PMF), and
tornado missiles as part of its primary review responsibility for SRP
-Sections 3.3.1', 3.3.2, 3.5.3, 3.7.1, 3.7.4, 3.8.4 and 3.8.5. The Mechanical
- Engineering Branch (MEB) determines that the components, piping and structures
are designed in accordance with applicable codes _and standards as part of its

. primary. review-responsibility for SRP Sections 3.9.1 and 3.9.3. The MEB also
,

X determines tne acceptability of the seismic and quality group classifications
for system' components as part of its primary review responsibility for SRE

' Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. The MEB also reviews the adequacy of the inservice
testing program of pumps and valves as part of its primary review
responsibility tor SRP Section 3.9.6. The Material Engineering Branch'(MTEB)
verifies that inservice' inspection requirements are met for system components
-as part of:its-primary review responsibility for SRP Section 6.6 and,. upon
request ~, verifies the compatibility of the materials of construction with
; service conditions. The Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch (ICSB) and-
Power Systems Branch (PSB) will determine the adequacy of the design, instalia-

stion,-inspection, and testing of all essential electrical components, system
controls, and instrumentation required for proper operation as part of their

. primary' review responsibilities for SRP Sections 7.1 and 8.1, respectively. >'

The.. review for Fire Protection, Technical Specifications, and Quality Assurance
:are coordinated ~and performed by the Chemical Engineering Branch (CMEB),
Standardization and Special_2rojects Branch (SSPB) and Quality Assurance Branch

||(QAB)"as part of their; primary review responsibility for SRP Sections 9.5.1,
E 16.0, and 17.0, respectively.

For those areas of review identified above as being reviewed as part of the
primary. review responsibility of other branches, the acceptance criteria neces-

- sary for the review and their methods of application are contained in the
referenced SRP section of the corresponding primary branch.

L .II. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

. Acceptability of the designs of cooling water systems as described in the
E applicant's Safety Analysis Report (SAR), including related sections of

Chapters 2 and 3 of the SAR, is based on specific general design criteria and
regulatory guides, and on independent calculations and staff judgments with

y respect to system functions and componert selection. The design of a CWS is
(acceptable if the integrated system design is in accordance with the following

| ' requirements and recommendations:
|-

1. General Design Criterion 2, as related to structures housing the system
and the system itself being capable of withstanding the effects of earth-

L quakes. Acceptance is based on meeting the guidance of Regulatory Guide
; 1.29, Position C.1 for safety-related portions and Position C.2 for non-

safety-related portions.

:

|. 9.2.2-3 Rev. 2 - April 1984
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L2;' General Design Criterion 4, as'related to dynamic effects associated with
flow instabilities and attendant loads (i.e. , water hammer) during normal
plant operationLas well as during upset or accident conditions. '

x.: .
3. General Design Criterion 5, as related to shared systems and-components

important to safety being capable of performing required safety functions.

4 .- -General. Design Criterion 44, as its relates to:

The capability to transfer heat loads from safety-related structures,a.
,

| systems, and components to a heat sink under both normal operating i
and accident conditions. j

b. Component- redundancy so that safety functions can be performed assum- -'

ing a single-active component failure coincident with the loss of
.offsite power.

i c.1 The capability to isolate components, systems, or piping, if*

. required, so that the system safety function will not be compromised.

.d. Task Action P1an items II.K.2.16 and II.K.3.25 of NUREGs-0718 and
0737 as they related to loss of cooling water to reactor coolant pump
(RCP) seals.

A single failure in the CWS does not result in fuel damage or reactor.e.
coolant leakage in excess of normal coolant makeup capability.
' Single failure includes but is not limited to operator error,
spurious activation of a valve operator, and-loss of a cooling water
pump.

A' moderate-energy leakage crack or an accident that is initiated from
a failure in the CWS piping does not result in excessive fuel damage
or reactor coolant leakage-in excess of normal coolant-makeup capa-
bility. .A single active failure is considered when evaluating the
consequences of this accident. Moderate leakage cracks are
determined.in accordance with the guidelines of Branch-Technical
Position ASB 3-1, " Protection Against Postulated Failures in Fluid

. Systems Outside Containment."

It:has been demonstrated by testing that the reactor coolant pumps
will withstand a complete loss of cooling water for 20 minutes, and
instrumentation in accordance with IEEE 279 that alarms in the
control room is provided to detect a loss of cooling water to ensure
a period of 20 minutes is available so that the operator would have
sufficient time-to initiate manual protection of the plant.,

Alternatively, if it is not demonstrated by the necessary pump
testing that the reactor coolant pumps will operate for 20 minutes_.

without operator corrective ection:

1. Instrumentation in accordance with IEEE 279 is provided consist-
ent with the criteria for the protection system to initiate
automatic protection of the plant upon loss of cooling water to
a pump. For this case, the component cooling water supply to

9.2.2-4 Rev. 2 - April 1984
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the seal and bearing of the pump may be designed to nonseismic
Category I-requirements and Quality Group D, er

.
s

3 - 2. |The component cooling water supply to each pump is designed to'

!be capable of withstanding a single active failure or a
_

. moderate-energy line crack as defined in Branch Technical -

Position ASB 3-1 and to seismic Category I, Quality Group C, and
ASME Section III Class-3 requirements.

: 5, General' Design Criterion 45, as related to the design provisions to permit
inservice inspection of safety-related components and equipment.

|6.. General Design Criterion 46, as related'to the design provisions to permit
,

. operational functional testing of safety-related systems or components to
ensure:

a. ' Structuraliintegrity and system leak tightness.

: b. Operability and adequate performance of active system components.
< ~ Capability of the _ integrated system to perform required functionsc.,

- during normal, shutdown, and accident situations.

III.' REVIEW PROCEDURES-1

The. procedures set 1forth below are used during the construction permit (CP)
0..J- application review to1 determine that the design criteria and bases and the pre-

climinary design as set forth in the preliminary safety analysis report meet the
acceptance criteria given in subsection-II of this SRP section. For the review

,
'

'

'of operating . license (OL) applications,- the review procedures and acceptance
criteria given in subsection II will be used to verify that the initial design
criteria and bases have been appropriately implemanted in the final design as
setsforth in the final safety. analysis report.

-

One of the main objectives in the review of a CWS is to determine its function
H with regard to safety. Some-cooling systems are designed as safety related

: systems in~their entirety, others have only pertions of the system that are,

'

, safety-related, and others are classified as nonsafety-related because they do
.not' perform any safety function. To determine the safety category of a CWS,
the ASB will evaluate its necessity for achieving safe reactor shutdown condi-

Ltions or for accident prevention or accident' mitigation functions. The safety'

functions to be performed by these systems in all designs are essentially the
same, however, the method used varies from plant to plant depending upon the
individual designer.

,

Upon request from the primary reviewer, the coordinating review branches will
- provide. input for.the areas of review stated in subsection I of this SRP
section. The primary reviewer obtains and uses such input as reouired to
ensure that this review procedure is complete.

In view of the various designs provided, the procedures set forth below are for
a typical CWS designed entirely as a safety-related system. Any variance of
the review procedures to take account of a proposed unique design will be such
as to ensure that the system meets the criteria of subsection II. The reviewer

9.2.2-5 Rev. 2 - April 1984
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willt select'and emphasize. material from this SRP section,-as may be* appropriate- 1

'

':
'

for a particular. case. .|
'

1- .

^
- 1. c The .information provided in the SAR pertaining to the design bases and j

_ design criteria, and the system description section are reviewed to verify |that the equipment _used and the minimum system heat 1 transfer and flow
1requirements for normal'plcnt operations are. identified. A review of the i

.

system pipingland' instrumentation diagrams-(P& ids) will show which |4 ,

componer.ts'of;the' system are used to:
-

,,

1% Remove heat from the reactor primary coolant system necessary toa.
achieve a safe reactor shutdown.*

.,

b. Provide essential cooling for containment compor.ents or systems such
as;the sprays, ventilation coolers, or sump equipment.

- '

.
Provide cooling for_ decay heat removal equipment.c.

- d .' Provide cooling for emergency core cooling pump bearings or other
emergency core cooling equipment necessary to prevent or mitigate the
consequences of an accident.

2. :The. system performance requirements section is reviewed to determine that
it describes' allowable component operational degradation (e.g. , purtp leak-
age) and describes the procedures that will be followed to detect and
correct these' conditions when degradation becomes excessive.

'3 . 'The reviewer, using the results of failure-modes and -effects analyses,'

determines that the system is capable of sustaining the loss of any active ,

-

componentLand..on the basis of previously approved systems or independent
calculations, that the minimum system requirements (cooling load and flow)>

are met for these' failure conditions. The system-P& ids, layout drawings, *

and component descriptions and characteristics.are then reviewed for the
following points:

| a .- Essential portions of the CWS are correctly identified and are isol-
L able from the nonessential portions of the system. The P& ids areE reviewed to. verify that they clearly indicate the physical division

between each portion and indicate required classification changes.
System drawings are reviewed to see that they show the means'for

,

accomplishing isolation and the SAR description is reviewed to
identify minimum performance of the isolation valves. The drawings
and description are reviewed to verify that automatically operated
isolation valves separate nonessential portions and components from
the essential portions.

b. Essential portions of the CWS, including the isolation valves
separating seismic Category I portions from the nonseismic portions,
are Quality Group C and seismic Category I. System design bases and
criteria, and the component classification tables are reviewed to
verify that the heat exchangers, pumps, valves, and piping of essen-

. tial. portions of the system will be designed to seismic Category I
requirements in accordance with the applicable criteria. The review
of seismic design is performed by SGEB and the review for seismic and |

p
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lh (quality group classifichtfon is performed by MEB as indicated in sub-
section I of this SRP section.,

!.

The system is designed to provide water makeup as necessary. . Coolingc.
- water systems; that at e closed loop systems are reviewed,to ensuren

b, that the surge tanks have sufficient capacity;to c:commodate expected-i leakage from the system for seven days-or that a seismic source of t%:: makeup can be made available within a. time frame conhistent.with the'.~
- surge tank capacity-(time.zero starts at low level alerm). . The surge'

'

tank'and connecting piping'are reviewed to ensure that makeup water
can be supplied'to either header in a split header system. . Redundant'
surge. tanks (one to each header)'or a divided surge tank design.are-

acceptable te ensure that in the event of a header rupture,. the ' loss-
of the entire contents of the surge; tank will not cccur.

d. :The system isidesigned for removal of heat loads during-normal opera-
tion and of: emergency cere cooling heat loads during accide t condi-

, tions, with appropriate design margins to ensure adequate operation. '

-A. comparative. analysis is made of the system flow rates, heat'. levels,
maximum-t'emperature,- and heat removal capabilities.with similar
-designs previously found acceptable. To verify performance
characteristics of the system,.an independent analysis may be made. 1

*
' Design provisions 'are'made that permit appropriate inservice inspec-e.
tion and functional testing of system components important to safety.
The' applicant should ensure that the SAR-information. delineates a- q

. testing-and-inspection program and'the system drawings show the-
'

necessary test recirculation loops around pumps or isolation valves
necessary for this program. ,

!

a
f. Essential portions of the system are protected f rom the effects of '

high-energy and moderate-energy line breaks. The system description
and layout drawings will be reviewed to ensure that no high- or
moderate-energy piping systems are close to essential portions of the
CWS, or that protection from the effects of failure will be provided. '

The means of providing such. protection will be given in Section 3.6 q
of the-SAR, and the procedures for reviewing.this information are
given in the corresponding SRP sections.

.g. Essential components and subsystems (i.e. , those necessary for safe
shutdown) can function as required in the event of a loss of offsite

~

power and instrument air systems. The system design will be accept-
eble in this regard if the essential portions of the CWS meet minimum
system requirements as stated in the SAR assuming a cuncurrent
failure of 'a single active component, including a single failure of
any auxiliary electric power source. The SAR is reviewed to deter-
mine that for each CWS component or subsystem effected by the loss of
offsite power or instrument air systems, system flow and heat
transfer capability exceed minimum requirements. The results of
failure-modes and -effects analyses are considered in ensuring that
the system meets these requirements. This will be an acceptable
verification of system functional reliability. The effects of loss
of cooling water to RCP seals as a result of loss of power will be

9.2.2-7 Rev. 2 - April 1984
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99> reviewed as indicat'ed in Task Action Plan items II.K.2.16 'and
.II.K.3.25 of NUREGs-0718 and 0737..

. 4. - The. system' design information and drawings are analyzed to ensure that the,

following, features will- be incorporated.
@

'A leakage detection system;is provided to detect component or system
,

a.:
11eakage . An adequate means for implementing.this criterion is to'-g" ,'
provide' sumps.or drains with adequate capacity and appropriate alarms" '

in the Jimmediate area.of the system.

; b .' . Components and headers of the system are designed to provide indi-"

vidual isolation capabilities to ensure system function, control,1
"

. system leakage, and allow' system maintenance.

Design provisions are made to ensure the capability to detect' leakagec.
*'

of racioactivity-or chemical contamination from one system to. j!another. Radioactivity monitors ~and conductivity monitors should be '

; located in the system component. discharge: lines to detect leakage. j
An alternative means is to prevent leakage from occurring by
operating the system at higher pressure to ensure that leakage'is in

~;

the preferred direction.
'

y
' d; The: system is designed to provide cooling to the reactor coolant pump. ]seals and bearings during normal plant operating conditions, antici-

!pated transients, and following postulated accidents; Instrumenta - |

tion in accordance with IEEE 279 with alarms in the control room
should.be provided to detect a loss of. cooling. water in order to 'j
ensure that a period of 20 minutes -is available to the operator to .iinitiate manual protection of the plant, if necessary. It has been |demonstrated bystesting'that the reactor coolant pumps could poten- '!tially operate with loss'of cooling water for 20 minutes without the i

need for operator action.
!

As' an alternative to pump testing, the reviewer verifies that:

(1)- Instrumentation in accordance with IEEE 279 is provided consist- '

ent with the criteria for the protection system to initiate
automatic protection of the plant upon loss of water to a pump.

-For this case, the' component cooling water supply to the seal
and. bearing of the pump may be designed to nonseismic Category I
requirements and Quality Group 0, or

(2) The component cooling water supply to each pump is designed to
be capable of withstanding a single active failure or a
moderate-energy line crack as defined in Branch Technical
Position ASB 3-1 and to seismic Category I, Quality Group C, and
ASME Section III, Class 3 requirements.

5. The reviewer verifies that the system has been designed so that system
functions will be maintained as required in the event of adverse environ-

- mental phenomena such as earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, and floods.
The reviewer evaluates the system using engineering judgment and the
results of failure-modes and -effects analyses to determine the following:

,-
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j at 'The failure of portions of the system or of'other systems not |7 designed _to_ seismic Category I standards and located close to
essential portions of the system, or of_non-seismic Category I
structures that house, support or are close to essential portions- of

,

J

the' CWS, will not preclude essential functions. The review will
identify these nonseismic_ category _ components or piping and ensure-'

that appropriate criteria are' incorporated to provide' isolation1

capabilities i_n the event of failure' Reference to SAR Chapter 2,-.

describing site features, and the general arrangement and layout-.
drawings will be necessary as well as;the SAR tabulation of seismic
design classifications,for structures and systems.

b. The essential portions of the CWS are pr6tected fromi he effects oft*
floods,-hurricanes, tornadoes, and internally- or externally generated
missiles. ' Flood protection and mistile protection criteria are-
discussed ~ and evaluated in detail under the SRP sections _for Chapter 3' '
of'the 3AR. The reviewer will use the procedures identified in these -
SRP sections to ensure that the analyses presented are valid. A
statement to the effect that the system is located in a seismic ,

-

Category I structure that-is tornado missile and flood protected or,

that components of the. system will be located in individual cubicles
or rooms that will withstand the effects of both flooding and missiles
is acceptable. The location and design of'the system, structures,
and pump rooms (cubicles) are reviewed to determine that-the degree
of protection.provided is adequate.

,

' 6. The descriptive information, P& ids, CWS drawings, and failure-modes and
effects analyses _in the SAR are reviewed to ensure that essential por-

tions of the_ system will function following design basis accidents
assuming a concurrent single, active component failure. The reviewer '

evaluates"the information presented in the SAR to determine the ability ofs

required components to function, traces the availability.of these com-
ponents on system drawings, and checks that the SAR information contains
verification that minimum _ system flow and heat transfer requirements are
met for each accident situation for the required time spans. For each
case,' the ' design will be acceptable if minimum system requirements are
met.

7 .' The SAR is reviewed to assure that the applicant has committed to
address the potential for water hammer in the auxiliary cooling water
systems and will provide means for prevention, or avoidance, such as

- venting and filling capability and operating procedures for avoidance
of water hammer.

IV. EVALUATION FINDINGS

The reviewer verifies that sufficient information has been provided and his
review supports conclusions of the following type to be included in the staff's
safety evaluation report:

The reactor auxiliary cooling water systems include pumps, heat
. exchangers, valves and piping, expansion tanks, makeup piping, and the
[' - points of connection or interfaces with otner systems. Portions of the
:,

9.2.2-9 Rev. 2 - April 1984
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reactor auxiliary cooling water systems that are necessary for safe
shutdown, accident prevention or~ accident mitigation are designed to
seismic category I and Quality. Group-C requirements. Based on the review ~]

.

.of_the applicant's proposed design criteria, design bases, and safety |

'

551 classification for the reactor auxiliary cooling water systems with regard Jto the requirements'for providing adequate cooling water for the 1
safety-related ECCS components and reactor. auxiliary equipment for all

l' conditions of plant operation, the staff concludes-that the design of the
i

reactor auxiliary cooling water systems is acceptable and meets the
~ |jrequirements of. General Design Criteria 2, 4, 5, 44, 45, and 46. This i

. conclusion is based on the following.
1

1

1. . The applicant has met the requirements of General, Design Criterion 2 -
with respect to safety related portions of the systems being capable
of. withstanding the effects of earthquakes. Acceptance.is based on
meeting Regulatory Guide 1.29, Position C.1 for the safety related
portions and position' C.2 for the nonsafety-related portions.

t^
2.- The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 4 with respect to-

dynamic effects associated with flow instabilities and attendant
~ loads (i.e., water hammer) with respect to impairment of the

,

required functions of auxiliary cooling systems during normal plant
operations,'and under upset. or accident conditions. Acceptance will'

: be based on the following commitments by the applicant:

Vents shall be provided for venting components and piping at:a.
high points in liquid filled systems which is normally idle
and in which voids could occur. These vents should be located
for ease;of operation and testing on a periodic basis.

b. Operating and maintenance procedures shall be reviewed
by the applicant to assure that adequate measures are taken
to avoid water hammer due to voided line conditions.

3. The applicant has met the requirements of General Design Criterion 5
with-respect to' sharing of structures, systems and components by
demonstrating that such sharing does not significantly impair the
ability of the reactor auxiliary cooling water systems to perform
their safety function, including, in the event of an accident in one

,

unit, an orderly shutdown and cooldown of the remaining units.

4. The applicant has met the requirements of General Design Criterion 44
with respect to cooling water by providing a system to transfer heat
from structures, systems and components important to safety to an
ultimate heat sink. The applicant has demonstrated that the reactor>

auxiliary cooling water systems can transfer the combined heat load
of these structures, systems and components under normal operating
and accident conditions assuming loss of offsite power and a single
failure, and that portions of the system can be isolated so that the
safety function of the system will not be compromised.

5. The applicant has met the requirements of General Design Criterion 45
| - with respect to inspection of cooling water systems by providing
| reactor auxiliary cooling water systems design features which permit"

inservice inspection of safety-related components and equipment.

9.2.2-10 Rev. 2 - April 1984
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6. 'The. applicant has met the requirements of General Design Criterion 46
with- respect' to; testing of. cooling water systems by providing reactor
-auxiliary cooling water systems design features which permit opera-;

tional-functional' testing of.the-system and its components.
-7; . Also in meeting the ~ requirements of: General Design Criterion 44, the !

<
1

applicant has demonstrated that the system can withstand a loss of
'

power.without. damage to RCP seals in accordance with items.II.K.2.16
4 and II.K.3.25 of-NUREGs-0718-and 0737.o:

. V. IMPLEMENTATION
.

: The following'is intended to provide guidance to applicants and licensees'
.

regarding the NRC staff's plans for using this SRP section.

Except-in-those cases in which the applicant proposes an acceptable alternative
method for complying with specified portions of the Commission's-Regulations,
the method described herein'will be used by the staff in-its evaluation of con-
formance with. Commission' Regulations.

Implementation schedules for conformance to parts of the method discussed
herein are contained in the referenced Regulatory Guide, NUREGs and
implementation of acceptance criterion subsection II.2 is as.follows: '

(a)' .0perating plants and OL applicants need not comply with the provisions of.
this revision. s

!,

(b) CP applicants will be required to comply'with the provisions of this
revision.

VI. REFERENCES

1. . General Design Criterion 2, " Design Bases for Protection Against Natural
iPhenomena," of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50.

D 2. General Design Criterion 5, " Sharing of Structures, Systems, and Compo-
[ nents," of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50.

| 3. General Design Criterion 44, " Cooling Water," of Apperdix A- to 10 CFR
Part 50.

l'
h 4. General Design Criterion 45, " Inspection of Cooling Water System," of

Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50.

- 5. General Design Criterion 46, " Testing of Cooling Water Systera," of
Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50.

L, 6. Regulatory G'Jide 1.29, " Seismic Design Classification.''

7. NUREG-0718'" Proposed Licensing Requirements for Pending Applications for
Construction Permits and Manuf acturing License."

'. 8. NUREG-0737 " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements."

-.
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1 i fa[,' ' STANDARD REVIEW PLAN' "
'

-'

' OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION -
...++ '

Standard Review Plan for the.
Review of Safety Analysis Reports

for Nuclear Power Plants ~ *

1 i

Section No. 10.3

-Revision :No. 3 1
.

- Appendix No. N/A ''

Revision No. N/A -,

- Branch Tech Position N/A 1

Revision No.' N/A

Date' Issued April'1984-

,

_ . . . _ _

|. 3 FILING INSTRUCTIONS

PAGES TO BE REMOVED NEW PAGES TO BE INSERTED

PAGE NUMBER DATE PAGE NUMBER DATE
4

i; --

L 10.3-1 Rev. 2' July 1981 10.3-1 Rev. 3 April 1984
thru thru

R- 10.3-10 10.3-11 -

, ..

1

[-
'

.

I

| -
' The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
l' Standard Review Plan, NUREG 0800, prepared by the

Office of Nuclear Reactor Megulation, is available
for sale by the National Technical Information
Service, Springfield, VA 22161.
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10.3~ MAIN STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM f
REVIEW RESPONSIBILITIES

Primary - Auxiliary Systems Branch (ASB) !
Power Systems Branch (PSB)

,

0 Secondary - None
|

I. AREAS OF REVIEW
1

The main steam supply system (MSSS) for both boiling water reactor (BWR) and ipressurized water reactor (PWR) plants transports steam from the nuclear steam
supply system to the power conversion system and various safety-related or non- '

,

- safety-related auxiliaries. Portions of the MSSS may be used as a part of the
heat sink to remove heat from the reactor facility during certain operations
and may also be used to supply steam to drive engineered safety' feature pumps. '

The MSSS may also include provisions for secondary system pressure relief in
PWR plants.

.

,

The MSSS for the BWR direct cycle plant extends from the outermost containment ;

. isolation valves up to and including the turbine stop valves, and includes con- ,'nected piping. of 2-1/2 inches nominal diameter and larger up to and including
the first valve that is either normally closed'or is capable of automatic

,

closure during all modes of reactor operation. The MSSS for the PWR. indirect '

cycle plant extends from the connections to the secondar igenerators up to and including the turbine stop valves, y sides of the steam
.

and includes the
containment isolation valves, safety and relief valves, connected piping of :
2-1/2 inches nominal diameter and larger up to and including the first valve
that is either normally closed or capable of automatic closure during all modes
of operation and the steam line to the auxiliary feedwater pump turbine. The
ASB is responsible for the review of the MSSS from the containment up to and
including the outermost isolation valve. The PSB is responsible for the review
of the remainder of the MSSS. (The turbine stop valve review is included in
SRP Section 10.2.) The PSB also determines the adequacy of the design, ,installation, inspection, and testing of the electrical power supplies for ,

essential components required for proper operation of the MSSS. The design of ;

the MSSS must be in accordance with General Design Criteria 2, 4, 5, and 34.

Rev. 3 - April 1984 i
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:
1. The ASB and PSB review the MSSS to determine which, if any, portions of

,the system are essential for safe shutdown of the reactor or for '

preventing or mitigating the consequences of accidents. 1he system is i

,

reviewed to verify that:
!
i

A single ma*. function or failure of an active component would nota.

preclude safety-related portions of the system from functioning as ;

required during normal operations, adverse environmental occurrences,
. and accident conditions, including loss of offsite power.(

b. Appropriate quality group and seismic design classification are met (for safety-related portions of the system. '

Failures of.nonseismic Category I equipment or structures, or pipe
> c. d

cracks or breaks in high and moderate-energy piping will not,.

! preclude essential functions of safety-related portions of the
system.

*

,

d. The systen is capable of performing multiple functions such as trans-
E porting steam to the power conversion system, providing heat sink

capacity or pressure relief capability, or supplying steam to drive
safety system pumps (e.g. , turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps), -

as may be specified for a particular design.
I

The design.of the MSSS includes the capability to operate the atmo-e.
spheric dump valves remotely from the control room following a safe :
shutdown earthquake coincident with the loss of offsite power so that
a cold shutdown can be achieved with dependence upon safety grade

,

components only,

f. The system design capability can withstand adverse dynamic loads, '

such as steam hammer resulting from rapid valve closure and relief
.

valve fluid discharge loads. !

2. Tbc ASB reviews the MSSS with regard to measures provided to limit blow- *

down of the system in the event of a steam line break.

3. The ASB and PSB also review the design of the MSSS with respect to the
following: t

a. The functional capability of the system to transport steam from the, ,

nuclear steam supply system as required during all operating
conditions.

p b. The capability to detect and control system leakage, and to isolate
F portions of the system in case of excessive leakage or component

malfunctions.

O c. The capability to preclude accid 6atal releases to the environment.

d. Provisions for functional testing for safety-related portions of the
system.

.

4. ASB also performs the following reviews under the SRP sections indicated:

I*

10.3-2 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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p a.. Review for flood protection is performed under SRP Section 3.4.1. j|u
' q

b. Review of the protection against internally generated missiles is
i

.. .. performed under SRP Section 3.5.1.1. '

,sv.

IReview of the structures, systems, and components to be protected 'c.
against externally generated missiles is performed under SRP
Section 3.5.2.

'

d. Review of high- and moderate-energy pipe breaks is performed under
.,

SRP Section 3.6.1.
|

In the review of the main steam supply system, the ASB and PSB will coordinate
'

',

' other branches' evaluations that interface with the overall review of the
system as follows:. The Reactor Systems Branch (RSB) identifies essential '

componencs associated with the portion of the MSSS inside the primary ;
containment that are required for normal operations and accident conditions, t

establishes shutdown cooling load requirements versus time, and verifies the
design transient used in establishing the flow capacity and setpoint(s) of
steam generator relief and safety valves as part of its primary review
responsibility for SRP Section 5.2. The $tructural and Geotechnical
Engineering Branch (SGEB) determines the acceptability of the design analyses,a

procedures, and criteria used to establish the ability of seismic Category I
structures housing the system and supporting systems to withstand the effects
of natural phenomena sucn as the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE), the probable
maximum flood-(PMF), and tornado missiles as part of its primary review

,

!

responsibility for SRP Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.5.3, 3.7.1 through 3.7.4,
3.8.4, and 3.8.5. The Equipment Qualification Branch (EQB) reviews the seismic
and environmental qualification of components under SRP Sections 3.10 and 3.11.

.

The Mechanical Engineering Branch (MEB) determines that the components, piping, '

ano supports are designed in accordance with applicable codes and standards as
part of its primary review responsibility for SRP Sections 3.9.1 through 3.9.3.
The MEB determines the acceptability of the seismic and quality group

,

classifications for system components as part of its primary review
,responsibility for SRP Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. The MEB also reviews the '

! adequacy of the-inservice testing program of the system valves as part of its
| primary review responsibility for SRP Section 3.9.6. The Materials Engineering' - Branch (MTEB) verifies, upon request, the compatibility of the materials of

construction with service conditions. The Instrumentation and Control Systms
Branch (ICSB) reviews portions of the MSSS with respect to the adequacy of
design, installation, inspection, and testing of essential components necessary ,

I. for instrumentation and control functions as part of its primary review
i. responsibility for SRP Sections 7.1, 7.4, 7.5, and 7.7. The Procedures and
| Systems Review Branch (PSRB) determines the acceptability of the preoperational

and startup tests as part of its primary review responsibility for SRP
Section 14.0. The reviews for fire protection, technical specifications, end

| quality assurance are coordinated and performed by the Chemical Engineeri..J
Branch, Standardization and Special Projects Branch (SSPB), and Quality
Assurance Branch as part of their primary review responsibility for SRP |
Sections 9.5.1, 16.0, and 17.0, respectively.

For those areas of review identified above as being part of the primary review
responsiblity of other branches, the acceptance criteria necessary for the
review and their methods of application are contained in the referenced SRP
sections of the corresponding primary branches.

10.3-3 Rev. 3 - April 1984|
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II. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

Acceptability of the design of the MSSS, as described in the applicant's safety
analysis report ($AR), is based on specific general design criteria and
regulatory guides.

The design of the MSSS is acceptable if the integrated design of the system is
in accordance with the following criteria:

1. . General Design Criterion 2, as related to safety-related portions of the
system being capable of withstanding the effects of natural phenomena such
as earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, and floods, and the positions of
the following:

Regulatory Guide 1.29, as related to the seismic desigaa. '

classification of system components, Positions C.1.a. C.1.e, C.1.f.
C.2, and C.3.

.

b. Regulatory Guide 1.117, as related to the protection of structures,
systems, and enmponents important to safety from the effects of
tornado missiles, Appendix Positions 2 and 4.

2. General Design Criterion 4, with respect to safety-related portions of the
system being capable of withstanding the effects of external missiles and
internally generated missiles, pipe whip, and jet impingement forces
associated with pipe breaks, and the position of Regulatory Guide 1.115'as
related to the protection of structures, systems, and components important
to safety from the effects of turbine missiles, Position C.I.

The system design should adequately consider steam hammer and relief valve
discharge loads to assure that system safety functions can be achieved
and should assure that operating and maintenance procedures include
adequate precautions to avoid steam hammer and relief valve discharge
loads. -The system design should also include protection against water
entrainment.

3. General Design Criterion 5, as related to the capability of shared systems
and components important to safety to perform required safety functions.

4. General Design Criterion 34, as related to the system function of
transferring residual and sensible heat from the reactor system in
indirect cycle plants, and the following:

a. The positions in Branch Technical Position RSB 5-1 as related to the
design requirements for residual heat removal.

b. Issue Number 1 of NUREG-0138 as related to credit being taken for all
valves downstream of the main steam isolation valves (MSIV) to limit
blowdown of a second steam generator in the event of a steam line
break upstream of the MSIV.

'

- III. REVIEW PROCEDURES

The procedures belos are used during the construction permit (CP) review to
determine that the design criteria and bases and the preliminary design as set
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forth in the preliminarv safety analysis report meet the acceptance criteria
's 'given in subsection II of this SRP section. For review of operating

license (OL) applications, the procedures are used to verify that the initial
design _ criteria 'and bases have been appropriately implemented in the final
design as set forth in the final safety analysis report.

The procedures for OL applications include a determination that the content and
intent of the technical specifications prepared by the applicant are in
agreement with the requirements for system testing, minimum performance, and
surveillance, developed as a result of the SSPB review, as indicated in
subsection I of this SRP section. ['

The primary reviewers, will coordinate this review with the other branches'
areas of review as stated in subsection I of this SRP section. The primary
reviewers obtain and use such input as required to assure that this review
procedure is complete.

The review procedures below are written for typical MSSSs for both direct and
indirect cycle plants. The reviewer will select and emphasize material from
this SRP section, as may be appropriate for a particular case.

1. There are significant differences in the design of the MSSS for an
indirect cycle.(PWR) plant as compared to that for a direct cycle (BWR)
plant. Further, different portions of the MSSS are safety-related in
different plant designs, althoJgh the safety functions of the system are
much the same in all PWR plants, and also in all BWR plants. The first
step in the review of the MSSS, then, is to determine which portions are
designed to perform a safety function. For this purpose, the system is'

evaluated to determine the components and subsystems necessary for
achieving safe reactor shutdown in all conditions or for performing

- accident prevention or mitigation functions.

2. The reviewer determines that essential (safety related) portions of the
14SSS'are correctly identified and are isolable to the extent required from
nonessential portions of the system. The system description and piping
and instrumentation diagrams (P& ids) are reviewed to verify that they
clearly indicate the physical division between each portion. System
arrangement drawings are reviewed to identify the means provided for
accomplishing system isolation.

3. The SGEB reviews xae seismic design bases and MEB reviews the quality and I
seismic classification as indicated in sebsection I of this SRP section.
The SAR is reviewed by ASB and PSB to verify that essential portions of
the MSSS are designed to Quality Group B and/or seismic Category I
requirements, and to verify that the design classifications specified meet
the acceptance criteria specified in subsection II of this SRP section.

; In general:

a. The main steam lines from the steam generators to the containment
;

isolation valves in PWR plants are classified seismic Category I and i

Quality Group B.

b. The main steam lines in BWR plants extending from the outermost con-
tainment isolation valve and connected piping up to and including the
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first valve that is either normally ciosed or capable of automatic
closure during all modes of normal reactor operations but not

3including the turbine stop and bypass valves are classified seismic- !

Category I and a quality group classification in accordance witi BTP
RSB 3-1. i

I
1

Alternatively. for BWRs containing a shutoff valve (in addition to
the two containment isolation valves) in the MSSS, seismic Category 1

-and a quality group classification in accordance with BTP RSB 3-2
should be applied to.that portion of the MSSS extending from the
outermost containment isolation valves up to and including the j. shutoff valve. '

4. The SAR is reviewed to assure that design provisions have been made to
permit appropriate functional testing of system components important to .

isafety. It is acceptable if the-SAR delineates a testing and inspection
i

'

program and the system drawings show any test recirculation loops or '

special connections around isolation valves that would be required by this
program.

5. The system description, safety evaluation, component table, and P& ids are
. reviewed to verify that the syste::: has been designed to:

'

Provide the necessary quantity of steam to any turbine-driven safetya.
system pumps. The reviewer verifies that the design is capable of
providing the required steam flow to the turbine so that an adequato
supply of water can be pumped. (OL) '

b. Assure safe plant operation by including appropriate design margins
for pressure relief capacity and setpoints for the secondary system,
and for removal of decay heat during various accident conditions, as
may be applicable in a particular case. The review is done on a
case-by-case basis, and system acceptability is based on a comparison
of system flow rates, heat loads, maximum temperatures, and heat '

removal capabilities to those of similarly designed systems for
previously reviewed plants. For PWRs the design is reviewed to
verify system capability for controlled cooldown to about 350'F to
allow actuation of RHR system. '

Provide leakage detection means for steam leakage from the system in
.

c.
the event of a steam line break. Temperature or pressure sensors are '

acceptable means for initiating signals to close the main steam line
isolation valves and/or turbine stop valves to limit the release of '

,

steam during a steam line break accident.
<

d. Assure that in the event of a postulated break in a main steam line
in a PWR plant, the design will preclude the blowdown of more than
one steam generator, assuming a concurrent single active component
failure. In this regcrd, al'l main steam shut-off valves downstream
of the MSIVs, the turbine stop valves, and the control valves are
considered to be functional. The reviewer should verify that the
main steam isolation valves, shut-off valves in connecting piping,
turbine stop valves, and bypass valves can close against maximum
steam flow. The reviewer verifies that the SAP, provides a tabulation
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and descriptive text of all flow paths that branch off the main steam ;
,

lines between the MSIVs and the turbine stop valves. The descriptive !

L information shall include the following for each flow path:

(1) System identification
-

(2) Maximum steam flow in pounds per hour
,

(3) Type of shut-off valve (s)

(4) Size of valve (s)
'

(5) Quality of the valve (s)

(6) Design code of the valve (s)

(7) Closure time of the valve (s)

(8) Actuation mechanism of the valve (s) (i.e., solenoid operated, ;
motor operated, air operated diaphragm valve, etc.)

(9) Motive or power source for the valve actuating mechanism.

In the event of a main steam line break, termination of steam flowe. *

from all systems identified in d, above, except those that can ce i

used for mitigation of the accident, is required to bring the reactor
to a safe cold shutdown. For these systems the reviewer verifies ,

that the.SAR describes what design features have been incorporated to '

assure closure of the steam shut-off valve (s) and what operator
actions, if any, are required. If.the systems that can be used for
mitigation of the accident are not available, or the decision is made '

to use other means to shut down the reactor, the reviewer verifies
that the SAR decribes how these systems are secured to assure
positive steam shut-off and what operator actions, if any, are
required. '

f. Assure that in the event of a postulated safe. shutdown earthquake in
a PWR plant, the design includes the capability to operate
atmospheric dump valves remotely from the control room so that cold
shutdown can be achieved using only safety grade components, assuming

,

a concurrent loss of offsite power (refer to Branch Technical
Position RSB 5-1 attached tn SRP Section 5.4.7).

<

6. The reviewer verifies that the system is designed so that essential
functions will be maintained, as required, in the event of adverse
environmental phenomena, certain pipe breaks, or loss of offsite power.
The reviewer uses engineering judgment and the results of failure modes
and effect analyses to determine that:

a. Failure of nonseismic Category I portions of the MSSS or of other
systems located close to essential portions of the system, or of
nonseismic Catagory I structures that house, support, or are closat to
essential portions of the MSSS, do not preclude operation of the
essential portions of the MSSS. Reference to SAR sections describing
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~ . site features and the general arrangement and layout drawings will be
necessary, as well as the SAR tabulation of seismir: design classi-
fications for structures and systems. Statements in the SAR that
confirm that the above conditions are met are acceptable.s,

,

1
, b. Essential portions of the MSSS are protected fron the effects of '

- floods, hurricanes, tornadoes, and internally and externally |
,

generated missiles. Flood protection and missile protection criteria
are evaluated under the SRP Section 3 series. The locations and the
design of the system and structures are reviewed to determine that
the degree of protection provided is' adequate, A statement to the
effect that the system is located in a seismic Category I structure ;

that is tornado missile and flood protected, or that components of ;

the system will be located in individual cubicles or rooms that will
withstand the effects of winds, flooding, and tornado missiles is
acceptable.

Essential portions of the MSSS are protected from the effects of highc.
and moderate energy line breaks and cracks, including pipe whip, jet
forces, and environmental effects. The means of providing such

.protection will be given in Section 3.6 of the SAR ar.d procedures for j

reviewing this information are given in SRP Section 3.6.

d. Essential components and subsystems necessary for safe shutdown can
function as required in the event of loss of offsito power. The SAR
is reviewed to verify that for each MSSS component or subsystem

,

affected by a loss of offsite power, the system functional capability ,

meets or exceeds minimum design requirements. Statements in the SAR
,

and results of failure modes and effects analyses are considered in ''

assuring that the system meets these requirements. This is an
acceptable verification of system functional reliability.

L 7. The ' descriptive information, P& ids, MSSS drawings, and failure modes and
| effects analyses.in the SAR are reviewed to assure that essential portions
| of the system will function following design basis accidents assuming a !'

concurrent single active component failure. The reviewer evaluates the
analyses presented in the SAR to assure function of required components,
traces the availability of these components on system drawings, and checks
that the SAR contains verification that minimum requirements are met for
each accident situation for the required time spans. For each case the ;
design is acceptable if minimum system requirements are met,

i

'8. The SAR is reviewed to assure that the applicant has committed to
address the potential for steam hammer and relief valve discharge
loads, and will take adequate procedures action to minimize such
occurrences. Drain pots, line slope and valve operators should be ,

addressed.

IV. EVALUATION FINDINGS

The reviewer verifies that sufficient information has been provided and his
review supports conclusions of the following type, to be included in the
staf f's safety evaluation report:

10.3-8 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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The main steam supply system (MSSS) includes all components and piping from the
outermost containment isolation valves (for BWRs) (from the steam generatori

'

connection (for PWRs)] up to and including the turbine stop valves. The
' essential portions of the MSSS are designed to quality Group B [for PWRs, from
the steam generator to the containment isolation valves, and connected piping

-

up to and including the first valve that is normally closed] [for BWRs, from,

the outermost containment isolation valves and connecting piping up to and,,

including the first valve that is either normally closed or capable of
automatic closure during all modes of normal reactor operation, but not
including the turbine stop and bypass valves). Those portions of the MSSSt

'

necessary to mitigate the consequences of an accident such as a steam line
| break are designed to the quality standards commensurate with the importance to
'- - its safety function, and are designed to the following standards:

Tne' scope of review of the MSSS for the.

plant included layout drawings, piping and instrumentation
; diagrams, and descriptive information for the system.

The basis for acceptance of the MSSS in our review was conformance of the
applicant's design criteria and bases to the Commission's regulations as set
- forth in the General Design Criteria (GDC) of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50.
The staff concludes that the plant design is acceptable and meets the
requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, and 34. This conclusion is based on the

- following:

1. The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2. " Design Bases for
Protection Against Natural Phenomena," with respect to the ability of
. structures housing the safety-related portion of the system and the
safety-related portions of the system being capable of withstanding the
effects of natural phenomena such as earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes,
and floods and GDC 4 " Environmental and Missile Design Bases" with respect
to structures housing the safety-related portions of the system and the
safety-related portions of the system being capable of withstanding the
effects of external missiles, and internally generated missiles, pipe whip
and jet impingement forces associated with pipe breaks. The essentialu

portions of the MSSS (as identified in the above discussion) are designed
Seismic Category I and housed in a Seismic Category I structure which
provides protection from the effects of tornadoes, tornado missiles,
turbine missiles, and floods. This meets the positions of Reguletory
Guide 1.29, " Seismic Design Classification," Position C.1.a, C.1.e, C.2
and-C.3 or C.1. f. C.2 and C.3; Regulatory Guide 1.115, " Protection Against!

Low Trajectory Turbine Missiles," Position C.1; and Regulatory Guideg

, 1.117, " Tornado Design Classification," Appendix Positions 2 and 4.
|

| In addition, the system design capabilities should include the capability
to accommodate steam hammer dynamic loads resulting from rapid closure of

, systems valves (including turbine bypass and stop valves), and safety /
[ relief valve operation without compromising required safety functions.
|- Water entrainment considerations should include provisions for drain pots,

line sloping and valve operation. Operating and maintenance procedures
are to be reviewed by the applicant to alert plant personnel to the
potential for such occurrences and means to minimize such occurrences.
This commitment should be stated in the applicants' SAR.

I
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2. The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 5, " Sharing of Structures,
Systems, and Components with Respect to the Capability of Shared Systems ,

and Components," important to safety to perform required safety functions. '

We have reviewed the interconnections from the MSSS of each unit to,

The interconnections are designed so that the capability to3 .

4

mitigate the consequences of an accident in either unit and achieve safe
thutdown in that unit is retained without reducing the capability of the

;other unit to achieve safe shutdown. 4

or

Each unit of the plant has its own MSSS with no4

interconnections between the safety-related and/or nonsafety- related
portions.

q

3. ~ The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 34, " Residual Heat Removal,"
with respect to the system function of transferring residual and sensible
heat from the. reactor system in PWR plants. The MSSS is capable of !
providing heat sink capacity and pressure relief capability and supplying |

<

'

steam to the steam driven safety-related pumps necessary for safe '

shutdown. The MSSS is also designed to include the capability to operate
the atmospheric pump valves remotely from the control room following a.
safe shutdown earthquake coincident with the loss of offsite power so that
a cold shutdown can be achieved with dependence upon safety grade
components only. This meets the positions in Branch Technical Position i

RSB.5-1, " Design Requirements of Residual Heat Removal System," and in
Issue 1 of NUREG-0138.

>

V. IMPLEMENTATION

The following is intended to provide guidance to applicants and licensees
regarding the NRC staff's plans for using this SRP section.

Except in those cases in which the applicant proposes an acceptable alternative
'

method for complying with specified portions of the Commission's regulations,
the method described herein will be used by the staff in its evaluation of con-

- formance with Commission regulations.

Implemenation schedules for conformance to parts of the method discussed herein
are contained in tne referenced regulatory guides, NUREGs and implementation of
acceptance criterion subsection II.2, associated with water hammer loads, is as
follows:

.

(a) Operating plants and OL applicants need not comply with the provisions of
this revision.

(b) CP applicants will be required to comply with the provisions of this
revision.

VI. REFERENCES

1 ~. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 2, " Design Bases for
Protection Against Natural Phenomena."
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2. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 4, " Environmental and
Missile Design Bases."

h -3. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 5', " Sharing of
H :* , Structures Systems and Components."

4. 10 CFR Part 50, Appcndix A, General Design Criterion 34, " Residual Heat
Removal."

5.. Regulatory Guide 1.26, " Quality Group Classificaticns and Standards for
Water , Steam , and Radioactive-Waste-Containing Components of Nuclear,

Power Plants." '

6. Regulatory Guide 1.29, " Seismic Design Classification."

h 7. Regulatory Guide 1.115. " Protection Against Low-Trajectory Turbine
b Missiles."

8. Regulatory Guide 1.117, " Tornado Design Classification."

9. Branch Technical Positions ASB 3-1, " Protection Against Postulated Piping-
Failures in Fluid Systems Outside Containment," attached to SRP
Section 3.6.1, Branch Technical Position MEB 3-1, " Postulated Break and
f.eakage Locations in Fluid System Piping Outside Containment," attached to
SRP Section 3.6.2.

10. Branch Technical Position RSB 3-1, " Classification of Main Steam
Components Other than the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary for BWR
Plants," attached to SRP Section 3.2.2.

11. Branch Technical Position RSB 3-2, " Classification of BWR/6 Main Steam and
Feedwater Components Other Than the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary,"
attached to SRP Section 3.2.2.

'

12. Branch Technical Position RSB 5-1, " Design Requirements of the Residual
Heat Removal System," attached to SRP Section 5.4.7,

i 13. NUREG-0138, " Staff Discussion of Fifteen Technical Issues Listed in
'

Attachment to November 3, 1976, memorandum from Director NRR to NRR
. Staff."

!

L

|
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10.4.7 CONDENSATE AND FEEDWATER SYSTEM |
.;

REVIEW RESPONSIBILITIES ~ ' i~
, .,

Primary - Auxiliary Systems Branch (ASB) |

Secondary - None I
;

.I. AREAS OF REVIEW '

The condensate and. feedwater system (CFS) provides feedwater at the required '
K : temperature, pressure, and flow rate to the reactor for boiling water reactor ;

(BWR). plants and to the steam generators for pressurized water reactor (PWR)
. plants. Condensate.is pumped from the main condenser hotwell by the condensate '

pumps, passes through the low pressure feedwater heaters to the feedwater ;'

pumps,:and then is. pumped through the high pressure feedwater heaters to the
,

nuclear steam supply system.
T

ASB reviews the'CFS from the condenser outlet to the connection with the
nuclear steam supply _ system and to the heater drain system to assure

L conformance.to General Design Criteria 2, 4, 5,.44, 45 and 46. For indirect
! cycle plants, there are.also interfaces with the secondary water makeup system

,

i
--and the auxiliary feedwater system. The CFS is used for normal shutdown. The
only part' of- the CFS classified as safety-related, i.e., required for safe
shutdown or.in tne event of postulated accidents, is the feedwater piping from
the: steam generators for PWRs and from the nuclear steam supply system for
BWRs, up to and including the outermost containment isolation valve.

1. The ASB reviews the characteristics of the CFS with respect to the
capability to supply adequate feedwater to the nuclear steam supply system t
as required for normal operation and shutdown.

2. <The ASB review determines that an acceptable design has been established
for:

9

a. The interfaces of the CFS with the auxiliary feedwater system (PWR),
the reactor core isolation cooling system (BWR), and the condensate

'

Rev. 3 April 1984
USNRC STANDARD REVIEW PLAN

. Standard review plans are prepared for the guidance of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation staff responsible for the review of
applications to construct and operate nuclear power plants. These documents are made available to the public as part of the
Commenelon's policy to inform 'he nuclear industry and the general public of regulatory procedures and policies. Standard rev6ew 3

plans are not substitutes for regulatory guides or the Commission's regulations and compliance with them is not required. The
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. Not all sections of the Star *dard Format have a corresponding toview plan.
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tion and emperience.
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cleanup system with regard to functional design requirements and '

seismic design classification.

b. - The feedwater system (PWR), including the auxiliary feedwater system
piping entering the steam generator, with regard to possible fluid :
flow instabilities (e.g., water hammer) during normal plant operation +

as well as during upset or accident conditions.

c. :The detection of major system leaks that could affect the functional +

performance of safety-related equipment.

3. ASB also-performs the following reviews under the SRP sections indicated:

(a) Review for flood protection is performed under SRP Section 3.4.1,

(b) Review of the protection against internally generated missiles is
performed under SRP Section 3.5.1.1,

,

(c) Review of the structures, systems, and components to be protected
against externally generated missiles is performed under SRP
Section 3.5.2, and

(d) Review of high- and moderate-energy pipe breaks is performed under -

SRP Section 3.6.1.

The ASB will coordinate evaluations performed by other branches that interface
with the overall evaluation of the system as follows:

The Reactor Systems Branch (RSB) determines that transients resulting from
feedwater' flow control malfunctions will not violate the primary system pres-

.

'

sure boundary integrity criterion as part of its primary review responsibility-

for SRP Sections 15.1.1 through 15.1.4, and that the loss of normal feedwater
flow will not violate the fuel damage criterion or the system pressure boundary
integrity criterion as part of its primary revicw responsibility for SRP "

| Section 15.2.7.
1

<

1 The Power Systems Branch (PSB) evaluates the system power sources with respect
to their capability to perform safety-related fur.ctions during normal,
transient, and accident coaditions as part of it ; primary review responsibility
for SRP Section 8.3.1. The Structural and Geotechnical E'egineering Branch

, (SGEB) determines the acceptability of the design m'aly:es, procedures, and
| criteria used to establish the ability of seismic Category I structures housing

the system and supporting systems to withstand the effects of natural phenomena
|' such as the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE), the probable maximum flood (PMF), 1

L and tornado missiles as part of its primary review responsibility for SRP
Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.5.3, 3.7.1 through 3.7.4, 3.8.4, and 3.8.5. The
Mechanical Engineering Branch (MEB) determines that the components, piping and -

structures are designed in accordance with applicable codes and standards as
part of its primary review responsibility for SRP Sections 3.9.1 through 3.9.3.
The MEB determines the acceptability of the seismic and quality group
classifications for system components as part of its primary review

'responsibility for SRP Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. The MEB also reviews the
adequacy of the inservice testing program of pumps and valves as part of its
primary review responsibility for SRP Section 3.9.6. Upon request, the MEB
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determines the acceptability of design analyses, procedures, and criteria used -'

;
to-establish the adequacy of devices or restraints as they may relate to

.significant water hammers in system piping and the MEB reviews test programs ofy
L components that may be affected by water hammers. The Materials Engineering ,

Branch (MTEB) verifies that inservice inspection requirements are met for
.

system components as part of its primary review responsibility for SRP
Section 6.6 and, upon; request, verifies the compatibility of the materials of
construction with service conditions. The review for Fire Protection,
Technical Specifications, and Quality Assurance are coordinated and performed'

by the Chemical Engineering Branch, Standardization and Special Projects
Branch, and Quality Assurance Branch as part of their primary review

w respo'nsibility for SRP Sections 9.5.1, 16.0, ar.d 17.0, respectively. The'

Equipment Qualification Branch (EQB) reviews the seismic qualification of
Category.I instrumentation and electrical equipment and the environmental
qualification of mechanical and electrical equipment as part of its primary
review responsibility for SRP Sections 3.10 and 3.11, respectively. Upon
request, the' Instrument and Control Systems Branch (ICSB) will review the
instrumentation and controls associated with the feedwater control system (BWR)
or steam generator ievol control system (PWR).

;

- For those areas of review identified above as being part of the primary review
responsibility of other branches, the acceptance criteria necessary for the
review and their methods of application are contained in the referenced SRP
sections of the corresponding primary branches.

II. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

Acceptability of the condensate and feedwater system, as described in the
applicant's safety analysis report (SAR), is based on the specific requirements
of General Design Criteria and the positions of regulatory guides. Listed .

below are the specific criteria as they relate to the CFS. '

1. General Design Criterion 2, as related to the system being capable of
withstanding the effects of earthquakes. Acceptance is based on meeting
the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.29, Position C.1 for safety-related
portions, and Position C.2 for nonsafety-related portions.

2. General Design Criterion 4, as related to the dynamic effects associated
with possible fluid flow instabilities (e.g. , water hammers) during normal
plant operation as well~ as during upset or accident conditions.
Acceptance is based on meeting the guidance contained in the attached
Branch Technical Position ASB 10-2 for reducing the potenDal for water
hammers in steam generators and on meeting the guidance related to
feedwater control induced water hammer.

3. General Design Criterion 5, as related to the capability of shared systems
and components important to safety to perform required safety functions.

4. General Detign Criterion 44, as it relates to:

The capability to transfer heat leads from the reactor system to aa.
heat sink under both normal operating and accident conditions.

10.4.7-3 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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p b. Redundancy of components so that under accident conditions the safety'

function can be performed assuming a single active component failure.
; (This may be coincident with the loss of offsite power for certain

events.)

The capability to isolate components, subsystems, or piping ifc.
required so that the system safety function will be maintained.

5._ General Design Criterion 45, as related to design provisions to permit
periodic inservice inspection of system components and equipment.

:

I 6. - General Design Criterion 46, as related to design provisions to permit
r appropriate functional testing of the system and components to assure
L structural integrity and leak-tightness, optrability and performance of

active components, and capability of the integrated system to function as
intended during normal, shutdown, and accident conditions,

n
; III. REVIEW PROCEDURES'
<

The procedures below are used during the construction permit (CP) review to
. determine that the design criteria and bases and the preliminary design as set
forth in.the preliminary safety analysis report meet the acceptance criteria
given in subsection II of this SRP section. For the review of operating
license .(0L) applications, the procedures are used to verify that the initial
design' criteria and bases have been appropriately implemented in the final
design as set forth in the final safety analysis report.

The primary reviewer will coordinate this review with the areas of review of
interfacing branches as stated in subsection I of this SRP section. The
primary reviewer obtains and uses such inputs as required to assure that this
review procedure is complete.

The reviewer will select and emphasize material from this SRP section as may be
appropriate for a particular case.

| The SAR is reviewed to determine that the system description and diagrams
L -delineate the function of the condensate and feedwater system under normal and
L abnormal conditions. The reviewer verifies the following:

1. The system has been designed to function as required for all modes of
operation. The results of failure modes and effects analyses presented in
the SAR, if any, are used in making this determination.

1

| 2. The system piping is designed to preclude hydraulic instabilities from
occurring in the piping for all modes of operation. As appropriate, the
reviewer evaluates the results of modol tests and analyses that are relied

| on to verify that water hammer will not occur, or proposed tests of the
installed system that are intended to verify design adequacy. Steam

|

generators are reviewed in accordance with Branch Technical Position ASB |
10-2.

--

The feedwater control valve and controller design shall be verified to be
stable and to be compatible with system (s), imposed operating conditions
(e.g., control fanctions required, range of control and pressure drop
characteristics,. valve stroke, trim, etc. ). Test data or operating

>
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experience data shall be used where available. In addition, the applicant |
has committed to review plant operating and meintenance procedures to I

assure,that precautions for avoidance of steam / water hammer and water i

hammer occurrences have been provided.

3. The outermost containment isolation valves and all downstream piping to
the nuclear steam supply system are designed in accordance with seismic ;tategory I requirements. The review for seismic design is performed by '

SGEB and the-review for seismic and quality group classification is per- g!
s

'

formed by MEB as indicated in subsection I of this SRP section. )
.

4. The CFS design is such that the plant can be safely shut down using the l
auxiliary feedwater system or the reactor core. isolation cooling system, j
if required. '

5. The'CFS design, or other plant systems, provide the capability to detect
and control leakage-from the system.

,

6. The reviewer verifies that the essential portion of the system has been '

designed so that system function will be maintained as required in the i

event of adverse environmental phenomena or loss of offsite power. The
'

review for protection against natural phenomena is performed in the '

.

Chapter 3'SRP sections. The reviewer evaluates the system, using
engineering judgment and the results of failure modes and effects
analyses, to determine that the failure of nonessential portions of the !
system or of other systems not designed to seismic Category I standards i
and located close to essential portions of the system, or of nonseismic
Category I structures that house, support, or are close to essential

.

portions of the CFS,'will not preclude operation of the essential portions
of the CFS.

IV. EVALUATION FINDINGS

The reviewer verifies that sufficient information has been provided and his
review supports conclusions of the following type, to be included in the
staff's' safety evaluation report: '

,

The condensate and feedwater system includes all components and equipment
from .the condenser outlet to the connection with the nuclear steam supply

.systern and to the heater drain system (secondary water makeup system, and
, auxiliary feedwater system interfaces. (PWRs only)]. Based on the review
I. of the applicant's proposed design criteria, the design bases, and safety
L classificatic for the safety-related portions of the condensate and
I feedwater system and the requirements for system performance for all

conditions of plant operation, the staff concludes that the design of the
condensate and feedwater system anti supporting systems is in conformance
with the Commission regulations as set forth in General Design Criterion
2, 4, 5, 44, 45 and 46. This conclusion is based on the following:

1. The applicant has met the requirements of General Design Criterion 2
with respect to safety-related portions of the system being capable
of withstanding the effects of earthquakes by meeting Fsegulatory

i Guide 1.29 Position C.1 for the safety-related portions and Position
C.2 for the nonsafety-related portions.

[ 10.4.7-5 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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i 2. The applicant has met the requirements of General Design Criterion 4 ;

with respect to the dynamic effects associated with possible fluid1

;

flow instabilities (e.g., water hammers) by having the feedwater
- system designed in accordance with the guidance contained in Branch

Technical Position ASB 10-2 and thereby eliminating or reducing the
possibility of water hammers in steam generators (PWRs only).- '

That the applicant' has adequately addressed feedwater control valve !
and controller designs with respect to water hammer potential and the '

applicant has committed to review operating and maintenance
procedures to assume that precautions taken will minimize, or avoid,-

,

water hammers,
i ,

3. The applicant has met the requirements of General Design Criterion 5 |
with respect to the. capability of shared systems and components

~

.important to safety to perform required safety functions. We have
reviewed the interconnections of the CFS between each unit. The~

#

interconnections are designed so that the capability to mitigate the
,

y consequences of an accident in either unit and achieve safe shutdown
in that unit is retained without reducing the capability of the other

,

t

unit ~to achieve safe shutdown.

4. The applicant has met the requirements of General Design Criterion 44
e

with respect to cooling water by providing a redundant and isolable
system capable of transferring heat loads from the reactor system to
a heat sink under both normal operating and accident conditions. The
applicant has demonstrated that the condensate and feedwater system
can provide sufficient cooling water to transfer the heat load of the
reactor system under normal operating conditions and accident
conditions assuming loss of offsite power and a single failure and
that portions of the system can b6 isolated so that the safety
function of the system will not be compromised. 6

5. The applicant has met the requirements of General Design Criterion 45
with respect to inspection of cooling water systems by providing a
feedwater system design that permits inservice inspection of
safety-related components and equipment.

6. The applicant has met the requirements of General Design Criterion 45
with respect to testing of cooling water systems by providing a
feedwater system design that permits operational functional testing
of the safety related portion of the system and its components.

,

The staff concludes that the design of the CFS conforms to all applicable GDCs :

and positions of the regulatory guide cited and is, therefore, acceptable.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

The following is intended to provide guidance to all applicants and licensees
regarding the NRC staff's plans for ning this SRP section.

Except in those cases in which the applicant proposes an acceptable alternative
method for complying with specified portions of the Com:nission's regulations,

10.4.7-6 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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the m:thod described herein will be used by the staff in its evaluation of
conformance with Commission regulations. .

Implementation schedules for conformance to parts of the method discussed -

,

L herein are contained in the referenced regulatory guide and implementation of
|'

acceptance criterion subsection II.2; associated with water hammer loads, is as '

follows:

(a) Operating plants and OL applicants need not comply with the provisions of
- this revision.

Il .(b) CP applicants will be required to comply with the provisions of this-
revision.

' (c) It should be noted that steam generators in operating plants and NTOL's
where a SER has been issued, now comply with the revised BTP ASB 10-2.

,

VI. REFERENCES
f-

1.- 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A. General Design Criterion 2. " Design Bases for
Protection Against Natural Phenomena."

2. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 4. " Environmental and
Missile Design Bases."

3, 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 5, " Sharing of
,' Structures Systems and Components." '

l
'

4. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 44, " Cooling Water."

5. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General. Design Criterion 45, " Inspection of
Cooling Water System."

6. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A. General Design Criteri'sn 46, " Testing of *

p Cooling Water System."
'

7. Regulatory Guide 1.29, " Seismic Design Classification."
,

g
'

8. Branch Technical Position ASB 10-2, " Design Guidelines for Avoiding Water
Hammer in Steam Generators."

|
"

l

i-
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BRANCH TECHNICAL POSITION ASB 10-2 -

uESIGN GUIDELINES FOR AVOIDING WATER HAMMERS IN
~

,

l
STEAM GENERATORS |

. BACKGROUND
i

Plant operational experience has shown that top-feed steam generators
containing feedwater spargers with bottom drain holes incur steam condensation
induced water hammers. This type of water hammer has frequently occurred after
the feedwater sparger was uncovered (due to some plant transient) and cold
auxiliary feedwater flow was subsequently initiated. The initiation of the ;

auxiliary feedwater flow into the steam generator produces a water slug in the ~

sparger or feedwater piping, which is then accelerated by the unbalanced
pressures produced by the condensation of a steam pocket in the line. The

. resultant impulse could be of a sufficient magnitude to cause damage to the
.

steam generator internal components and feedwater systems piping. The most
damaging of such water hammer incidents occurred at Indian Point No. 2 in 1973,

,

where the water hammer loads resulted in rupture of an 18-inch feedwater pipe
and damage to the containment inner liner. The repeated occurrence of such -

water hammers and potential severity such flow instabilities resulted in the
NRC in engaging Creare Inc. in 1976 to evaluate causes and effects, and to
develop recommendations for avoidance of top feed steam generator water hammer,
and design methods minimize associated dynamic loads.

The underlying causes of water hammer in top-feed steam generators were
j extensively studied by Creare, Inc. who reported findings and recommended -

| design modifications to minimize or preclude such water hammer occurrence in
NUREG-0291 (1977). These recommendations called for: (a) use of J-tubes on

L the topside of the feedring to minimize loss of water when uncovered, (b) early
| initiation of auxiliary feedwater to keep piping and feedring full of water,

(c) short horizontal FW pipe lengths at the SG nozzle to reduce magnitude of
slug formation and impact, (d) limit FW recovery flow rates to less than 150
gpm/SG to minimize steam-water entrainment and subsequent formation of a water

,

slug. The use of top discharge feed (i.e., tubes) makes flow rate limits
practical because the limit'only has to be imposed until the piping is full,
regardless of steam generator water level. The design and operational

-

modifications were implemented by plants experiencing SG water hammer and
appear to have essentially eliminated SGWH. NUREG-0918 details plant specific

,

L modifications which were made. In addition, experience sustains maintaining
preoperational tests to verify the absence of SGWH.

I

More recently, Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering have introduced steam
generators of the preheat type, wherein the majority of feedwater enters the

" steam generator at the bottom through a preheater section. The potential for
condensation-induced water hammer in preheat steam generators was studied by
BNL and reported in NUREG/CR-1606, "An Evaluation of Condensation-Induced
Water Hammer in Preheat Steam Generators," June 1980. This report, citing the
lack of definitive experimental and analytical results, recommended full scale
verification tests to demonstrate the absence of damaging dater hammer in
preheat steam generators and connecting feedwater piping (i.e. , preoperational
tests).

10.4.7-8 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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B&W steam generators, which are a "once through" flow design, have generally
not reported water. hammer occurrence. However, in May 1982, several B&W plants
(following inservice inspection) reported damaged internal auxiliary feedwater

,

'

headers and support structures. The cause was attributed to steam pocket
collapse. The internal auxiliary feedring design concept is similar to CE & W
top feedring concepts which have experienced watcr hammer before corrective
design measures were implemented. For these B&W plants, the OTSG's are being
modified to return to the previous design using auxiliary feedwater injection
manifolds which are external to the steam generator.

I

The staff believes that SGWH evidence and studies performed to date warrant the
establishment of design guidelines for steam generators and the associ6ted
piping. Guidelines have been developed that may be used to reduce the

iprobability of a damaging steam condensation induced water hammer, particularly
for the Westinghouse 2nd Combustion Engineeering PWR designs which use top-feed
steam generators.

BRANCH T'ECHNICAL POSITION

'In CP and OL application reviews, the staff requires the applicant to provide
the following design capability and verification:

Top-Feed Steam Generator Desions

To eliminate ur reduce possible water hammer in the feedwater system:

Prevent or delay water draining from the feedring following a drop ina.-

steam generator water level by means such as top discharge J-Tubes and-
limitng feedring seal assembly leakage.

b. Minimize the volume of feedwater piping external to the steam generator
which could pocket steam using the shortest possible (less than seven
feet) horizontal run of inlet piping to the steam generator feedring.

c. Perform tests acceptable to NRC to verify that unacceptable feedwater
hammer will not occur using the plant operating procedures for normal and

s

emergency restoration of steam generator water level following loss of
normal feedwater and pocsible draining of the feedring. Provide the
procedures for these tests for approval before conducting the tests and
submit the results from such tests,

d. Implement pipe refill flow limits where practical.

Preheat Steam Generator Desions
;

1. Minimize the horizontal lengths of feedwater piping between the steam
generator and the vertical run of piping by providing downward turning
elbows immediately upstream of the main and auxiliary feedwater nozzles.

2. Provide a check valve upstream of the auxiliary feedwater connection to
the top feedwater line.

3. Maintain the top feedwater line full at all times.

10.4.7-9 Rev. 3 - April 1984
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4. Perform tests acceptable to NRC to verify that unacceptable feedwater !,

'

hammer will. not occur using plant operating procedures for normal and
emergency restoration of steam generator water level following loss of
normal feedwater. Also perform a water hammer test at *% of power by
using feedwater through the auxiliary feedwater (top) nozzle at the lowest

'

feedwater temperature that the plant standard Operating procedure (SOP) a
allows and t;ien switching the feedwater at that temperature from the j3

auxiliar;i feedwater nozzle to the main feedwater (bottom)' nozzle by j
following the SOP, and submit the results of such tests.

|1
E Once Throuah Steam Generat,o,e (OTSG) Desions j

Provide auxiliary feedwater to the steam generator through an externally
' a.

mounted supply top discharge header.

E
b .- Perform tests acceptable to NRC to verify that unacceptable feedwater

,hammer will not occur using the plant operating procedures for normal and j
emergency restoration of steam generator water level following loss of '

normal feedwater. Provide the procedures for these tests for approval.
before conducting the tests, and submit the results of such tests.

1

REFERENCES

(1) Block, J. A. et.al. , "An Evaluation of PWR Steam Generator Water Hammer,"
NUREG-0291, June 1977.

(2) Chapman, R. L. , et.al. , " Compilation of Data Concerning Known and
-Suspected Water Hammer Events in Nuclear Power Plants," NUREG/CR-2059, May.
1982.

,

(3) Anderson, N. and Han, J. T. , " Prevention and Mitigation of Steam Generator
'

Water Hammer Events in PWR Plants," NUREG-0918, December 1982.

*The power level at which feedwater flow is transferred from the auxiliary
feedwater nozzle to the main feedwater nozzle.,

|
o

|
!

,

!
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ABSTRACT .I
.

.

.NUREG-0993, Revision 1 is the staff's regulatory analysis dealing with the- [
-->.,

. resolution of. the, Unresolved Safety Issue A-1, Water Hamer. This- report.

!. contains the. value-impact analysis for this issue, public.coments received.
-

i"

~ and staff response, or action taken, in response to.those coments. The |' staff's. technical- findings: regarding water hamer in nuclear power plants are'1

contained.in NUREG-0927.
' :* -
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REGULATORY ANALYSIS-
FOR .

USI A-1, WATER HAMMER -

I. The Recommended Actions
.

-A.- Summary of Problem and Recommended Actions

The Unresolved Safety Issue-(USI) A-1 deals with safety concerns
related to water hammer occurrence in nuclear power plants. The

,staff's concerns were prompted by the incree:;ing frequency of water !hancer occurrence (see Figures 1 and 2) in the mid-1970's as new 1

plants were coming on line, and, in particular, by the feedwater
line rupture at Indian Point 2 in 1973 (attributed to water hanmer

. induced by steam-void collapse). Principal concerns were: the
potential for inadequate dynamic . load design, disabling of safety

,

systems, and the release of radioactivity. The sta'ff's views were
set forth in NUREG-0582 (Ref.1), and water hammer was designated a
USI in 1979.

,

Historically, nearly 150 water hammer events have been reported
since 1969; 81 have occurred in boiling water reactors (BWRs) and
67 have occurred in pressurized water reactors (PWRs). (Twenty-

s

seven of the PWR water hammers have occurred in steam generators.) *

With the exception of the Indian Point 2 event in 1973, reported
damage has been principally confined to pipe hangers, snubber
systems, and equipment-mounting structures. Furthermore,
approximately half of these water hammers occurred in the plant
preoperational phase or first year of commercial operation (which
indicates a plant operational learning process). Also, only about

,

half of the operating plants have reported water hammer occurrences.,

| A compilation of reported water hammer occurrences, underlying
causes and plant corrective actions taken is provided in
NUREG/CR-2059 (Ref. 2).

As noted above, the increasing frequency of occurrence drew both
staff and utility attention to water hammer, and corrective actions
were implemented in the mid-1970's. Steam generator (top feedring
design) water hammer was studied (Ref. 3) and eliminated through|

L NRC-initiated design retrofits calling for J-tubes, shortened
piping, and controlling auxiliary feedwater flow rates (Ref. 4).
Design corrective actions were also initiated by the industry and
implemented for BWRs (e.g. , " keep-full" systems, vacuum breakers,|-

I
.

etc.). The net result of the corrective plant design modifications
has been a reduced frequency of water hammer occurrence.

|
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The water hammer-issue has recently been further studied (Ref. 5),
and the technical conclusions derived reveal a significantly lesser

4

safety concern than previously hypothesized. These results can be;

t sumarized as follows: ,

y
|:- (1) Total elimination |of water hammer is not feasible due to the

possibl~ coexistence of steam, water,and voids in variouse
.tsubsystems. Experience shows that design inadequacies and'

cperator- or maintenance-related actions have contributed ,

'

about equally to water hammer occurrences. BWRs are
intrinsically more susceptible to water hammer occurrence.

,

(2) T<eported damage has been principally confined to piping
*

d support systems, and none of the reported water hammer
occurrences has resulted in any radioactive release.

(3) Frequency and severity of water hamer can be reduced and
s

maintained low through the continued use of the types of
design ' features discussed above. ,

(4)' Additional operator awareness and training could lead to a *

further reduction of water hammer occurrence. Use of void
detection instrumentation to alert' operators to voided *

conditions would also help.
.

The staff's current techn.ical findings relative to the water hammer*

issue are set forth in NUREG-0927 (Ref. 9). These findings are '

~

based on water hammer evaluations; References 2, 4, 5 and 8; and
public comments received-(see Appendix A).

1

The following actions are recommended:
P

.(1) Issue the staff's water hammer technical findings (NUREC-0927) >

as an informational document for use by the inaustry for
feedback of design and operating experience to plant. staff.
NUREG-0927 reviews water hammer occurrences, underlying 4

causes, and systems affected, and sets forth potential means
for avoiding water hammer.

<

(2) Ensure operator awareness and training (for avoiding water
hammer) through the implementation of TMI Task Action Plan,
Part I.C.5, " Procedures for Feedback of Operating Experience
to Plant Staff," and Part I. A.2.3, " Administration of Training
Prog rams . " The NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE)
has verified, through its inspection program, that general
procedures for implementing Part I.C.5 have been established.
The Licensee Qualifications Branch of the NRC Division of +

,

h f-' + ~ w n -
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Human Factors Safety (DHFS) is' developing-guidelines and
'

'. criteria to evaluate and! upgrade utility training programsC -(per Part I.A.2.3) and will- include water hammer as one of a
r

aumber of safety / issues currently identified. Sinces

activities ~ for implementing: applicable sections of the Tiil
Task-Action. Plan are under way, a~nd.since the safety

L significance of water hammer is less than previously viewed,
no special action to implement findings presented in
NUREG-0927 is necessary. ,

'
'

(3) . Issue.the following revisions to Standard Review Plan (SRP)-

Sections: 3.9.3, ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 Components, |Component Supports, and Core Support Structures; 3,9.4,'#

Control-Rcd Drive Systems; 5.4.6, Reactor Core Isolation~

Cooling-System (BWR); 5.4.7, Residual Heat Removal (RHR)
. System;-6.3 Emergency Core Cooling System; 9.2.1 Station ,

Service Water System; 9.2.2, Reactor Auxiliary Cooling Water
' Systems; 10.3, Main Steam Supply Systems; and 10.4.7,
Condensate and Feedwater Systems reflect current water hammer ;

>

. findings and will. ensure continued use of design features ',

which have eliminated or minimized water hammer occurrence. '

-Public comments received have been reflected in these SRP
revisions-(see Appendix A).- The revised SRPs would be used
for reviews of " custom plant"' Construction Permit (CP)

. applications and for reviews-of Standard Plant applications
docketed after issuance of the revision and which are
intended for referen'cing in CP applications. i

B.. _Need for Recommended Actions '.

The need for the recommend'ed actions-is as follows:

-(1) Make use of experience gained regarding design features and
operating experience which have shown a capability to
eliminate or minimize water hammer occurrence tc ensure that
future plant designs utilize design features proved effective
-in eliminating water hamer.

, ,

(2) Clarify current staff review practices to ensure that the
. review process is more predictable and thus reduce the burden>

of the regulatory process.

- - . - - . . . - . _
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! C. -Value-Impact Data on the Recommended Actions

'1.- Risk Analysis Results-p -

'
'

n-
EA risk assessment study (Ref. 6) was performed to assess the

significance of risk from water hammer occurrence with respectt

to overall- plant risk.. Water hammer frequencies were derived .
a

from reported occurrences (Ref. 2), and' component or system '

failure models were developed from system assessments (Ref.s

5). For example, if only piping support damage was reported,'

then the assumptien was made that the syster1 would-still
.. function. If water hammer occurrence resultco in disabling"

the system, then'models were constructed for modifying failure
event networks -(1.e. , failure-on-demand f requency). . A more
detailed discussion'of the derived.' frequencies and failure
models is contained in Reference 7 1

1

Three specific nuclear plants- for which probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA) models were available (namely Millstone 1
.(BWR-3),' Browns Ferry 2 (BWR-4), and Sequoyah 1 (PWR))' were

1

*

se,lected for this risk study as representative of operating
reactors. Since reported water hammer experience reveals a.
higher frequency of occurrence in BWRs and a dependence on
different BWR designs, the' emphasis was. directed at potential 1e BWR risks.

p The release categories and associated public dose estimates-
D . employed are shown in Table 1. These public dose values were

derived'using the CRAC code and assuming the guidelines and
quantities.of radioactive isotopes used-in the Reactor Safety.
Study (WASH-1400), the meteorology at a typical mid-west site
(Byron-Braidwood), a uniform population density of 340 people, 4

per square mile (which-is an average of all U.S. ' nuclear power,

,'

plant sites), and no evacuation of population. They are also
based on a 50-mile-release-radius model (see also Ref. 7). *

The release categories shown in Table I correspond to,

radiological release causes described in WASH-1400 (e.g.,
steam explosion with containment rupture, core melt, etc.).

m The estimated public dose due to water hammer was derived from
the " base case" PRA results versus calculated increases in
core melt frequencies and increases in the respective release
category frequencies for the plants noted above (see Table 1).
Basically, the calculations provide a means to compare
calculated risk results with and without water hammer..

. -

i

r
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The results of these risk assessments are summari:ed in Table
2, where both calculated public doses and core melt.

F~ frequencies are shown. The differences shown in the third
E column are the calculated change due to inclusion of water ~i

'

~L< ' hammer-induced failures in the event trees. These
' calculations are conservative since the assumption was made-
that safety systems were disabled as a result of a frequency-
of-failure or demand model as derived from reported water
hammer events. (Refer to Reference 6 for a more detailedanalysis.)

The results in Table 2 can be summarized ac follows:m

(1) Water hammer effects on PWR.fisk are' negligible.
(2) Water hammer effects on BWR risk are negligible or small.,

.

As part of the risk analyses performed for BWRs, BWR plants !
with isolation condensers (ICs) were evaluated in some detail 1because: (a) Millstone I has repeatedly incurred water hammer '

.in the IC, and (b) should a water hammer fail the pressure
boundary of the IC, a direct release pathway is opened to the
environment. This' type of failure model in a risk analysis ,

using.-the Millstone Integrated Reliability Evaluation Program- !model resulted'in a significant dose and consequent risk from
!potential IC failure by water hammer.

, i

When the risk model was modified'to include a feedwater pump
trip on high- reactor vessel water level, the risk from water,

hammer in the isolation condenser was virtually eliminated. |

The risk analyses, therefore, showed that a high reactor '

vessel water level feedwater pump trip, which removes the
.;'-. . conditions for water carryover into the IC, is a generic I

resolution to the problem,<

i

Operating experience data support this conclusion. Plants 1that have a feedwater pump trip (Dresden 2 and 3) have not
reported water hammer in the IC. Some plants without.such a
trip (Millstone 1 and Nine Mile Point) have reported IC water4

4

' hammer events. Millstone 1 has not reported an IC water
hammer. since installation of the feedwater pump trip about 10,

months ago. ;"

,

Table 3 provides an overview of all operating BWR plants with
ICs. Only Oyster Creek and Big Rock Point have not installed

! or have not committed to have installed a high reactor vessel
| water level feedwater pump trip. Neither plant has reported

any water hammer experience with its IC. As noted in the
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c TABLE 1, PUBLIC DOSE VALUES UTILIZED FOR USI A-1
RISK STUDYy

b Release - Release Category Dose
Category- Multiplier ' (man-rem)

,

PWR-1 5.4E+6
PWR-2 4.8E+6
PWR-3- 5.4E+6
PWR-4 2.7E+6
PWR-5. 1.0E+6
PWR-6' 1.5E+4

4

PWR-7 2.3E+4 i

PWR-8- 7.5E+4 .

PWR-9' 1.2E+2 |

'

BWR-1 5.4E+6
BWR-2- 7.1E+6
BWR-3 5.1E+6
BWR-4 6.1E+5,

BWR-51 2.0E+1
,

-

* Values from NUREG/CR-2800 (7); (man-rem) x (probability of
occurrence) = public dose resu.lting from the release category

b noted. Total' release obtained by summing the categories.
i

TABLE 2 ' SUMMARY 0,F RISK ASSESSMENT CALCULATIONS

.

j Calculated Public Dose (man-rem / plant-year)

Type -.of - Base Case With Water Calculated Increase
,

Plant (w/o W.H.) Hammer (due to W.H.)

( -BWR-3s No calculated change du~e to Water Hammer.
BWR-4s 1147; 1169 22

( PWRs No calculated change due to Water Hammer. <

!

L Calculated Core Melt Frequency (1/ plant-yrs)
Change in Core

Type of Base Case W/ Water Melt Frequency
Plant (w/o W.H.) Hammer (due to W.H.)

BWR-3s No calculated change due to Water Hammer.
BWR-4s 2.0E-4 2.1E-4 1.0E-5
PWRs No calculated change due to Water Hammer.
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footnote to the' table Oyster Creek is expected-to install ;such a trip for other reasons Big Rock Point. is an older,~.

''

smaller plant whose overall safety design is being addressed
:in the Systematic Evaluation Program. Therefore, nolspecial^
.or additional action for BWRs with ICs is contemplated as a-

'

g part of the. resolution for A-1.
.,

It should be clearly recognized that the-dose ano risk' ~

attributable to IC water hammer are calculated values'. None.-

of the: reported water hammer events has resulted in a
significant release. of radioactive material to the i
environment.

.

L ,' ' Using _the incremental dose due to water hammer shown in Table <

2, and assuming an "averace" outstanding plant life of 25
years, the following changefin public dose can-be calculated:

.

BWR-4 Averted Public Dose = (22 man-rem /Rx-yr) (25 yrs).

= 550 man-rem /Rx
,

.
BWR-3s = Ne calculated change due to water hammer

.PWRs = No calculated change due to water hammer.
,

'These increases in public dose can be viewed as " averted '
3public dose" (presupposing that corrective action is taken to
iavoid water hammer) .for value-impact discussions. Thus, the '

very low values (0-550 man-rem / reactor) calculated for both i

' PWRs and BWRs, do not support any special hardware backfit
actions .for-operating plants.

2. Industry' Impact
*

No new plant hardware or design: changes are being recommendedj .

as a result of the: USI A-1. resolution evaluations. The
feedwater pump trip (noted previously as providing a generic
resolution to EWR isolation 'concenser water hammers) is either
in place or is being installed for other reasons in BWR-3s s

with ICs. Therefore, plant impacts are judged to be minimal
or nonexistent.

.

TMI Task Action Plan I.C.5, " Procedures for Feedback of
Operating Experience to Plant Staff," requires that procedures
be developed for feedback of operating experience to plant
staff. Several groups within the industry (e.g., Institute of
Nuclear Power Operations and reactor owners groups) have taken
the lead in providing collective competance for meeting I.C.5
requirements. IE has verified the establishment of general
guidelines for implementing I.C.S. Issuarce of NUREG-0927 for
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TABLE 3' BWRs with Isolation Condensers
*

.

.

,s Npmber of Inoependent Installed Pump Trip,

Isolation On High Vessel
Plant ' Type- Condenser Looos Water Level

'
',

Millstone 1 BWR-3 1 Yes

Dresden 2 BWR-3 1 Yes

- Dresden 3 BWR-3 1 Yes

Oyster Creek- BWR-2 2 No *

,Nine Mile ~ Point 1 BWR-2 2 No*

Big Rock Point BWR-1 2 No
'

*These plants will in all likelihood need to install vessel overfill
protection to-reference Generic GE Safety / Relief Valve testing in their
responses to TMI Action Plan Part.II.D.1. Nine Mile Point is now

.comitted to. installing the trip in 1984.

<
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informational purposes will assist industry activities>

currently under way. A more comprehensive set of guidelines._ -

and' criteria to evaluate and upgrade utility training ;:rograms
-(per Tiil Task Action Plan, I.A.2.3) is being developed by the

.

Licensee Oualifications Branch. Water hammer is one of a'
!'

number of-safety issues being' identified in the Licensee.4

Qualification Branch plan. Thus issuance of NUREG-0927 will
-

'

provide information which can be used with both I.C.5 and
!I.A.2.3. ~

-

~
.

p With respect to forward fits (i.e., implementation.of the~

revised SRP Sections), the impact should also be minimal. The
proposed changes reflect design changes which have ccme about
to remedy specific water hammer occurrences (i.e., fixes for.
top feedring steam generators, etc.) as problems arose and>

therefore represent proven design concepts. Since the
.

proposed'SRP revisions reflect the current state-of-knowledge
concerning water hammer occurrences.and systems which can
prevent or minimize water hammer, the designer / operator can
incorporate these revisions of proven system design changes. !

.In addition, the SRP has not previously contained specific
guidance for reviewers with respect to water hammer
considerati.ons, with the exception of review guidance for.

water hammer in top feedring stea i generators (ASE STP 10-2). .
.

Thus.the depth and scope of staff review have varied with.
individual reviewer experience and insights; however, this is'

consistent with the audit nature of the staff's reviewm function. These changes do identify water hammer review areas
that should be addressed on the basis of prior water hammer.

occurrences ~ design changes implemented by industry, and.,~,. ,

; precautionary measures indicated by operating. experience.
' "J Thus revising these SRP sections to include specific guidance

on water hammer will clarify staff review practices and
ultimately reduce the burden of the regulatory process.
NUREG-0927 (which summarizes findings based on water hammer
experience) can be used as a reference technical report.

Thus industry impact is judged to be minimal. Design costs
associated with avoid 1ng water hammer could be on the order of,-

,' $50,000-100,000 (0M-1.0 year of engineering time). The cost
'

-of new systems such as keep-full systems ($200,000-400,000),
vacuum breakers ($100,000-300,000), and feedwater control
systems ($100,000-200,000) are not insignificant, but they do
not constitute major plant equipment costs. Operator training
for water hammer avcidance is estimated to be on the order of
$25,000-50,000 per plant. (The preceding cost estimates are

. . . -- .
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b M based on discussions with vendors-in-the: nuclear industry and^

-shou:d be: viewed as-preliminary estimates. Firm cost *,

estimates will require plant-specific design take-offs for
'

' estimating actual _ equipment and associated installation-

h f y. costs.)~
~'

'

<" ~ 3. NRC Operations : .I,

.

- The-impact' on NRC operations (or th'e review process) is |0 negligible. - The proposed SRP changes will reflect licensing.W review-positions for new construction permit applications,
since only a " forward fit" is recormended. NUREG-0927, the

-

,

t

technical. findings report, will be cf use to both-the reviewer~

-and_ applicant. The estimated impact for reviewer attention to
- water -hammer using the-proposed SRP revisions is 4 weeks of
engineering effort (or $15',000/planc).

With respect to-followup to TMI Task Action Plan, Part I.C.S.
each utility is-required to conduct an internal-audit to
ensure that the feedback program functions at all levels. The
Licensee -Qualifications Branch is currently. developing -

guidelines and criteria to evaluate and upgradeL utility
,

.

training programs to implement TMI Task Action Plan, Part
I.A.2.3. Water hammer (as well as other safety issues) will

'

,'
-

~

be included in these guidelines. -The Offices of Nuclear''

. Reactor Regulation and inspection and Enforcement will monitor*

effectiveness of this approach following implementation.
,

h ~4 Other Governnient Agencies

tNo impact on other government agencies is projected.

5 .- Public

L The value to the public would be the avoidance of public dose
associated with water hammer events leading to core melt and
offsite releases. As discussed in Section I.C.1 (see also

- <
,

.

Table 2), the calculated additional releares are zero for PWRs
and approximately 550 man-rem / plant for BWRs. Since averted
dose estimates are negligible, the principal value to the
public would be to provide feedback to the industry in'

experience gained and in maintaining proven design concepts
for future plants.

;

r

-

, , , , . . . . . - - _
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S II. Regulatory Resolution

k i ;A. ' Regul~atory Alternatives 4

-

E

- (1 ): Issue NUR'EG-0927 for information only, and follow up on the
feedback' of operational experience _ through implementatio'n of
the TMI Task Action Plan, Part I.C.5.

.
.

(2)~ Issue NUREG-0927 for information,-and issue for comment proposed
revisions to SRP Sections 5.4.6, 5.4.7, 6.3, 9.2.1, 9.2.2,

,
,

10.3, / and 10.4. 7. These-revisions reflect design changes and
-operating procedures which have proven effective in preventing
wa ter . hammer. The revised SPP sections would apply to new

. custom' plant'CP reviews.

B.= ' Discussion and Comparisen of Regulatory Alternatives ,

(1) Issuance of NUREG-0927 for information only would-have a zero
impact. ' Followup on incorporation of water hammer operating- '

-

experience into training models by the NRC Regional staff, per
,

THI Task Action Plan, Part I.C'.5 would be a minimal impact-

-

since such inspections are normally done.
*

--

:(2) ' Option-(2), revision of the SRP sections noted and issuance of
NUREG-0927 (for information) is a minimum impact and a forward
fit' approach. This option would ensure that future CP reviews
will consider water hammer findings and design features'
currently proven. effective to avoid water hammer.- This is the
recommended course of action.

- ' III. Recommended Implementation -Plan

A. Safety or Environmental Significance of Proposed Actions
>

.

;The principal safety significance rests primarily on continuance of
established plant design and operational procedures that have

-demonstrated the capability to minimize or avoid water hammer
.

severity and damage, thereby avoiding damage leading to radioactive
release. The recommended approach (Option 2) provides for
continuance of proven design and operational considerations. -

B. -Recommended Resolution Action
.-

~(1) Issue NUREG-0927 containing the staff's technical findings as
a technical information document.,

-,

1

. _ . _ . - - -> -, - - _
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(2)- Issue and implement the revised SRP Sections 3.9.3, ASME Code
Class' 1, 2, and 3. Components Supports and Core Support

46 .;Structures;13.9.4, Control Rod Drive Systems; 5.4.6, Reactor ''

-Core Isolation Cooling System (BWR); 5.4.7:, Residual Heat
Removal (RHR) System;- 6.3, Emergency: Core Coaling System;-
9.2.1, Station Service Water System; 9.2.2 F.eactor Auxiliary
Cooling 1 Water Systems;'10.3, Main Steam Supply Systems; and

~10.4.7,. Condensate and Feedwater Systems, which are based on
the findings reported in NUREG-0927, public comments received,
and' concluding staff evaluations.

'

Implementation of these revised SRP sections will apply to the
review of custom plant' CP applications and standard plant
applications that are docketed' after issuance of the SRP !

.

revisions,
i

rThese revised SRP sections incorporate licensing review1
.

guidance which would maintain use of experience gained
regarding. plant design-features proved effective in
eliminating water hanner, _and which also clarify current staff'

, review practices to ensure that- the review process 1s more -
- predictable and definitive.

'

, -

(3) Issue NUREG-0993 (formerly issued for public ccmment as the
value-impact analysis) as the Regulatory Analysis in support
of the SRP revisions,noted above.,

_. ,

IV. Statutory Considerations

A. NRC' Authority

| The . recommended changes to SRP Sections 3.9.3, 3.9.4, 5.4.6, 5.4.7,
-6.3, 9.2.1, 9.2.2, 10.3, 10.4.7- are within the statutory authority
of the NRC. Also, plant-specific safety assessments are within the
statutory authority of the NRC.

.

8. Need for National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Statement*

The proposed changes do not warrant a NEPA statement.
,

V. LSummary and Conclusions

Based on the above discussion, the following actions are recommended:

(1) Issue the revised SRP Sections for forward-fit implementation.

.

, , ,.>+,n - "
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-(2)- Issue flVREG-0927 as a technical findings document. This staff,

report summJriZes the staff's assessment of Water hammer in- nuclear -' '

. power plants.
' ,e

(3) Ensure operator awareness and training with respect to avoiding
-

water, hammer through the .use of the THI Task Action Plan, Part.
I.C.5 and Part 1. A.2.3, oprator training evaluation criteria under
current development by the Licensee Qualifications Branch,

a-
F

(4)' Conclude current Operating License reviews through staffi' evaluations:in progress.
P.
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Appendix A Public.Consnents Received and Action Taken
.

Comen t ' NRC Staff Response

Stone & Webster Engineering Corp. (S&W) (7/15/83):

The practice of including classical water The principal thrust of the'S&W' recommendations-to'
hamers as occasional mechanical loads (per ASME maintain the' practice of Ldesigning' for water'. hammer-.

B&PV Code, Section III) in piping' stress analyses- loads in piping stress analysis and piping supports:
and piping system design support requirements has~ been incorporated into. NUREG-0927,- and SRP -3.9.3,
should be maintained. "ASME Code Class I, 2, and 3 Components, Component

-Supports, and Core Support Structures," has been
r'evised to reflect a need to consider water hatner

include a statement to this effect in the revised in development of Design Specifications under the. ~

P SRP sections, which had been issued for comment. ASNE Code requirements.

Issue NUREG-0927 for information, along with-
the SRP revisions proposed.

Westinghouse Electric Corp. (W) (7/20/83):
~

Westinghouse recommended that the concept of design llestinghouse's points regarding verification of designqualification of qualified designs within specified adequacy relative to water hammer qualification testing
operating limits without requiring in-plant testing (lab and first plant) as the basis for acceptance offor each application be reflected in NUREG-0927 repeated applications of the same design in subsequent
and the SRP. Westinghouse goes on to make the point plants is-technically scund; it also is representative =

; that once a design has been qualified within of the means.by which new designs are- introduced into
specified operating parameter limits to preclude SAR submittals. Although the staff agrees that qualified
or minimize water hanrner, adequate assurance exists standard designs for steam generators uay be. available,
that repeated applications of the same design the main feedwater and auxiliary feedwater systems and '

within the same limits will have minimum potential their controis are, in ' general, plant-specific and -
.

4

for water hammer. their design repeatability has been limited to identical'

plants at one site, or to standardized plants, if these
systems are all within the scope of the Preliminary Design
Approval. For these cases, ~it hasibeen the practice of
the NRC staff to not require.that the' testing in BTP ASBt

;

10-2 be repeated on the. identical plant.. Ilowever,;in
general, the steam generator main and auxiliary feedwater
m ue t er., ,ea enn + rn u ,- A m ; ,- -, + < ,- - - ~ ~ ~ a -
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Comment NRC~ Staff Response-

'are not the same and even modest. changes' have
3

, resulted in steam generator water hammer (such 'as ' u

.the Maine Yankee water hammer occurrence in:1983).The ~ staff has concluded, therefore, that it 'is
prudent to maintain BTP ASB 10-2 to demonstrate for
new plants the absence of a proclivity to waterf
hammer by preoperational testing.;

"

W also commented on the feedwater control valve The W comments regarding verification'that the
relative to feedwater line water hammer in PWRs feedwater control . valve is compatable'with:other
and recommended that compatability of feed system systems:and control requirements have been;

'

components should be verified by the system incorporated in NUREG-0927.
designer.,

. ,

'"
W made several editorial comments (see W comments
Ros. 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 in Enclosure 3).- NUREG-0927 has been nodified as appropriate.'

! Reactor Controls, Inc. (RCI) (7/29/83):
-

i

RCI addressed concerns regarding water hammer load RCI's recommendation to address potential waterduring the scram function of the control rod hammer in BWR-CRD systems has been incorporated
drive (CRD) hydraulic system. RCI cited testing. into SRP 3.9.4, " Control Rod Drive Systems,"testing and analysis of the CRD system that has 18E will handle matters related to CRD water-

. shown that water hammer loads require hammer in operating plants, and NRR will continuei

consideration. RCI reconnended that either SRP licensing review activities. (per TIA 82-59).
3.9.4 or SRP 4.6 be revised to include -
specifically the need to consider adverse4

dynamic loads such as water hanner in the CRD,

system.

.

- e =*v;--
- __
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J. F. Doherty (8/7/83):

I. Hr. Doherty commented that' NUREG-0927 should address ' Mr. Doherty's concerns related to BWR pipe Lcracks
the likelihood of pipe break on certain pipes

.

Land pipe failures are of.a broader nature than USI
(particularly in the BWR) with given cracks, instead A-1 and are being addressed by current regulatory
of assuming completely intact pipe and assessing reviews:related to reactor piping.. NRC's Piping Reviewdamage to pipe supports and restraints. Committee is currently' reviewing regulatory practices

*

s related to pipe cracks, pipe breaks,' seismic -

design, and dynamic load / load combinations. Water
hammer loads tare one of several dynamic loads that

.

will be ~ reviewed with respect to experience and.
current design practices. Any recommendations

|:p for changes in-regulatory requirements for the
,ao design of: piping and piping . supports will include

consideration of their ef fect on the capability of
piping systems to withstand water hammer loads.

.

Fluid Components, Inc. (FCI) (8/9/83):

FCI raised questions regarding water hammer FCI's comments regarding water hammer in degraded
in BWR piping that has incurred intergranular BWR piping are similar to Mr. Doherty's. BWRstress corrosion. pipe cracks and pipe failures are undergoing a

major regulatory review f rom a more comprehensivei FCI also pointed out problems in the use of safety viewpoint. .See also the response above.
level sensors, as shown in Figure 2.4 and 2.5, and
reconmends the use of a thermal dispersion.1evel<

switch. The thermal dispersion principle also can .

uarn the operator of incipient voiding.

peview and Synthesis Assoc., S. H. Bush (11/1/83):

11r. Bush commented: "In my opinion, the Staff The staff has neither assumed 'that previous water.position with regard to water hammer is
. hammers represent upper bound energy levels, norunrealistically optimistic.- It works on the a has the staff based its concluding evaluationsson.

i priori assumption that previous water hammers- in calculated energy loads. ~ Rather; the probabilistic.'

nuclear systems represent bound energy levels. This risk assessment (PRA) performed for USI A-l'
..~ . - ., - . . - . ,, - - - .. , . _ _ - . .
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Comment flRC' Staff Response

is based on after-the-fact calculations of energy utilized a failure model developed from reported
levels for a limited number of water hammer or water water hansner occurrences (or frequency) and waterslugging events. These calculation yielded values.- hammer occurrences (or frequency) and
that are a small fraction of the theoretical energy underlying cduses. The PRA conservatively assumed'bound. While I do not anticipate cases of water that a predicted limiting' event'(such as pipehammer near the theoretical upper bound, I.would not

| be surprised if some were to occur that are several rupture |or loss of safety system: function) would
occur even for those systems in which no disabling'

times the existing calculated levels." event'was. reported. The calculated change in public
;

dose due to water hammer induced failures was
negligible cr very low (i.e., less than 25
man-rem /rx-yr) .

' l'
In addition, it should be noted that design basis'*

accidents'(DBAs) currer.tly assume double ended
' guillotine breaks (DEGBs) for analyzing accident

sce/iarios and the. design of safety -systems..
Regardless of the postulated upper bound loads,

. pipe breaks ~more severe than a-DEGB are not likely.
to occur.

Mr. Bush also stated: "The Staff also labors under Water hamn.er has nut been dismissed on the basis ofsome misconceptions that aren't necessarily valid. redundancy. The staff has carefully reviewed waterThere is a concern for the global effect of seismic hammer occurrences, their underlying causes, and .events while dynamic events such as water hammer corrective actions taken, and finds that certainare dismissed on the basis of redundancy,'etc. In design fixes (e.g., J-tubes.in top feedring-steamthe following, I shall attempt to cite.some positive . generators, keep-full systems and vacuum breakersaspects, followed with points where I find the Staff in BWR systems) and operational awareness to' avoidposition unrealistically optimistic. I shall use an
example, not necessarily valid that attacks their conditions leading to water hammer have significantly

reduced the frequency of water hansner. The staff'srather cavalier dismissal of such events.... findings are reported in NUREG-0927.

Also, there is an important difference -between
global events (such as carthquakes),and water
hammer events. An earthquake event can affect many..,

lines ~and systems simultaneously. The ef fect of. a
water hammer occurrence is generally -limited to a
, i ., ,, w , , . . . -. a m _.w. .

-- -, - . , - -. . . _ - _ _ _ _ .- _ _ _ , , . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._
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~

'

" Events such as the H. ~ B.- Robinson and Turkey Point Inadequate designs are prone to- failure.
failures where dynamic loads resulting from reliet Corrective' measures have been taken'and proved to
valve closure blew the valves off the header were ' be effective.
corrected by-modifying an admittedly lousy weld
joint design. Apparently, the industry learned a
lesson because we haven't had any more such ' '

.
failures. -

"In the early 1970's, there. were a large number of Keep-full systems have essentially eliminated water
water slugging events where a valve was opened hammer occurrence in BWRs. -Before jockey pumps
into a voided line and pipes were bent,' hangers were used, line voiding was a major cause of waterP pulled out of the wall', etc. Techniques such as - hammer in BWRs. The staff supported industry's.'"
jockey pumps to fill the voided lines have markedly introduction of such systems and has recommended
minimized such events. I'm doubtful they have continued use of this design feature. The staff
totally eliminated them, has stated on numernus occasions that total ~

elimination.of-water hammer is not possible.,

" Steam-water reactions, particularly those induced J-tubes have been shown effective in minimizing - -

~

<

from the ste'am generator, have been virtually steam generator water hammer (SGWH) in some PWRs.
eliminated through installation of J-tubes. Again, It should be' noted that not, all PWRs. have installed
I am not sure that steam-water reactions have been J-tubes and- that some plants have operated without

-

eliminated." J-tubes since co.nmencement of commercial operationi
without water hammer occurrence. NRC's plant"

review actions ano conditional' approvals for
continued plant operation are summarized in NUREG-
0918. Maine-Yankee was one such plant granted
approval 'to operate. Following the January 1983
water hammer occurrence'at Maine Yankee, J-tubes
have been installed,' operating procedures revised
as needed. and a pre-operational: test run to

.

demonstrate absence of water hammer under loss of
feedwater| conditions. Again, total elimination of,,

SGWH is not clained.

.

6

h., -- w< , .w. , -r., ;.,,,, 4 #w 4 .*y,. _.,#
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Mr. Bush went on to state: "As indicated, I.am. The staff is aware of:deaerator systems in fossil . " -E

doubtful we have experienced feasible.:more fuel plants that have experienced. numerous large;energetic water hammers. An examination of the water hammers. These events have not resulted in
industrial literature will reveal water hammers catastrophic piping failures.even though severethat catastrophically failed piping. These are damage has. occurred in piping-support systems and

4

still possible." building structures. . ;ln these. systems, piping
cracks have occurred near piping. anchors as a
result' of frequent large bending moments
introduced by long segments of flexible piping.
systems.,

, ,

p llowever, nuclear power plants are built to more-

os
stringent. codes and standards than are normally
employed in many industrial piping' systems. The
wate.r hammer data base for USI A-1 represents more
than 600 reactor-years of operating' experience, . -

-

over which time fewer than 150 water hammers have
occurred. Since 1982 only tro water hammers have
occurred; one of these. occurred in pre-operational

i testing. With the exceptions of the IP-2 feedwater
line rupture in 1972 and the Maine Yankee feedwater

4

~

nozzle crack in 1983, all other water hammer damage
has been primarily to piping and' equipment supports.
Catastrophic water hammers have not occurred in
nuclear power plants.

" Earlier incidents of water hammer or water slugging Water hammer occurrences were not dismissed because
,

tended to be dismissed they 'only' pulled out all they only pulled out all supports for a. few hundred
; supports for a hundred feet or nore of piping feet... ," or for any other. reason. The staff's concerns' rather than failing the pipe. These support regarding water hammer occurrences in the early andfailures served as excellent energy absorbers mid 1970s are well documented in NUREG-0582 (July 1979)minimizing damage to piping. Since then, we have and resulted in water hammec being designated in unresolved Dgone in the wrong direction: namely, using largt safety issue (USI A-1). As noted abnve, design changesembedment plates, larger bolts, bigger lugs on the* and operation awareness of water hammer potential i

i

piping, etc. These measures ainost certainly .have significantly reduced occurrence . frequency. !transfer the energy absorption to the pipe. In (see also NUREG-0927).

. , - , . _ _ . __. . _ . _ . . ..
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'NRC Staff Response ';

the opinion of the PVRC Steering Consnittee and
some of the' prestigious consultants for the NRC ..

Task Group on Seismic Design, ASHE III has gone
in the wrong direction. The piping supports are,

too strong and the equipment supports too weak.
Bosnak's group feels the same. Hopefully, we can

-

change .it in time, but that probably will be for;

new plants, not a backfit requirement. We mayi

wish to make it a requirement along with requiring
removal of excessive supports based on increased'

damping values. *

"Another problem pertains to the BWR IGSCC in larger * Postulated changes in ASHE codes should be addressed,

pipes. The new appendix to ASi1E XI addresses the by, the appropriate ASitE Committee,. not USI A-1. NRCseismic case. I'm not sure we will see the same staff members and co6sultants are active membersmargins for more severe dynamic events. .Ev of such Committees. - .Rodabaugh raised this concern and I' intend to
take it to ASME XI for consideration. There are*

other concerns we need to address with regard to;

this appendix. We probably acted too precipitiously, *

but there was a very real need. ~

"Let me address another concern. The Staff - The staff does not dismiss water hammer on the -dismisses water hammer on the basis of redundant basis of redundant systems (see NUREG-0927). -

systems. Let me postulate-a relatively unlikely, - Horeover, the steam generator scenarior presentedbut not impossible, scenario. It we had a steam-
water reaction at the feedwater-steam generator

. by fir. Bush is not' possible. The occurrence of.
.

a steam-slugging water hammer 'in. the feedwater-
interface, we could get a shock wave traversing line requires that the feedwater sparger be

-

the pipe. We may get one in the steam generator . uncovered. ' Under such ' circumstances, any pressure -
,,

that could break several tubes. This is~a classic wave emanating from the feedwater line wouldinitiator for pressurized thermal shock and all be reduced to an insigificant magnitude upon.the redundant systems available won't help in a entering the ~ steam medium. s Even if the sparger :
~

4

.

. ,.s . . . - . . _ r5 - . , , , , . . , _ . - - ,_ ._ ....e , ,
-
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Comment NRC Staff Response;

reactor pressure vessel with a high transition- were not uncovered, the pressure wave would'be
temperature. While I admit this scenario is

. greatly reduced by.the orifice effect of the spargerunlikely,~it points out the weakness in the staff- -holes or J-tubes. ,the extreme area difference'between
position. the steaa generator and the L feedwater line, Lnd the -

air chamber'effect of the steam generator tubes:
7

should the water. The effects on the steam
generator tubes should be.of the sane order of
magnitude or less ' than those;resulting from the
bubble collapse phenomenon, that occurs in steam-
generators following load rejection or turbine
trip. . These events occur.far more frequently than
steam generator water hammer and do' not fail tubes.y,

"With regard to the ACRS questions, I suspect a A PRA analysis dealing with the safety significance
oo

meaningful PRA would be extremely expensive and of water hammer has been-performed (see SAI's report:
much more difficult than the LLNL PRA's on pipe "Probabilistic~ Assessment of Unresolved Safety Issue.
failure. Inputs would be virtually non-existent A-1, Water Hammer," January.1983), and the results
with the exception of events such as turbine trip have been summarized in NUREG-0993. - As noted above,
and valve closure. Furthermore, the upper bound evaluation of water hammer events resulted in avalues would be virtually impossible to ifve with. negligible change in calculated risk.

*

" Summarizing, water hammer problems have been The staff's position as reported in NUREG-0927 and
reduced but not eliminated; the Staff position ~ NUREG-0993 is not unduly optimistic; the staff
strikes me as unduly optimistic; positive action makes no claim to total elimination of water. hammer.may be necessary to correct the multip)e problem -The staff does support continued'use of proven

~

of too many supports and too strong supports. design concepts and operational procedures that have
significantly reduced water hammer occurrence, and
such water hammer considerations are reflected in
the revised sections of the Standard Review Plan.

J

In addition,:an NRC Piping Review Committee is
currently ' reviewing regulatory practices related to
pipe cracks,- pipe breaks, seismic design, and
dynamic load / load combinations. Water hansner ;10 ads
are one of several ~ dynamic. loads that will. be
reviewed with' respect:to experience'and current-

_ _ _ .. _ . _ _ -_
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Comment NRC 5taff Response.

design practices.. zThus, any recommendations for
changes'in regulatory- requirements for the design
of piping and piping supports will include
consideration of their effect on Lthe. capabilit g of'f
piping systems to withstand water hanmer loads.

E.C.RodabaughAssociatesInc.(11/10/83[1

11r. Rodabaugh referred to discussions with S. Bush .Mr. Rodabaugh's concerns related to stiffer piping
~

and J. O'Brien and offers his opinion that water restraints and ASME Code Section XI, IWB-3640, will
hammer is more of a concern than earthquake.
11r. Rodabaugh stated also that piping in newer '

bd considered by NRC's' Piping Review Committee. His
views related to. water hammer concerns outweighing,,

3, plants is more restrained than in older plants earthquake concerns derive from to his participation
that this may be of concern where the restraint-pipe in structural analysis working groups (in the mid-
attachment involves lugs welded to the' pipe pressure West), while similar opinions have been expressed.boundary, should water hammer occur. He recommends Although het has recommended additional research, he
additional research to better define 'the water also states'that great urgency does not exist for
hammer problem to (1) ioentify potential water water hammer research. NRC-RES will review hishammers too severe to " design against"; (2) identify recommendations.
the role of plasticity in evaluation of pressure
boundary failure; and (3) determine if water
hammer tests could feasibly be added to dynamic-

.
*

loading-of-piping programs.

.

, , _ _ _ - . ~ . - . ~ - - - . _ - - - ~ " - - - - - ' - ' ~ - - - - - ' " - - - - ~ ^ * ~ ^ ^ ~ ^ ^ ~ ' '' '
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION.,

.."2- , WASHINGTON,DJC.20556

%,, ......,o November 17, 1989
-

o,
1

f. OFFICE OF THE .
^' SECRETARY-

' '
, ,

-(-#

}c iMEMORANDUM FOR:i Teresa Neville, Acting Chief.
'

' Public: Document: Room -,,

- THRU:; Sandy;Sho lef
:Corresponr pi Records Branch

4FROM:. [ ew' Bates', Chief
-/ Operations Branch

SUBJECT: ' RELEASE'.OF-DOCUMENTS TO PDR

Attached!for. placement in the PDR are copies of:
'

-

: SECY-89-122'- Resolution'of Unresolved-Safety Issue (USI)
A-48, " Hydrogen Control Measures and Effects of, .

Hydrogen Burns-on Safety Equipment"
"

' '
- SECY-88-272 - Technical Resolution of Unresolved Safety

: Issues:A-3', A-4, and;A-5;Regarding Steam ~,'

Generator Tube Integrity ;

-'SECY-64-119 - Resolution of-Unresolved Safety Issue A-1,
" Water' Hammer"

;These documents are being placed in the PDR at the EDO's
request'with concurrence by Commissioners' offices.

.

LAttachments:
As-stated

cc: EDO
GPA

. DCS - P1-124
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